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Abstract
As IT systems are becoming more important everyday, one of the main concerns is that users may
face major problems and eventually incur major costs if computing systems do not meet the ex-
pected performance requirements: customers expect reliability and performance guarantees, while
underperforming systems loose revenues. Even with the adoption of data centers as the hub of
IT organizations and provider of business efficiencies the problems are not over because it is ex-
tremely difficult for service providers to meet the promised performance guarantees in the face of
unpredictable demand. One possible approach is the adoption of Service Level Agreements (SLAs),
contracts that specify a level of performance that must be met and compensations in case of failure.
In this thesis I will address some of the performance problems arising when IT companies sell
the service of running ‘jobs’ subject to Quality of Service (QoS) constraints. In particular, the aim
is to improve the efficiency of service provisioning systems by allowing them to adapt to changing
demand conditions.
First, I will define the problem in terms of an utility function to maximize. Two different mod-
els are analyzed, one for single jobs and the other useful to deal with session-based traffic. Then,
I will introduce an autonomic model for service provision. The architecture consists of a set of
hosted applications that share a certain number of servers. The system collects demand and perfor-
mance statistics and estimates traffic parameters. These estimates are used by management policies
which implement dynamic resource allocation and admission algorithms. Results from a number of
experiments show that the performance of these heuristics is close to optimal.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
IT systems are becoming more important everyday as they help to support most aspects of our daily
life. The wide variety of services and resources available over the Internet presents new opportu-
nities and new challenges for companies and organizations. People and organizations rely on IT
systems to address most of their needs, such as health and entertainment, and to access news and
services. Thus, in the last few years one of the main challenges for information technology has
been the integration of applications within and across organizational boundaries. More recently the
adoption of Web Services, self-describing, open components that support rapid, low-cost composi-
tion of distributed applications [82], has captured the attention of both companies and academia as
a promising solution to low cost and immediate integration with other applications and partners: the
use of Web Services, in fact, eases systems’ interoperability because they allow programs to interact
with each other over the Internet via open protocols and standards like SOAP [114] and HTTP [56].
As a result now many traditional providers such as Google and Amazon are boosting their traffic
through Web Service APIs [7, 43].
One of the main concerns, however, is that users may face major breakdowns and eventually
incur major costs if IT systems do not meet the expected performance requirements. In fact, as
Web Services proliferate more and more widely, whether offered within an organization or as part
of a paid service across organization boundaries, the issues related to service quality become very
relevant and they will eventually be a significant factor in distinguishing the success or the failure
of service providers. For example, when customers contact customer service centers they usually
interact with automated support systems and expect an immediate answer. Unfortunately, if the issue
requires human intervention, it is likely that customers are put on hold before being able to speak to
2a human being. Similarly, when the stock market is unstable, a large number of online traders tend
to overload the trading sites, making the systems non-responsive. The inability to buy and sell in a
timely manner may cause major financial losses. These situations cause a lot of frustration and are
a major cause for companies to lose customers and revenues. For example, it has been reported that
Amazon tried delaying the page generation by 100 milliseconds and found out that even very small
delays would result in substantial and costly drops in revenue (1% sales drop for 100ms delay) [68].
Also, Google found that an extra 0.5 seconds in search page generation would kill user satisfaction,
with a consequent 20% traffic drop. Finally, a broker could lose 4 USD million in revenues per
millisecond if their electronic trading platform is 5 milliseconds behind the competition.
As emerges from the above examples businesses are under constant pressure, and IT organi-
zations must respond to these pressures in their own operations in order to provide solutions to
help the whole business more efficiently. The usual approach is the adoption of the data center as
the hub of IT organizations and provider of business efficiencies. The problem, however, is still
rather complicated: it is extremely difficult for service providers to meet the promised performance
guarantees in the face of unpredictable user demand. One approach that can offer some comfort in
certain situations is the adoption of Service Level Agreements (SLAs), contracts that specify a level
of performance that must be met and compensation in case of failure.
Quality of Service (QoS) can be addressed from several points of view, such as the engineering
point of view (i.e., how to provide a service subject to performance constraints), or the semantic
one (i.e., how to dynamically discover or select services with tight performance requirements [117],
or how to negotiate QoS requirements at run time [35]). This thesis is focused in the former one.
Specifically, it addresses some of the performance issues arising when companies sell the service
of running ‘jobs’ subject to QoS constraints. From the provider’s perspective, the problem can be
defined as ‘How to maximize the earned revenue?’ or, ‘How to minimize the probability of failing
to honour the commitments for agreed service quality?’.
1.2 Thesis Organization and Contributions
This thesis has two strands. First, it considers the problem of how to structure and control a service
provisioning system subject to Quality of Service constraints. Second, it presents an architecture
of a hosting system where a number of servers are used to provide different types of Web Services
3to paying customers. The system must handle demands of different types and must adapt dynami-
cally to changing conditions. There are different Service Level Agreements specifying charges for
running jobs and penalties for failing to meet promised performance metrics. This dissertation in-
troduces different models whose objective is to maximize an utility function based on the average
revenue earned per unit time. The system collects demand and performance statistics, estimates
parameters and makes dynamic decisions concerning server allocation and admission control. The
proposed algorithms are based on approximate mathematical models of system behaviour. Their
effectiveness and robustness are evaluated experimentally, under different traffic conditions.
The structure of the thesis is the following:
Chapter 2 provides the background necessary to understand the remainder of this thesis and presents
an overview of related work. The chapter focuses on work on QoS control, with a particular
emphasis on admission control and resource allocation algorithms, that is fundamental to the
models that will be presented in the next chapters.
Chapter 3 proposes a quantitative model of user demand, service provision and admission policy
capable of dealing with single and independent jobs subject to response time or waiting time
constraints. AM/M/n/k queueing model augmented with some economic parameters is used
as a basic building block. The scheme is validated via numerical simulations, shown at the
end of the chapter.
Chapter 4 describes the design and implementation of SPIRE (Service Provisioning System for
Revenue Enhancement), a service provisioning system that I have developed in order to (i) as-
sess the effectiveness of the policies presented in this dissertation and (ii) studying different
possible ways to structure a service provisioning system.
Chapter 5 experimentally evaluates the performance of the SPIRE system: CPU-bound jobs are
queued and executed on real servers, while messages are sent and delivered by a real network.
The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the adaptive algorithms introduced in Chapter 3
and the autonomic system discussed in Chapter 4.
Chapter 6 describes the issues affecting the single-job model introduced in Chapter 3 (e.g., broken
sessions with consequent wastage of system resources), thus it introduces different session-
4based admission control schemes. Such algorithms are based on theGI/G/n queueing model;
however, since there is no closed form solution for it, this chapter describes an effective
approximation that can be used to predict the average waiting times. Some results obtained
via simulation are shown at the end of the chapter.
Chapter 7 describes the changes made to SPIRE in order to allow the system to deal with session-
based traffic.
Chapter 8 empirically evaluates the effect of the admission policies for service streams introduced
in Chapter 6. Again, experiments consist of CPU-bound jobs and involve their execution on
real servers and the transit of messages on a real network.
Chapter 9 concludes the thesis suggesting some possible directions for future research and possi-
ble extensions to the way commercial data centers can be structured and controlled.
The work presented here was carried out as part of the research project QoSP (Quality of Service
Provisioning), funded by British Telecom. It has given rise to the following publications:
• Chapter 3: Jennie Palmer, Isi Mitrani, Michele Mazzucco, Mike Fisher and Paul McKee –
“Optimizing Revenue: Service Provisioning Systems with QoS Contracts”. In Proceedings
of the Second International Conference on E-Business (ICE-B ’07), Barcelona, pp 187–191,
2007.
• Chapters 4 and 5 : Michele Mazzucco, Isi Mitrani, Jennie Palmer, Mike Fisher and Paul
McKee – “Web Service Hosting and Revenue Maximization”. In Proocedings of the Fifth
European Conference on Web Services (ECOWS’07), Halle, pp 45–54, 2007.
• Chapters 4 and 7: two European patent applications on behalf of BT.
• Chapter 6: Michele Mazzucco, Isi Mitrani, Mike Fisher and Paul McKee – “Allocation and
Admission Policies for Service Streams”, In Proocedings of the 16th annual IEEE Interna-
tional Symposium on Modeling, Analysis, and Simulation of Computer and Telecommunica-
tion Systems (MASCOTS 2008), Baltimore, pp 155–162, 2008 (Best Paper award).
5• Chapter 8: Michele Mazzucco, Isi Mitrani, Jennie Palmer, Mike Fisher and Paul McKee,
“Revenue Maximization in Web Service Provision”, to appear in Computer Science – Re-
search and Development (special issue on Web Services), Springer.
6Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
This chapter discusses fundamental related work on service provisioning systems, with a particu-
lar emphasis on service provision subject to service quality constraints. This includes papers and
solutions for resource allocation and overload protection of servers and data centers (Sections 2.1
and 2.2, respectively), economic models for service provision in Section 2.3, and Cloud Computing
systems in Section 2.4.
A service provisioning system – or Internet utility – is a collection of servers connected by
high-speed networks. In recent years Internet utilities have become an indispensable component
of customer-facing websites and enterprise applications: at their best, provisioning systems allow
businesses to outsource their infrastructure and get rid of their IT department and many startups use
them to reduce costs.
Internet utilities must keep response time low to satisfy users’ performance requirements. How-
ever, because when requests arrive concurrently response times grow due to queueing delays [78,
chap. 3], in the absence of overload protection algorithms, business critical production application
environments are usually over-provisioned to limit the impact of queueing in relation to service
times. For example, in 2002 Andrzejak et al. [10] analysed the workload of some commercial data
centers and found out that the typical CPU utilisation of servers in Internet utilities ranges between
15% and 35% while, according to Stewart et al. [94], the utilization of any resource in excess of
50% occurs very rarely. This means that, (i) while queueing times should not be ignored, service
times usually account for much of the response times, while (ii) the non-queueing congestion ef-
fects described by Karlsson et al. [61], like cache interference or contention for shared resources
occuring in overload conditions, are likely to happen rarely in practice. As Cockcroft and Walker
[33] describe, even in server-consolidation scenarios where the aim is to boost the resource utiliza-
tion, practitioners tend to keep peak CPU utilization below 70%. Clearly, if one can achieve similar
7performance with fewer resources by managing them more efficiently, that would be a desiderable
objective.
If we consider a scenario in which each service utility sells the service of executing jobs, i.e.,
tasks that can be repeated, rather than just raw resources such as CPU time, storage capacity or
bandwidth, some sort of middleware – a layer that resides between the operating system and the
applications – is usually employed. It (i) creates the illusion of a single system image and (ii)
supports functionalities such as resource management, job queueing, scheduling and execution. In
such markets, clients and providers negotiate contracts that might include some measure of service
quality assurance as well as the price for the service provision. For example, clients may pay more
for better service, while providers may incur a penalty if they fail to honour the commitments for
agreed service quality.
2.1 Resource Management in Cluster Utilities
Job management systems are software architectures that allow users to run more jobs in less time
(or with less resources) by matching the jobs’ processing needs with the available resources. Ex-
isting implementations such as Condor [103], Load Sharing Facility [84], Portable Batch Sys-
tem [47], IBM LoadLeveler [54] or Sun Grid Engine [96] do not support utility-driven computing
because they use algorithms aimed to optimise performance measures such as (maximising) proces-
sor throughput, utilisation of the cluster, or (minimising the) average waiting or response time of
the submitted jobs. In other words, these solutions do not allow users to ‘prioritise’ requests in any
way, such as through smart scheduling or by allocating more capacity to some jobs.
If one associates a user-specified utility function to each task then it becomes possible to model
an Internet utility as a utility-driven computing system where resources can be acquired on demand:
at job submission, customers can specify the value of the job through Quality of Service parameters,
and these parameters can be taken into account by the service provider to decide how many servers
to allocate to a certain service, whether to accept a request, or the next request to execute when a
resource becomes available. In other words, through QoS requirements, customers are capable of
affecting the way such choices are made. No matter what utility function is used, it should be (i)
monotonically increasing with the amount of allocated resources, and (ii) fast growing for small
amounts of allocated resources, adding more and more resources will yield lower increase in utility.
The intuition behind the second point is that once a resource is plentiful then adding additional
8capacity would have little or no benefit. For example, if an application can use at most 10 servers,
its utility does not change if 12 nodes are allocated to it.
Even though theoretical studies of economic models applied to Internet utilities are only now
beginning to emerge (see Section 2.3), several commercial vendors and startups have introduced
to the market products embedding economics into their resource allocation systems. Systems like
SunMicrosystems’ N1 Grid System [15, 97] and IBM’s Tivoli Intelligent ThinkDynamic Orchestra-
tor [55] provide dynamic service delivery where users pay only for what they use and thus save from
investing heavily on computer facilities. Providers and users agree on Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) specifying the expected level of service performance such that service providers are liable to
compensate their customers if the level of performance is not satisfactory. Sun Microsystem’s prod-
uct is a grid hosting environment which uses undisclosed policies to provide dynamic and automatic
resource provisioning, enabling service level management. IBM’s technology is capable of increas-
ing resource utilisation and achieving dynamic infrastructure allocation. The available resources
can be allocated and managed dynamically without human intervention through a software layer
called Policy-Based Orchestration. The system allows the administrator to define custom policies,
while Tivoli automatically deploys and dynamically optimises resources in response to business
objectives and conditions.
There is an extensive literature on adaptive resource management techniques for commercial data
centers. Yet, the majority of previous work does not take the economic issues related to SLAs
into account. As a consequence the service providers would still need to over-provision their data
centers in order to address highly variable traffic conditions. Moreover, existing studies do not
consider admission policies as a mechanism to protect the data center against overload conditions.
However, as it will become clear later in this thesis, admission control algorithms have a significant
effect on revenues.
Several studies (see for example [10, 104]) use workload profiling to estimate the resource
savings of multiplexing workloads in a shared utility. Such studies focus on the probability of
exceeding the agreed performance requirements for various degrees of CPU overbooking. Others,
like Doyle et al. [36], vary the degree of overbooking to adapt to load changes, but they do so by
considering only average-case QoS within each interval. That paper describes a queueing model for
performance prediction of single-tier web servers with static content. This approach (i) explicitly
models CPU, memory, and disk bandwidth in the Web server, (ii) uses knowledge of file size and
9popularity distributions, and (iii) relates average response time to available resources.
In [85], Rajkumar, Lee, Lehoczky, and Siewiorek consider a resource allocation model for QoS
management, where application needs may include timeliness, reliability, security and other non
functional requirements. The model is described in terms of a utility function to be maximized and is
further extended by Ghosh et al. [41] and Hansen et al. [49]. However although those schemes allow
for variation of job computation time and frequency of application requests, once again, congestion
and response or waiting time constraints are not considered.
Ranjan and Knightly [87] introduce a suite of algorithms to optimise the performance of dy-
namic content applications. QuID is a server migration algorithm that allocates servers on-demand
within a cluster such that response times are not affected even under sudden overload conditions.
As happens in SPIRE, the architecture described in Chapter 4, the system proposed in this paper can
be viewed as dynamically migrating servers to and from a shared pool according to the workload
and QoS requirements of the hosted application. However, unlike SPIRE, here there is a migration
time associated with migrating a server from the shared pool and into a particular cluster tier that,
according to some experiments, is in the order of minutes (the same occurs also when machines
are released). Apart from the resource allocation scheme the paper deals with the server selection
problem. The authors formulate it by assuming a single bottleneck tier in each multi-tiered cluster
and modeling it as a M/G/1 queue, while the intercluster latencies are the cost of redirection. Two
routing algorithms are proposed and evaluated. The first, called WARD, is a server selection mech-
anism that enables statistical multiplexing of resources across clusters by redirecting requests away
from overloaded clusters, with the aim of minimising the response times. Clusters store service
time as well as load averages and periodically exchange these values in order to make the ‘best’
routing decisions. The second routing scheme is a probabilistic redirection algorithm that does not
make a decision for each incoming request. Instead, given the cluster workloads and inter-cluster
latencies, it computes a fraction of client requests to be forwarded. Finally the paper proposes a
policy used to decide which solution to use, namely server migration or request redirection. If the
traffic burst is expected to be sustained for a period larger than the migration time, then new servers
are migrated locally via QuID. In contrast, if the traffic burst is expected to last for a time-period
smaller than the migration time, then migrating new servers is prohibitive and hence requests are
redirected to other clusters via WARD. The performance metric considered by the authors is the
95%-ile response time, and the discussed experiments show some performance gains over simpler
policies such as round-robin routing. However, as the authors stress, if the proposed algorithms
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were employed on a real data center, resource over-provisioning would still be needed because of
the lack of an admission control scheme.
The problem of autonomously configuring a computing cluster to satisfy SLA requirements is
addressed in several papers. Some of the following papers consider the economic issues occurring
when services are offered as part of a contract, however they do not address the problems affecting
overloaded server systems, while others include some simple admission control schemes without
taking any economic parameter into account when the system configuration needs to be updated.
Li et al. [67] propose a strategy for autonomic computing that divides the problem into dif-
ferent phases, Monitor, Analyze, Plan and Execute (MAPE, according to the terminology used by
IBM [63]) in order to meet SLA requirements in terms of response time and server utilization. The
system can be reconfigured in two ways, (i) by triggering an event when a SLA violation occurs,
or (ii) proactively, every time a resource threshold is reached (both lower and upper bounds can be
specified). However, unlike the work presented in this dissertation, the policy decisions involve the
reconfiguration of resource allocation to services only; they do not attempt to control admissions.
Menascé et al. [77] propose an approach based on hill climbing techniques combined with ana-
lytic queueing models to guide the search for the best combination of configuration parameters of a
multilayered architecture hosting a E-Commerce applications (i.e., all resources of web, application
and database servers are ‘optimised’). The authors consider as QoS metric the average response
time, the throughput and (this is indeed the main difference compared to previous work) the prob-
ability that a request is rejected. The system includes a very simple admission control scheme that
uses a fixed threshold whose value depends on the number of available threads. The system collects
usage and performance statistic values during a period of time, then it updates the configuration
for the next interval accordingly. A problem of this solution is that it might happen that a request
is served by the web server but rejected by an overloaded application server, while a smarter ap-
proach would reject the request at the front-end. Moreover, even though the shown experiments
demonstrate the usefullness of the proposed approach in order to improve the average response time
under heavy load, the paper does not consider the economic issues associated to enterprise service
provisioning.
Walsh et al. [116] discuss a distributed architecture consisting of multiple interacting autonomic
elements with the aim of solving the resource allocation problem for a dedicated data center ar-
chitecture with dynamic virtual pools, like the one discussed in this dissertation. The system is
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composed of different modules, including a data aggregator to store traffic related information, a
demand forecaster module, an utility calculator, and a controller to decide how many resources to
allocate to each virtual pool. The emphasis of these papers is on the use of utility functions as
fundamental framework to automatically optimise resource usage rather than utility functions as a
foundation to optimise the utility of a data center. Similarly, Bennani and Menascé [16] integrate
the techniques first introduced by Menascé et al. [77] to a multiclass queueing network model to
maximize an utility function that takes into account response time and throughput values. However,
even though the authors mention SLAs, no charges, penalties nor any other economic value is taken
into account. The problem is defined as a two-class system, where the first type of requests are
online transactions while the second workload is made by batch jobs. The intensity of the first type
is given by the average arrival rate, while the performance metric of interest is the average response
time, while the intensity of the batch jobs is given by the concurrency level (i.e., the average number
of concurrent requests in execution), while the function to maximize is the average throughput. The
system is composed by a workload monitor module, that collects the traffic statistics, a workload
forecaster, that uses the historical values to predict future workload intensity values, and an utility
function evaluator. The number of servers to allocate to each class is computed using a combinato-
rial search technique over the space of all possible configurations (the evaluator computes the utility
function provided by each configuration).
Zhang and Ardagna [124] focus on the design of a resource allocation algorithm for shared data
centers subject to QoS constraints and multi-class SLAs specifying penalties in case the service
provider fails to deliver the promised service quality. The proposed scheme aims at maximising the
profit by using an utility function that takes into account, apart from revenues for executing client
requests and penalties for SLAs violations, also the cost to keep servers running. This work differs
from existing one because, at some point, the policy might decide (depending on the system load)
to switch some servers off in order to reduce the cost factor.
Liu et al. [69] propose a theoretical model that uses both load balancing and server scheduling
when trying to maximize the profit of a hosting platform subject to multi-class SLAs. As in [124]
there are charges for executing requests and penalties for performance quality violations, but here
the performance metrics include the tail distributions of the per-class delays in addition to per-class
throughputs and mean delays. The analysis assumes that servers can serve different types of requests
at the same time, using a generalised processor sharing (GPS) scheduling policy, while the request
routing is probabilistic to the sub-set of servers allocated to the class.
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Chandra et al. [28] present a GPS based queueing model of a single resource, such as the CPU,
at a web server. The model is parametrized by online measurements and is used to determine the
resource allocation needed to meet desired average response time targets. Prediction and adaptation
algorithms dynamically partitions the GPS-resource to the running applications according to the es-
timated workload. The paper presents some experiments showing the effectiveness of the proposed
approach, however the framework lacks of an scheme capable to prevent overload, while SLAs are
not considered.
Villela et al. [110], Urgaonkar et al. [105] and Levy et al. [66] consider an economic model
similar to the one proposed in Chapter 3. There, the emphasis is on allocating server capacity only,
while admission policies are not taken into account. Yet, as it will become clearer in the following
chapters, revenues can be improved very significantly by imposing suitable conditions for accepting
jobs.
Urgaonkar et al. [105] model analytically the behaviour of multi-tier architectures where a re-
quest can visit each tier multiple times while the SLA is specified in terms of average response time.
The architecture is modeled as a network of queues, where each queue represents a tier, while the
scheduling discipline is assumed to be processor sharing (PS). Active sessions are modeled using
an infinite server queueing system that feeds the network of queues, thus forming a closed-queueing
system. Average response time values are estimated using the mean-value analysis (MVA) algo-
rithm for closed queueing networks. Monitoring the average service times, the average think time
of a session (the average interarrival intervals between requests belonging to the same session), the
number of concurrent sessions and estimating the visit ratios for the queues, the algorithm computes
the average response time. Such algorithm is based on the queueing theory result that in product
form closed queueing networks, when a request moves from queue Qi to another queue Q j, it sees,
at the time of its arrival at Q j, a system with the same state but with one less customer. One inter-
esting feature of this model is, unlike Menascé et al. [77], the ability to handle concurrency limits.
However, the model does not include any overload scheme, and thus it might happen that only some
requests belonging to a session are effectively processed.
Villela et al. [110] study how a service provider should allocate the application tier of an E-
commerce application subject to QoS constraints. The SLA is the same as the one used in Chapter 3
as it uses charges for executing jobs and penalties for failing the agreed service quality commit-
ments. The paper models each server as an M/G/1/PS queue, while the objective is to minimise
the cost that results from SLAs violations (no admission control mechanism is employed). So the
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authors assume that servers split their processing power evenly between their simultaneously active
jobs using a round-robin scheduling mechanism. Thus, the time spent servicing each job depends
heavily on the number of jobs running into the same server. The processor sharing model employed
in this paper works well in theory as it is based on the assumption that the quantum each job re-
ceives is ‘very small’. However, in practice the quanta can not be too short, otherwise the system
overhead caused by task switches becomes excessively high. Moreover, it is not fixed, but it varies
at runtime and from job to job, while the scheduling policy is not a ‘perfect’ round robin, but it
takes into account priorities as well. Finally, because the authors assume a round-robin scheduling
policy where all jobs receive the same amount of time to run, it is not possible to implement any
form of service differentiation mechanism such as giving more time to more ‘important’ jobs. The
paper proposes and experiments with three allocation heuristics that forbid different customers from
sharing the same server and whose computational complexity is linear in the number of customers.
The first algorithm assumes that the average service time of jobs for each customer is known, the
second approximation requires both the first and second moments of the service time distribution,
while the third algorithm assumes known bounds for the class of exponential bounded burstiness
processes, to which the Poisson process belongs. The proposed policies are compared against two
simple heuristics,a ‘uniform’ that allocates servers evenly between customer and a ‘naive’ one that
shares the available machines in proportion to a customer arrival rate times the charge per request,
divided by the tolerated response time, and appear to perform better.
Levy et al. [66] present an architecture and prototype implementation of a performance man-
agement system that supports multiple classes and dynamically allocates server resources, balances
the load according of the offered user demand in order to support SLAs, that are expressed in terms
of average response time. The peculiarity of the paper is that the cluster utility function is in fact
a composition of two functions: a class specific utility function, for each class of requests, and a
combining function that combines the class utility values into one cluster utility value. The former
represent the utility from the customers’ point of view (i.e., customer satisfaction), while the latter
represents the utility from the provider’s perspective (usually profit).
2.2 Overload Protection Schemes for Service Provisioning Systems
Overload control is a very well researched topic in both telecommunications and web servers sys-
tems. This section describes two techniques that can be useful when trying to prevent a server or
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collection of servers from being overloaded. Section 2.2.1 presents previous work on admission
control, a technique that explicitly discards part of the client requests as a form of overload protec-
tion, while Section 2.2.2 describes some service differentiation schemes, a technique that classifies
customers and delivers the best service to some of them at the expenses of the others.
2.2.1 Admission Control
As servers approach saturation response times grow noticeably, providers incur penalties (if SLAs
are in operation) and customers become unhappy. When the request rate on a server increases be-
yond server capacity, the server becomes unresponsive. The TCP listen queue of the server’s socket
overflows, exhibiting a drop-tail behaviour. As a result, clients experience service outages. Admis-
sion control is a technique used to prevent systems from becoming overloaded: rather than forcing
all clients to experience unacceptable performance level, admission control schemes explicitly dis-
card a fraction of the client requests. There is an extensive literature on single-jobs admission con-
trol: this section reviews the most important ones. Some papers use SLA parameters when deciding
whether to admit a client request or not, others don’t. However, I am not aware of any study using
admission control algorithms, resource allocation policies and economic parameters to improve the
efficiency of computer systems.
Welsh et al. [118] present one solution to overcome the scalability issues related to the enterprise
applications that must support a mix of fast and long running business processes, or with great or
small throughput. The Stage Event Driven Architecture (SEDA) model is an architecture style that
decomposes system services into a network of stages, where each stage performs part of the request.
Stages are separated by dynamic resource controllers to allow applications to adjust dynamically to
changing load: at each stage a monitor measures the response time and a controller decides whether
to admit a given event to that particular service. If the event is not admitted, custom actions can
be executed, i.e., the user’s request is not systematically rejected but, for instance, part of it can be
redirected to another node. The fine-grained admission control mechanism enables the monitoring
of single resources and allows the system to reject only those events leading to bottlenecks.
Zhou and Yang [125] present Selective Early Request Termination, a load shredding mechanism
that can be used in systems that use threads or processes to handle multiple requests concurrently
(this is the case of popular web servers such as Apache or Microsoft IIS and several application
servers). The algorithm is based on the assumptions that (i) it is not possible to classify requests
and that (ii) a relatively small percentage of long requests require excessive computing resources
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dramatically affect other short requests and reduce the overall system throughput. The idea behind
the model is to use an an adaptive timeout threshold, i.e., a timeout varies according to the loading
conditions: the system monitors all active requests and aborts those jobs that have not completed
once their threshold has expired.
Elnikety et al. [39] present Gatekeeper, a proxy-based approach for admission control and re-
source scheduling. The proposed framework externally observes execution costs of requests online,
distinguishing different request types, and performs overload protection and preferential scheduling
using dynamic estimates of the loading conditions, while the admission control mechanism keeps
track of the estimated current load and admits a new request only if the new load does not exceed the
server’s capacity. The maximum server capacity is computed off-line using a brute force approach
that assumes that the system’s throughput is a concave function, i.e. a function that grows up to a
certain level and then decreases.
Urgaonkar et al. [105] present Cataclysm, a server platform designed with the aim to handle
extreme overloads in hosted Internet applications. Like the framework that will be described in
this dissertation, Cataclysm tries to maximize the average revenue achieved per unit time, but dur-
ing traffic surges it does so by using a combination of three techniques, (i) adding server capacity,
(ii) performance degradation (see next section) and (ii) admission control (when the other two ap-
proaches are not possible or are not enough). Cataclysm uses an architecture similar to the one
described in Chapter 4, while the threshold-based admission control heuristic uses a G/G/1 queue-
ing model. The SLA is formulated in terms of maximum response time related to the arrival rate,
i.e., the response time is allowed to degrade within a certain value if the arrival rate increases above
a certain threshold. The model uses charges for accepting and executing a request with the desired
performance quality, however there are no penalties for violating the SLA.
Mahabhashyam and Gautam [71] discuss a dynamic protocol employing both a resource alloca-
tion and an admission control algorithm for shared data centers service multiple classes of requests
having different QoS requirements. The model uses two classes: the first consists of real time traffic
that has bandwidth requirements such as audio or video streaming, while the other is composed
by ‘elastic’ traffic, i.e., requests that use the processor capacity not used by class 1 tasks. This
model differentiates from the one introduced in Chapter 3 because it (i) assumes that servers are
shared between customers’ requests, (ii) only type 1 requests can be rejected, and (iii) the SLA
includes a penalty for each rejected class 1 job and a penalty proportional to the delay for class 2
requests (though, it is not clear whether there are penalties for delaying type 1 jobs). Because of
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the different requirements, the authors analyze the two classes separately. For type 1 jobs, if the
exponentiality assumptions hold, the process {Xk(t), t ≥ 0}, where Xk(t) represents the number of
requests of type 1 in the system at time t, can be modeled as a continuous-time Markov chain. From
a queueing perspective this is a M/M/nk/nk system where the loss probability can be computed
using the Erlang B formula. The analysis of the average delay of type 2 jobs is completely different
because it must take into account type 1 requests into the system as well. The stochastic process
is a Quasi-birth-process that can be solved using a technique called matrix geometric method. The
paper shows only some numerical results, while in the final section the authors state that, if their ap-
proach is going to be implemented in a real system, some sort of automatic technique like the ones
discussed in this dissertation should be used to monitor and estimate the arrival rate and service time
values.
While there is an extensive literature on request-based admission control, session based admis-
sion control is much less well studied (sessions are sequences of individual requests made by the
same client and needed to complete a task). The studies described here relate to the model proposed
in Chapter 6. However once again nobody has studied the effects of combining admission control,
resource allocation and economics when trying to model a commercial service provisioning system
subject to QoS constraints.
In [32], Cherkasova and Phaal observe that, by default, overloaded web servers discriminate
against longer sessions. Moreover, an overloaded web server can experience a severe relative loss
of throughput measured as the number of completed sessions per second, compared to the relative
loss of requests per second. The approach proposed by Cherkasova and Phaal tries to guarantee a fair
probability of completion for any accepted session, no matter of its length, because their predictive
admission control strategy accepts a new session only if the server has the capacity to successfully
complete all the related requests. Instead, if the server is close to being overloaded, the entire
session is rejected. Request are classified into high, medium and low priority, and priority levels
are used to determine admission priority and performance levels. Estimation of the server capacity
and evaluation of the load generated by the sessions is computed using a basic queueing network
simulation model. The algorithm described in this paper has been integrated in HP’s WebQoS
product [51].
Bartolini et al. [14] present a probabilistic admission control scheme that filters incoming ses-
sions according to an adaptive rate limit. This value is computed by analysing the relationship
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between the rate of admitted sessions and the corresponding measure of response time. The de-
scribed model is essentially a static threshold scheme, where the threshold value is periodically
re-computed. The algorithm can work in two modes, normal and flash crowd respectively, switch-
ing from one to the other according to the measured traffic conditions. The time between two
subsequent updates of the admission control policy becomes increasingly shorter as traffic changes
become sudden and fast, as in presence of flash crowds. This interval is set back to longer values
when the workload conditions return to normality. SPIRE, instead, uses events to divide configura-
tion intervals, a more elegant approach that has the great advantage of automatically distinguishing
between ‘idle’ and ‘busy’ periods. In Bartolini et al.’s model the transition between normal and
flash crowd mode occurs every time a steep change in the arrival rate is detected, while once in
surge mode, the system returns to normal mode only when the admission probability has been prop-
erly adapted to ensure that the instantly measured session admission rate is below the threshold
value. The SLA discussed in this paper includes three parameters, (i) the maximum acceptable
value of the 95%-ile response time for each request type, (ii) the minimum guaranteed admission
rate, and (iii) the observation interval between two consecutive checks of the satisfaction of the
performance levels specified into the SLA. Thus, the admission control algorithm does not take any
economic value into account when taking admission decisions.
Carlström and Rom [26] propose a revenue maximisation scheme based on a GPS model where
the maximum number of active sessions is bound by a threshold. The admission control scheme is
rate based, that is, it limits the rate at which new sessions are accepted. Once accepted, sessions
are classified according to a fixed set of stages (i.e., welcome, browsing with empty cart, browsing
with some articles in cart, and checkout): each stage has its own FIFO queue while, as mentioned
earlier, the scheduling algorithm is assumed to emulate GPS. The authors measure the QoS in
terms of a patience function, thus the goal is to keep delay low for sessions expected to generate
high reward; in case of overload conditions, sessions in stages less likely to generate any revenue
(i.e., sessions in ‘welcome’ stage) are given lower priority. Menascé et al. [76] consider a similar
problem of resource scheduling (but without admission control) in e-commerce sites with the aim
of maximizing revenue. The authors suggest a priority scheme for scheduling requests based on the
states (navigation and purchase) of the users, assuming that users will lose patience and thus leave
the system if the response time is too long.
Finally, Guitart et al. [48] propose an overload management scheme based on SSL (Secure
Socket Layer) connection differentiation and admission control. This model distinguishes from
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other studies mainly because of the SSL connection differentiation: the CPU time needed to estab-
lish a new SSL connection is much greater than establishing a resumed SSL connection (it reuses
an existing SSL session on the server). Considering the difference, the proposed admission con-
trol algorithm (eDragon Admission Control) prioritises resumed SSL connections to maximize the
performance in session-based environments and dynamically limits the number of new SSL con-
nections accepted, according to the available resources and the current number of connections in
the system, in order to avoid server overload. The admission control assumes the time needed to
establish new SSL sessions or to resume existing ones to be known (those values are measured off-
line), then it periodically computes the number of new SSL connections that the server can accept
during the next configuration interval without being overloaded.
2.2.2 Service Differentiation
Service differentiation can be considered as a special case of admission control, discriminating
one set of customers against others. The core idea is to distinguish between different classes of
customers – for example, at bronze, silver, and gold levels with increasingly better response times
– and/or the context in which the service is provided (i.e., users in the check-out phase are given
higher priority over users browsing the available items), so that the high priority class receives a
preferred service. In this way limited resources can be effectively used, to a certain extent even
under overload conditions. The approach adopted in Chapter 4 is that the same service could be
instantiated at different service levels. Each differentiated level will have its own SLA management
function instantiated that strives to meet that level of service specified by the differentiation. If the
load is too high for any of the differentiated services, then the admission policy will start rejecting
requests in order to maintain an adequate level of performance.
The use of economic parameters when taking decisions is an elegant way to service provision
at different quality levels: for example, the resource allocation algorithms described in Section 3.3
automatically allocate more resources to more expensive jobs, while the admission control module
protects the data center against possible penalties deriving from shortage of servers allocated to
‘cheap’ queues. Even though the approaches reviewed in this section can be generalized, the ma-
jority of them only consider the problem of how to provide QoS support to single servers (and thus
the service differentiation is achieved through mechanisms such as priority schedulers or queues),
while they do not consider charges and penalties.
Bhatti and Friedrich [18] propose an architecture where incoming requests are classified and
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reordered based on scheduling policies, then submitted to the server for normal processing. For
instance, requests from premium users are given preferential processing treatment, and are thus
executed as high priority processes by the host operating system. The model allows one to apply
different service-level policies to each category. For example, if the server is experiencing heavy
traffic, low priority requests can be redirected to an alternative server or receive rejection notices.
Kang et al. [60] present a real-time database QoS management framework for E-business ap-
plications providing performance guarantees in terms of differentiated deadline miss ratio and data
freshness. User requests are classified into classes according to their importance, and each class
receives different guarantees on its miss ratio to support real-time data services. In case of overload
surges, the system provides preferred services to the high priority classes.
Another example is the work by Lu et al. [70], that achieves differentiated delay guarantees by
dynamic connection scheduling. Significant connection delay arises when all server processes are
tied up with existing connections, in which case new connection requests wait in the TCP listen
queue to be accepted by a server process. A connection scheduler component allocates server
processes to waiting connections according to priority of the class. Based on a theoretical model,
the scheduler controls that ‘process budgets’ of all classes are not overwhelmed.
Finally, Xu et al. [121] present eQoS, an end-to-end QoS provisioning framework for web
servers that monitors and controls user perceived service quality in real-time. eQoS is composed
by two separate modules, a QoS monitor and a resource manager. The former considers network
transfer time, server-side queueing delayes as well as processing time by capturing live network
packets from the network. The latter comprises a classifier (to classify client requests and thus fa-
cilitates resource allocation between classes – categorisation is made according to rules defined by
the service provider), a waiting queue for each request type and a process-rate allocator. The rate
allocator treats each request as a scheduling unit and assigns a (dynamic) weight to each class (this
allows eQoS to process requests according to their priority). The described framework has been
implemented as a module for the Apache web server (Apache handles each request using a separate
process), and thus the rate allocator simply controls the number of child processes allocated to each
queue. In order to predict how a certain allocation will affect the response time the authors use a
M/Gp/1 queueing model.
If the service is provided according to a best-effort mode, or if it is possible to re-negotiate the
SLAs in force, then it is possible to use an overload control mechanism based on content adaptation
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that does not reject any request (a similar approach was adopted by CNN [65] during the reporting of
the September 11, 2001 attack in New York). In case of web sites, for example, content adaptation
is used as a technique to degrade web page content while preserving essential information and
reducing the resource requirements needed to deliver them. Different algorithms can be employed,
depending on the structure of the web site. Images tend to account for a high bandwidth, and so they
are a suitable target of a content adapting strategy, while links can be removed in order to reduce
the number of pages.
The content adaptation model introduced by Abdelzaher and Bhatti [5] uses pre-generated ver-
sions of the web site. The algorithm automatically switches between the versions depending on
server ‘load’, where the load takes into account not only the CPU utilization, but other values such
as the used bandwidth too.
Finally, Andersson et al. [9] propose a content adaptation scheme that decides which page to
return based on an utility function. The problem is expressed in terms of an optimisation problem
whose objective is to maximize the total utility subject to cost and budget constraints.
2.3 Economic Models for Service Provisioning Systems
The most complex information system ever conceived, the Internet, takes advantage of economic
ideas. While the Internet is based upon a best effort service model, supply-side economics are
reflected by overprovisioning, namely an excess bandwidth, in order to ensure some form of service
quality. The approaches described in this section make use of economic ideas such as dynamic
pricing structures to model the service provision problem. However, they do not take congestion
into account explicitly and are therefore not readily applicable in the context under study.
Huberman et al. [53] and Sallé and Bartolini [90] present two different abstract frameworks
involving pricing and contracts in IT systems. The former describes a pricing structure for the
provision of services with the aim of ensuring trust without requiring repeated interactions (i.e., the
reputation of the service provider does not matter) between providers and consumers. The model
is based on the notion of ‘trust’, and thus the SLA is formulated as the likelihood that the service
providers delivers what they commit to. The idea is to use a pricing structure with rewards and
compensations in order to force the parties to make accurate assessments of their ability to do what
they promise. Using the same approach, the authors also try to solve the overbooking problem in
reservation, that is the problem that occurs when a provider promises more than he is able to do.
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TheManagement by Contract scheme proposed by Sallé and Bartolini [90] is completely different.
The aim of this paradigm is to formalize and analyze contractual relationships between service
providers and consumers in order to take better decisions. The authors abstract IT management
into a model composed by three layers, monitoring, diagnosis and recovery planning. The first one
probes the state of the system and triggers alarms in case of failures or service degradation. The
second layer identifies the root of the problem, while the third layer determines possible recovery
plans and associated costs. Sallé and Bartolini’s idea is to add a fourth layer to the existing model,
called ‘contract-based analysis’. Such module uses an utility function and the SLAs in operation to
decide which of the options proposed by the recovery planning layer should be adopted.
Bai et al. [13] study a macroeconomic model for resource allocation in large-scaled distributed
systems where resources belong to different organizations. The study defines a measure of ‘con-
sumer’s satisfaction’ that takes into account the utility resulting from resource consumption and the
price paid by the client. Such measure is used instead of the QoS parameters because, the authors
state, the satisfaction and the utility of the customer are not the same, but behave differently under
different pricing strategies. The model uses a broker not only to ease access to resources, but also
to reconcile the selfish objectives of each side with some global objectives such as maximizing the
resource utilization. Instead of using an explicit admission control mechanism, the paper exam-
ines the effects of the pricing policy on the system’s utility and users’ satisfaction: intuitively, if the
price grows, fewer customers are willing to pay for the execution of their jobs, and vice versa. Three
pricing policies are experimented via simulations: (i) linear, no matter what the resource usage is,
(ii) sub-linear, used to encourage consumption (the more resources are employed, the lower the
average unit price becomes), and (iii) super-linear, that should be employed if a provider wants to
discourage consumption (the more resources are used, the higher the average unit price becomes).
Finally, the paper analyses the effect of resource abundance upon pricing strategies, i.e., the price
changes dynamically according to loading conditions. The experiment shows that, in some circum-
stances, the solution giving the highest satisfaction to the customer is neither the one which offers
the largest amount of resources, nor the cheapest one.
Amir et al. [8] propose a cost-benefit framework inspired by economic principles to allocate
resources and to route requests in an Internet utility. The system is examined in terms of benefits and
costs, while the goal is to maximize the data center’s utility and to minimize its cost. The paper uses
a processor sharing model and the main hypothesis is that the cost of a resource is an exponential
function of its utilization, e.g., each time 10% of the CPU is used, its cost automatically doubles.
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This assumption implies that it is better to execute a request on an idle machine rather than running
it on a heavily loaded server. This protocol can be extended to be used as a basic throttling algorithm
too: an admission control module using it would admit a new request into the system only if the
revenue earned by executing it is higher that its cost.
Yeo and Buyya [122] propose a protocol in which the service provider carries out a risk analysis
to analyze the effectiveness of resource management policies in achieving the following objectives:
(i) meet SLAs, (ii) maintain the reliability of the provided services, and thus earn profit. The
authors emphasize that maintaining the reject rate at acceptable levels is as important as delivering
the promised level of performance because rejecting too many requests makes customers unhappy
and causes them to switch to other competitors. The proposed model is quite general, and in fact it is
experimented against several resource management policies (some including an admission control
scheme too), some using a dedicated model (i.e., at most one job can run on a processor at any given
time), others using a processor sharing approach.
Kalé et al. [59] present Facucets, a framework aiming at providing a market-driven selection
of resources, resulting in a more efficient utilization of servers. In order to do so, the paper uses
(i) ‘adaptive jobs’, i.e., jobs that can change the number of processor allocated to them on de-
mand, (ii) ‘smart job schedulers’, that dynamically change the amount of resources allocated to
each parallel job, and (iii) QoS parameters to facilitate server selection. Such components are used
to maximize a utility function, which is evaluated every time schedulers take allocation decisions.
Metrics to optimize include system utilization, average response time, or more complex payoff func-
tions which may specify premiums for early completion and penalties for delays beyond deadlines.
Finally, a bidding system is used to take both scheduling and routing decisions: jobs compete with
each others with the aim to create market efficiencies. The bidding decision can be based on both
local or non-local factors. Examples of the former is the load of the server(s) during the time-period
covered by the job, or how far into the future the deadline is, while non-local factors might include
the average price of similar contracts in the whole system.
Chen et al. [31] propose different pricing strategies for automatically tuning a server according
to the measured loading conditions. The SLA includes charges for executing requests (which can
be fixed or vary, depending on the policy in operation) and penalties proportional to the delay. The
paper proposes three dynamic strategies. The first heuristic is a static pricing algorithm combined
with an admission control mechanism based on queue-length thresholds. Such an approach is simi-
lar to the one proposed in Chapter 3 except that the maximum number of requests to admit into the
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system is computed off-line, using a simple trial-and-error algorithm: the lack of a more sophisti-
cated algorithm limits its usefullness in a real scenario. The second algorithm, a dynamic optimal
pricing with no admission control, does not reject any job. Instead, it varies the price according to
the arrival rate in order to find the ‘optimal’ arrival rate, i.e., the one that maximizes the revenue
per unit time. The idea behind this algorithm is that, as the price grows, less and less customers are
willing to submit their jobs. The third heuristic proposed by the authors is a static pricing policy
with non-negative profit-based admission control. The algorithm is not described in great detail, but
from the available information the ‘optimal’ static price is obtained through a brute-force algorithm
while a request is dropped whenever the revenue from that customer is negative (this implies that
the server must maintain a state for each customer).
Finally, POPCORN [88] provides a paradigm for distributed computation across the Internet.
The most interesting part of the framework is the marked-based mechanism to sell and buy CPU
time, based on a trusted intermediary in charge of matching buyers and sellers according to some
economic criteria. The way CPU resources are sold depends on the policy in operation; the authors
propose and experiment with three different mechanisms. In the first one, a Vickrey auction [107],
the CPU-time of the seller is auctioned among different buyers and the price to pay is the second
highest price offered in the auction. The second is a simple sealed-bid double auction [40]: both
sides offer a low, a high price, and a rate of change, and the auction ends when the buyer’s price
‘meets’ a seller’s one. The third algorithm is a repeated Clearinghouse double auction [40], which
differs from the previous auction scheme only because in each round more than one buyer-seller
pair is matched. At fixed-time intervals such values are used to compute the demand and supply
curves and the equilibrium price, which is used in the following round. No matter what auction
scheme is employed, the simulations confirm some intuitive results: (i) an increase in the supply of
computing resources results in a decrease of the average price, and vice versa, (ii) a lower ask price
results in a higher probability of selling, and (iii) buy offers lower than a certain threshold and sell
offers higher than a certain value are never executed. This model does not employ any allocation
nor admission control schemes. Instead, the utility improvements shown by the experiments are
achieved exclusively by changing the economic parameters.
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2.4 Cloud Computing
Even though the POPCORN framework does not take any performance constraints into account,
it is of great importance because, like other distributed supercomputing infrastructures such as
GPUGRID.net [44] or SETI@home [102], it is the precursor of what is known as Cloud Com-
puting [22], a paradigm for the provision of computing infrastructure that combines Software as a
Service (SaaS), i.e., applications built using other services, Web 2.0 and other recent Internet trends
such as resource virtualization.
Cloud Computing is often described as the easy and cheap way to achieve horizontal scalabil-
ity (i.e., adding more resources and making them work as a single unit) without understanding or
being responsible for the IT infrastructure, depending on software as a service. This paradigm is
not the same as Grid Computing, which is simply a cluster of loosely connected computers that
distribute tasks among themselves (see [106] for a detailed comparison): instead, Cloud Comput-
ing is a natural next step from Grid Computing. Many Cloud Computing deployments are today
powered by grids, but have autonomic characteristics and are billed like utilities. Indeed, one of
the main differences between the two paradigms is the way resources are allocated: Grid Comput-
ing is used in environments where users make few but large allocation requests, and this results in
sophisticated batch job scheduling algorithms of parallel computations. Cloud Computing is poles
apart as it is all about lots of small allocation requests: computing resources are allocated in real-
time and in fact there is no provision for queueing allocations until someone else releases some
servers. This is a completely different resource allocation paradigm, a completely different usage
pattern, and all this results in completely different method of using compute resources. The core
idea behind Cloud Computing is auto-scaling, the ability to (i)monitor the user demand in real-time
and (ii) automatically react by adding or removing computing resources accordingly, without any
human intervention (most cloud providers are indeed still experimenting with this technology, and
thus do not offer this kind of service yet).
Both academic and industrial organizations are investigating and developing technologies and
infrastructures to exploit the cloud. Academic efforts include Virtual Workspaces [62] and Open-
Nebula [80]. Such solutions provide isolation guarantees and resource reservation for running ap-
plications through the use of virtual machines, but none of them consider the QoS issues related
with service provisioning.
Several Web giants including Google, Microsoft and Amazon as well as start-up companies
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have started providing Cloud Computing-related products. For example, Amazon Elastic Compute
Cloud (EC2) [2] is a web service that provides resizable compute capacity in the cloud. EC2 offers
a virtual computing environment enabling a user to run Linux-based applications. The user can
either create a new Amazon Machine Image (AMI) containing the applications, libraries, data and
associated configuration settings, or select from a library of globally available AMIs. Once the AMI
is in place, the user can start, stop, and monitor instances of the uploaded AMIs. EC2 charges the
user only for the resources that (s)he actually consumes (like instance-hours or data transfer), while
Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) charges for any data transfer (both upload and download).
2.4.1 Issues in Cloud Computing
Cloud vendors achieve ‘extreme’ scalability by assuming unlimited resource availability and using
auto-scaling algorithms. Indeed, auto-scaling provides only a brute-force form of load-balancing,
but although such technique can help considerably in alleviating overloads caused by the highly
variable nature of the web traffic, it is important to stress that it cannot replace proper overload
control: a good overload management scheme is essential for commercial servers, even with load-
balancing, while for small web-servers (e.g., single node) where load-balancing does not apply, or
when not all servers can handle all web-pages, admission control becomes essential. Also, it must be
noted that, even if auto-scaling is used, cloud providers might not be able to respond fast enough to
increased capacity needs. For example, once the need for extra capacity has been detected, Amazon
EC2 can take up to 10 minutes to launch a new instance. Customer’s applications are completely
unprotected, as there is no load balancing (all servers have already reached the saturation point) nor
overload control in place, and thus it is 10 minutes of impaired performance, or perhaps even 10
minutes (at least) of downtime.
A closer look at the SLAs provided by most vendors shows that cloud providers guarantee
almost nothing [1]. The main reason why cloud vendors do not offer strong SLAs is that the cost
advantage of the cloud is based on shared resources. Although IBM is now pushing the idea of
creating and running ‘private’ clouds for its customers [3], i.e., clouds that are managed within the
organization, the fact that many applications are running on a shared infrastructure increases the
risk of catastrophe. While there is no current solution for the provision of performance guarantees
on cloud infrastructures, the availability issues can be, if not entirely solved, at least mitigated
with the adoption of two replication techniques. The first approach (multi-cloud) simply replicates
the business infrastructure across multiple cloud providers, while the second is more complicated
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as companies should backup their systems on a data center they control. If the cloud fails, they
can move operations temporarily to their own backup, which may have all of the data needed or,
depending on the application, a cache of the most active data.
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Chapter 3
Allocation and Admission Policies for
Single Jobs
This chapter presents a QoS model that can be employed in a service provisioning system where a
cluster of servers is employed to offer different services to a community of users. The immediate
motivation comes from the world of Web Services, but other multi–class hosting environments
would fall in the same framework. With each service type is associated an SLA, formalizing the
obligations of the users and the provider. In particular, a user agrees to pay a certain amount for
each accepted and completed job, while the provider agrees to pay a penalty whenever the response
time (or waiting time) of a job exceeds a certain bound. It is then the provider’s responsibility to
decide how to allocate the available resources, and when to accept jobs, in order to make the system
as profitable as possible. Clearly, efficient policies that avoid over-provisioning are desirable.
The aim of this chapter is to propose and evaluate efficient and easily implementable policies for
resource allocation and job admission. In more detail, this chapter will try to tackle the following
issues:
1. Given a number of service types and a total number of available servers, together with the set
of different demand and QoS contract parameters, how many servers should be allocated to
each service type?
2. Given the number of servers allocated to a particular type of service, together with the corre-
sponding demand and QoS contract parameters, what is the optimal queue length threshold,
beyond which incoming jobs would not be accepted?
3. What is the effect of dependencies between the economic parameters? For example, it may
be reasonable to charge higher prices for executing jobs whose contractual response time
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bounds are lower. How does the form of that dependency affect the optimal server allocation
and admission policy?
The used approach includes mathematical analysis, numerical simulations (in this chapter) and
the design, implementation and performance assessment of a real hosting environment (next chap-
ter). This model will be extended in Chapter 6 in order to deal with stream of requests.
3.1 The Model
Today’s service provisioning systems are usually designed according to a three-tier software archi-
tecture. The first one translates end-user markup languages such as HTML or XML into and out of
business data structures, the second tier (i.e., the business logic tier) performs computation on busi-
ness data structures while the third level provides storage functionalities. Requests traverse tiers via
synchronous communication over local area networks and a single request may revisit tiers more
than once. Business-logic computation is often the bottleneck for Internet services [110], and thus
this chapter focuses on this tier. However, user-perceived performance depends also on disk and net-
work workloads at other tiers. Front-end servers are not typically subject to a very high workload,
and thus over-provision is usually the cheaper solution to meet service quality requirements. More-
over, different solutions exist to address some of the issues occurring at both the presentation and
database tiers [37, 93], while McWherter et al. [73] have shown that smart scheduling can improve
the performance of the database tier.
The model for the application tier, depicted in Figure 3.1, consists of N identical servers, which
may be used to serve jobs belonging to m different types. Job types, which may for example in-
clude locally cached web accesses as well as complex workflows involving distributed transactions,
have different QoS requirements (i.e., some may be less tolerant of delays than others). Once allo-
cated to a type of service, a server remains dedicated to jobs of that type only, until a subsequent
re-allocation. In other words, a non-sharing server allocation policy is employed: ni servers are as-
signed to jobs of type i (n1+n2+ · · ·+nm = N). Such a policy may deliberately take the decision to
deny service to one or more job types (this will certainly happen if the number of services exceeds
the number of servers, that is, if m> N).
Each server can execute only one job at any time, i.e. the system does not allow processor
sharing. Jobs of type i are either waiting for service at queue i, or being served. The scheduling
policy is FIFO, with no preemption, while servers allocated to queue i cannot be idle if there are
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jobs of type i waiting. Jobs of type i arrive at rate λi, while required service times have mean 1/µi.
Finally, an admission policy controlled by a set of thresholds is in operation: if there are Ki jobs of
type i present in the system (waiting and in service), then incoming type i jobs are not accepted and
are lost (i= 1,2, . . . ,m).
.
.
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Figure 3.1: QoS model for single jobs.
For the purposes of this model, the quality of service experienced by an accepted job is measured
either in terms of its response time, W (the interval between the job’s arrival and completion), or
in terms of its waiting time, w (excluding the service time). Whatever the chosen measure, it is
mentioned explicitly in a service level agreement between the provider and the users. We assume
that each such contract would include three clauses, namely charge, obligation and penalty.
Definition 3.1 (Charge). For each accepted and completed job of type i a user shall pay a charge
of ci. In practice this may be proportional to the average length of type i jobs or it may be related
to the obligation qi.
Definition 3.2 (Obligation). The response time, Wi (or waiting time, wi), of an accepted job of type
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i shall not exceed qi.
Definition 3.3 (Penalty). For each accepted job of type i whose response time (or waiting time)
exceeds qi, the provider shall pay to the user a penalty of ri.
Such value penalizes the service provider to compensate the user for failure to meet the promised
level of service. It is also a valuable input to the customer service selection process because a higher
level of penalty may be indicative of the level of provisioning by the vendor and indicate suitability
for more business critical functions.
In other words, in this model service type i is characterized by its demand parameters:
(λi,µi), i= 1,2, . . . ,m (3.1)
and its economic parameters:
(ci,qi,ri) = (charge,obligation, penalty) (3.2)
In order to develop a meaningful framework for QoS control, it is necessary to have a quantita-
tive model of user demand, service provision and admission policy. As a basic building block the
M/M/N/K queueing model will be used, augmented with the economic parameters of charges and
penalties introduced above. As will become clear later in this chapter, under suitable assumptions
about the nature of user demand, it is possible to evaluate explicitly the effect of particular server
allocation and admission policies. Hence, a numerical algorithm for computing the optimal queue
length threshold corresponding to a given partition of the servers among the service pools will be
introduced. That computation is sufficiently fast to be performed on-line as part of a dynamic ad-
mission policy. Furthermore, it can be implemented in any system, but it might lose its optimality
if the simplifying assumptions are not satisfied.
3.2 Performance Evaluation
In order to evaluate the system’s performance, a utility function will be used. While different kinds
of utility functions can be employed (i.e. [16, 19, 27, 28]), here the average revenue, R, obtained by
the service provider per unit time is the considered metric. This value can be computed using the
following expression:
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R=
m
∑
i=1
γi[ci− riP(Wi > qi)] (3.3)
where:
• γi is the average number of type i jobs accepted per unit time, while
• P(Wi > qi) is the probability that the response time of an accepted type i job exceeds the
obligation qi.
If the service level agreements are expressed in terms of waiting times rather than response times,
thenWi should be replaced by wi.
In order to maximize the function described by equation (3.3) the service provider controls
the resource allocation and the job admission policies. The first decides how to partition the total
number of servers, N, among the m service pools. In other words, resource allocation algorithms
assign ni servers to jobs of type i, given the invariant
m
∑
i=1
ni = N. As mentioned before, under certain
circumstances the allocation policy might deliberately decide to deny service to one or more job
types.
The admission policy is defined by a set of thresholds, Ki (i = 1,2, . . . ,m): incoming jobs of
type i are rejected if there are already Ki jobs in the system (waiting or executing). The extreme
values Ki = 0 and Ki = ∞ correspond to accepting respectively none, or all, of the type i jobs.
Both the server allocations ni and the admission thresholds Ki may, and should, change dynam-
ically in response to changes in demand. The problem is how to do this in a sensible manner.
Finally, equation (3.3) uses a ‘flat penalty’ factor: as illustrated in Figure 3.2(a), if the job is
executed within the obligation q the service provider does not pay any penalty, otherwise, no matter
what the amount of the delay is, the provider must pay a penalty r. Such a model can be easily
extended. For example, one could introduce penalties that are proportional to the amount by which
the response time, or waiting time, exceeds the obligation q (see Figure 3.2(b)), as proposed in [123].
The effect of that would be to replace the term P(W > q) in the cost function with E(min(0,W−q)).
A similar analysis would apply.
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Figure 3.2: Utility function with (a) flat penalties and (b) proportional penalties. In the first case
as soon as the provider breaches the deadline, it must pay the whole penalty. In the
second case the penalty is proportional to the delay (i.e. breaching the deadline by 10
seconds would be much more penalizing that failing to meet the SLA by 1 second).
3.3 Heuristic Allocation Policies
The random nature of user demand and changes in demand pattern over time make capacity planning
very difficult in the short time period and almost impossible in the long time period [65]. The
well-documented ‘Slashdot Effect’ [91] shows that it is possible to experience more than 100–fold
increases in demand when a site becomes popular [17] or when an exceptional event occurs (see
Figure 3.3 [42]).
Figure 3.3: Google searches for “cnn” on 09/11 [42].
If servers are statically assigned, some services might be oversubscribed (i.e. unable to satisfy
the promised QoS guarantees), while others might be underutilized (i.e. some servers would sit
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idle). In such situations it could be advantageous to reallocate resources from one type to another,
even at the cost of switching overheads [81].
The question that arises in that context is how to decide whether, and if so when, to perform
such system reconfigurations. Posed in its full generality, this is a complex problem which does not
always yield an exact and explicit solution. For this reason, as well as considering optimal policies
for allocating servers, this chapter introduces two simple heuristic algorithms which, even though
not optimal, perform reasonably well and are easily implementable. The proposed policies divide
the system’s lifetime into ‘observation windows’ (the interval between two consecutive policy in-
vocations), such that a total of J jobs (of all types) arrive during a window. The idea is to monitor
the traffic during the current window in order to make decisions about server allocations and job
admissions during the next window. This technique is not new, but other scientists use time-based
windows [16] or complex algorithms to detect traffic surges [14]. The use of events, instead, pro-
vides an elegant and simple implementation of ‘adaptive windows’: under heavy traffic conditions
the allocation algorithm is executed more often than when the load is light.
Measured Loads heuristic From the statistics collected during a window, estimate the arrival
rate, λi, and average service time, 1/µi, for each job type. For the duration of the next window,
allocate the servers roughly in proportion to the traffic intensities, ρi = λi/µi, and to a set of coef-
ficients, αi, reflecting the economic importance of the different job types. In other words, start by
setting:
ni =
⌊
N
ρiαi
∑mj=1ρ jα j
+0.5
⌋
(3.4)
(adding 0.5 and truncating is the round-off operation). Then, if the sum of the resulting allocations
is either less than N or greater than N, adjust the numbers so that they add up to N. When ρi < ni
the system is stable, that is, the steady-state waiting time of requests entering the system is finite.
When ρi ≥ ni, the system is unstable (or overloaded), and waiting/response times are unbounded.
Measured Queues heuristic From the statistics collected during a window, estimate the average
queue sizes, Li, for each job type. For the duration of the next window, allocate the servers roughly
in proportion to those queue sizes and the coefficients αi. That is, start by setting:
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ni =
⌊
N
Liαi
∑mj=1L jα j
+0.5
⌋
(3.5)
and then adjust the numbers so that they add up to N. If there are always requests in the systems,
then the number of served customers is a Poisson process with rate µ . Hence, the expected number
of jobs in the system at time t is at least t(λi−µi). If the mean service time multiplied by the number
of available servers is less than the average interarrival time (i.e., if λi ≥ niµi), than ρi ≥ ni and Li is
unbound as t → ∞ [89].
The intuition behind both of these heuristics is that more servers should be allocated to services
which are (i) more heavily loaded and (ii) more important economically. The difference is that the
first estimates the offered loads directly, while the second does so indirectly, via the observed aver-
age queue sizes. One might also decide that it is undesirable to starve existing demand completely.
Thus, if the heuristic suggests setting ni = 0 for some i, but there have been arrivals of that type, an
attempt is made to adjust the allocations and set ni = 1. Of course, as pointed out in Section 3.2,
that is not always possible.
One could use different expressions for the coefficients αi. Experiments have suggested that a
good choice is to set αi = ri/ci (the supporting intuition is that the higher the penalty, relative to the
charge, the more important the job type becomes). If ri = ci, then αi = 1 and servers are allocated
in proportion to offered loads (or queues).
Note that these heuristics may yield an allocation of ni = 0 and an admission threshold Ki = 0
for some service types. If that is undesirable for reasons other than revenue, the allocations can be
adjusted appropriately.
Finally, an allocation policy decision to switch a server from one pool to another does not
necessarily need to take effect immediately. For example, in the implementation described in the
next chapter, if a service is in progress at the time, it is allowed to complete before the server is
switched (i.e., switching is non-preemptive).
Greedy and Conservative Policies Under both allocation policies it may happen, either at the
beginning of a window, or during a window, that the number of servers allocated to a pool is greater
than the number of jobs of the corresponding type present in the system. In that case, one could
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decide to return the extra servers to a ‘spare pool’ and to assign them temporarily to other job types.
If that is done, the heuristic will be called greedy. The original policy, where no reallocation takes
place until the end of the current window, will be called conservative. Thus, there are conservative
and greedy versions of both the Measured Loads heuristic and the Measured Queues heuristic.
3.4 Admission Policies
Having decided how many servers to allocate to each pool, one should choose appropriate queue
size thresholds for purposes of job admission. Unfortunately, the optimal value Ki depends not only
on the number of servers allocated to queue i, and on the average inter-arrival and service times, but
also on the distributions of those values. Therefore some simplifying assumptions about the arrival
and service processes are made, and what appear to be the best thresholds under those assumptions
are chosen. It is important to emphasize that such choices may be sub-optimal when the assumptions
are not satisfied, but should nevertheless lead to reasonable admission policies.
According to the queueing theory terminology, a service center exhibits some service time dis-
tribution S,
S(x) = Pr[service time≤ x],
while client requests arrive at each service center according to an arrival process with a certain
interarrival distribution A,
A(t) = Pr[time between arrivals≤ t]
The simplification consists of assuming that jobs of type i arrive according to an independent
Poisson process with rate λi (it has been shown in [109] that the arrival rate at the application tier
of e-commerce websites, i.e. the layer responsible for the creation of dynamic content, is indeed
Poisson), and their required service times are distributed exponentially with mean 1/µi. These two
assumptions allow a straightforward analysis of various aspects of the queueing system, such as the
number of requests in the system or the waiting and service time distributions. Thus, for any fixed
admission threshold Ki, allocation ni and given sets of demand and economic parameters, queue i
can be treated as anM/M/ni/Ki queue [78].
Denote by pi, j the stationary probability that there are j jobs of type i in theM/M/ni/Ki queue,
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and byWi, j the response time of a type i job which finds, on arrival, j other type i jobs present. The
average number of type i jobs accepted into the system per unit time, γi, is equal to:
γi = λi(1− pi,Ki) (3.6)
Similarly, the probability P(Wi > qi) that the response time of an accepted type i job exceeds
the obligation qi, is given by:
P(Wi > qi) =
1
1− pi,Ki
Ki−1
∑
j=0
pi, jP(Wi, j > qi) (3.7)
By using the economic parameters described in equation (3.2) and equations (3.6) and (3.7) it is
now possible to compute the average revenue, Ri, gained from type i jobs per unit time as:
Ri = λi[ci− riP(Wi > qi)] (3.8)
The stationary distribution of the number of type i jobs present may be found by solving the
balance equations:
pi, j =

ρipi, j−1/ j if j ≤ ni
ρipi, j−1/ni if j > ni
(3.9)
where ρi = λi/µi is the offered load for service type i. These equations can be solved iteratively,
starting with pi,0 = 1, and then dividing each probability by their sum, in order to ensure that
ki
∑
j=0
pi, j = 1.
The conditional response time distribution, P(Wi, j > qi), can be obtained as follows:
Case 1: j < ni. There is a free server when the job arrives, in other words the job is executed
immediately. The response time is distributed exponentially with parameter µi:
P(Wi, j > qi) = e−µiqi (3.10)
Case 2: j ≥ ni. All servers allocated to queue i are currently busy, so the incoming job must
wait for j− ni + 1 departures before starting its own service. These occur at exponentially
distributed interarrivals with parameter niµi. In this scenario the conditional response time is
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distributed as the convolution of an Erlang distribution with parameters ( j−ni+1,niµi), and
an exponential distribution with parameter µi. According to [78], the Erlang density function
with parameters (k,a) has the form:
fk,a(x) =
a(ax)k−1e−ax
(k−1)! (3.11)
At this stage is possible to rewrite the conditional response time distribution as:
P(Wi, j > qi) =
∫ qi
0
niµi(niµix) j−ni
( j−ni)! e
−niµixe−µi(qi−x) dx
+
∫ ∞
qi
niµi(niµix) j−ni
( j−ni)! e
−niµix dx (3.12)
By using some expressions for the Gamma integral [45] we obtain:
P(Wi, j > qi) =
e−µiqin j−ni+1i
(ni−1) j−ni+1 + e
−niµiqi
j−ni
∑
k=0
[
(niµiqi)k
k!
− n
j−ni+1
i (µiqi)
k
k!(ni−1) j−ni+1−k
]
(3.13)
The right–hand side of equation (3.13) is not defined when ni = 1. However, in that case the
conditional response timeWi, j has a simple Erlang distribution with parameters ( j+1,µi):
P(Wi, j > qi) = e−µiqi
j
∑
k=0
(µiqi)k
k!
(3.14)
Other performance values If the SLA is formulated in terms of waiting time instead of response
time, then Ri is given by an expression similar to equation 3.8, with P(Wi, j > qi) being replaced by
P(wi, j > qi) (where wi, j is the waiting time of a type i job which finds, on arrival, j other type i
jobs present). Computing the conditional waiting time is more straightforward than computing the
conditional response time. The conditional waiting time, wi, j , of a type i job which finds j other
type i jobs on arrival is:
• 0 if j < ni, while
• Erlang distributed with parameters ( j−ni+1,niµi) if j ≥ ni
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P(wi, j > qi) = e−niµiqi
j−ni
∑
k=0
(niµiqi)k
k!
(3.15)
The expressions discussed above, together with equation (3.8), enable the average revenue Ri
to be computed efficiently and quickly. When that is done for different sets of parameter values, it
becomes clear that Ri is a unimodal function of Ki. That is, it has a single maximum, which may be
at Ki = ∞ for lightly loaded systems. We do not have a mathematical proof of this proposition, but
have verified it in numerous numerical experiments. That observation implies that one can search
for the optimal admission threshold by evaluating Ri for consecutive values of Ki, stopping either
when Ri starts decreasing or, if that does not happen, when the increase becomes smaller than some
ε . Such searches are typically very fast. Thus, having chosen a dynamic server allocation policy, a
possible dynamic job admission policy is defined as follows:
Definition 3.4. For each job type i, whenever its server allocation ni changes, compute the ‘best’
admission threshold, Ki, by carrying out the search described above.
There are quotation marks around the word ‘best’ because, as pointed out at the beginning of
this section, that threshold may not be optimal if the exponential assumptions are violated. This
admission policy can be applied in any system but is, in general, a heuristic. There is one exception
to the above rule: if the allocation policy is greedy, and ni changes because a server has been
temporarily allocated to pool i as a result of not being needed elsewhere, then the threshold Ki is not
recalculated. The rationale is that such a server may have to return to its original pool soon, so type
i admissions should not be relaxed.
Note that, whenever ni = 0 for some job type, then Ki = 0, that is jobs of that type are not
accepted. If that is undesirable for reasons other than revenue, then either the allocations or the
thresholds can be adjusted appropriately. For example, in the implementation that will be described
in the next chapter, if there has been at least one arrival of type i during the current window, the
resource allocator tries to assign at least one server to pool i for the next window.
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3.5 Optimal Server Allocation
Rather than using a heuristic server allocation policy, one might wish to determine the optimal server
allocation at the end of each window. The problem can be formulated as follows. For a given set
of demand and economic parameters (the former are estimated from statistics collected during the
previous window), find a server allocation vector, (n1,n2, . . . ,nm)1 which, when used together with
the corresponding optimal admission threshold vector (K1,K2, . . . ,Km), maximizes the total average
profit R= R1+R2+ . . .+Rm (see equation (3.3)).
One way of achieving this is to try all possible server allocation vectors. For each of them,
compute the corresponding optimal thresholds, evaluate the total expected revenue R, and choose
the best. The number, s, of different ways that N servers may be allocated between m different
service types is equal to the number of ways that the integer N can be partitioned into a sum of
m components. This is equivalent to the number of ways that N indistinguishable balls may be
allocated into m distinguishable boxes [108]. That number is given by:
s=
 N+m−1
m−1
 . (3.16)
For each of these s server allocations, there is an optimal allocation threshold Ki for each service
type i. For the purpose of computing those optimal thresholds, the queues can be decoupled, that is,
queue i may be considered in isolation of the others. Furthermore, only the corresponding number
of servers, ni, is required. Thus, for each allocation set there is maximum achievable total average
revenue R: choosing the largest of these yields the optimal server allocations as well as the optimal
admission thresholds.
Unfortunately the exhaustive search method is feasible only when N and m are small. In fact,
the complexity of determining the optimal threshold vector (K1,K2, . . . ,Km) for a given allocation
set (n1,n2, . . . ,nm) is in the order of the number of services, O(m). Hence, the complexity of the
exhaustive search is on the order of O(sm). The resulting pair of m-vectors is referred to as the
optimal configuration of the system and is denoted by OC:
OC = [(n1,n2, . . . ,nm),(K1,K2, . . . ,Km)] (3.17)
1As usual the invariant
m
∑
i=1
ni = N holds.
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The major part of the cost in computing the optimal configuration is governed by the number of
server allocations that have to be examined and compared, i.e. by the value of s. That number can
become very large when both N and m are large.
When the exhaustive search is too expensive to be performed on-line, a fast method for min-
imizing the cost can be employed. This can be justified by arguing that the revenue is a concave
function with respect to its arguments (n1,n2, ...,nm). Intuitively, the economic benefits of giving
more servers to pool i become less and less significant as ni increases. On the other hand, the eco-
nomic penalties of removing servers from pool j become more significant as n j decreases. Such
behaviour is an indication of concavity. One can therefore assume that any local maximum reached
is, or is close to, the global maximum.
A fast search algorithm suggested by the above observation works as follows.
1. Start with some allocation, (n1,n2, . . . ,nm); a good initial choice is provided by the heuristic
policies.
2. At each iteration, try to increase the revenue by performing ‘swaps’, i.e. increasing ni by 1
for some i and decreasing n j by 1 for some j (i, j= 1,2, . . . ,m ; i 6= j). Recompute Ki and K j.
3. If no swap leads to an increase in R, stop the iterations and return the current allocation (and
the corresponding optimal admission thresholds).
There are different ways of implementing the second step. One is to evaluate all possible swaps
(there are m(m−1) of them) and choose the best, if any. Another is to stop the current iteration as
soon as a swap is found that improves the revenue, and go to the next iteration. In the worst case
this would still evaluate m(m−1) swaps, but in general the number would be smaller. The trade-off
here is between the speed of each iteration and the number of iterations. Experiments have shown
that the second variant tends to be faster than the first (but not always).
An algorithm of the above type reduces drastically the number of partitions that are examined.
Its worst-case complexity is on the order of O(zm2), where z is the number of iterations; the latter is
typically small. For example, in a system with N = 50, m = 5, the fast search algorithm found the
optimal configuration in less than 0.5 seconds, whereas the exhaustive search took about 0.5 hours!
Unfortunately, there are some examples where the fast search algorithm terminates at a local
maximum rather than the global one. However, those examples are rare and can be described as
‘pathological’: they involve situations where the globally best policy is to allocate 0 servers to a
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pool and not accept any jobs of that type. Even in those cases, the local maxima found by the
algorithm provide acceptable revenues.
The fast search algorithm can be performed dynamically, at the end of each window, instead
of applying a heuristic server allocation policy. Furthermore, when both N and m are large, it is
also possible to apply a ‘compromise solution’ whereby the number of iterations is bounded (e.g.,
no more than 5 iterations). The resulting policy may be sub-optimal, but any improvements will be
obtained at a small run-time cost.
3.6 About Charges and Penalties
Market forces usually imply that there is a relationship between the offered quality of service and the
amount that the provider is able to charge for it. One might expect that the stronger the obligation,
i.e. the lower the value of qi, the higher the charge ci that the users would be willing to pay. Then
the question arises of what is the best QoS contract to offer for each service, i.e. the most profitable
obligation qi to undertake. To find out the exact nature of the relationship between qi and ci would
require a market analysis which is beyond the scope of this dissertation. However, an idea of the
possible trade-offs may be gained by assuming some simple dependency, such as a linear one. For
example, when the performance measure is the waiting time, w, the relationship between qi and ci
could have the following form (the index i is omitted for simplicity):
c=

c1−aq if c1−aq> c0
c0 otherwise
(3.18)
The parameters c1 and c0 are the highest and lowest amounts, respectively, that can be charged
for the service, while a is the slope at which the willingness to pay decreases with the weakening of
the obligation. That relationship is illustrated in Figure 3.4.
If, in addition, the penalty ri is assumed to be a function of the charge ci, or of the pair (ci,qi),
then the QoS contract triple (ci,qi,ri) would be determined by the obligation qi. There would be an
optimal configuration for each vector of obligations (q1,q2, . . . ,qm), and one could search for the
most profitable QoS contracts.
Some limited experimentation with the linear dependency described by equation 3.18 in the
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Figure 3.4: Charge as function of obligation.
context of a single service type has shown that the slope a plays a very important role: the steeper it
is, the smaller the optimal obligation qi.
3.7 Model Validation
Before implementing the framework on a real system some numerical experiments were carried out
in order to (i) validate the algorithms presented earlier in this chapter and (ii) evaluate the benefits
of determining the optimal system configuration. To reduce the number of variables, the following
features are fixed:
• The QoS metric is the response time,W ;
• The obligations undertaken by the provider are that jobs will complete within twice their
average required service times, i.e. qi = 2/µi; and
• All penalties are equal to the corresponding charges: ri = ci, ∀ i, that is if the response time
exceeds the obligation, users get their money back.
Finally, in the following numerical experiments, the arrival processes are Poisson and the service
times are exponentially distributed. However in the next chapter the system’s behavior will be
assessed with clustered arrivals and with non-exponential distributed service times.
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The first experiment examines the effect of the admission threshold on the achievable revenue.
A single service is offered on a cluster of 10 servers (N = 10, m= 1). The average job length and the
charge per job are 1/µ = 1.0 and c= 100, respectively. The results are shown in Figure 3.5, where
the revenue earned, R , is plotted against the admission threshold, K, for three different arrival rates.
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Figure 3.5: Revenue as function of admission threshold. The heavier the load, the more important
is to operate close to the optimum threshold. N = 10,m= 1,µ = 1.0,c= r = 100.
The figure illustrates the following points, of which the last is perhaps less intuitive than the others.
• In each case there is an optimal admission threshold.
• The heavier the load, the lower the optimal threshold but the higher the maximum achievable
revenue.
• The heavier the load, the more important it is to operate at or near the optimum threshold.
Thus, when λ = 8.0, the optimal admission threshold is K = 18; however, much the same
revenue would be earned by setting K = 10 or K = ∞. When the arrival rate is λ = 8.8, about 10%
higher revenue is obtained by using the optimal threshold of K = 17, compared with the worst one
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of K = 1. When the arrival rate increases further to λ = 9.6, the revenue drops very sharply if the
optimal admission threshold of K = 16 is exceeded significantly.
The next experiments involve two service types with the aim to evaluate the effects of both
resource allocation and admission control on the maximum achievable revenue. About resource
allocation, apart from the last experiment, the switching policy is to do no switching at all: servers
are statically allocated to the two queues in proportion to the average load. The second experiment
concerns a 20-server system offering two services (N = 20 and m = 2). The 21 possible server
allocations (n1,n2) are evaluated and compared, for three different pairs of arrival rates. In each case,
the total offered load is ρ1+ρ2 = 15.0, which means that the 20-server system is 75% loaded. The
average service times and job charges are 1/µ1 = 1/µ2 = 10.0 and c1 = c2 = 100.0, respectively.
For each server allocation, the optimal pair of admission thresholds is determined and used.
Figure 3.6 shows the total revenue earned, R=R1+R2, as a function of n2. When the two arrival
rates are equal, that is λ1 = λ2 = 0.75, the demand is symmetric and so the optimal allocation is
n1 = n2 = 10. The optimal admission thresholds are K1 = K2 = 19. For asymmetric demands, as
one might expect, it is better to allocate more servers to the more heavily loaded service. Thus, if
λ1 = 0.5 and λ2 = 1.0, the optimal allocation is n1 = 7, n2 = 13, with admission thresholds set to
K1 = 14 and K2 = 24 respectively. Lastly, when λ1 = 0.2 and λ2 = 1.3, the optimal allocation is
n1 = 4, n2 = 16, with admission thresholds K1 = 9 and K2 = 28.
Finally, it is worth noting that the optimal server allocations are quite close to those suggested
by the Measured Load heuristic, (10,10), (7,13) and (3,17) respectively.
The aim of the next two experiments is to evaluate the quality of the Measured Loads heuris-
tic allocation policy. The quality Measured Queues heuristic cannot be measured via simulation,
therefore its performance evaluation will be assessed in the next chapter.
Figure 3.7 shows the revenues obtained by the optimal policy and the heuristic, in the context
of a 20-server system with two job types. Type 1 jobs are ten times longer, on the average, than
type 2 (µ1 = 0.02 and µ2 = 0.2, respectively). The arrival rate for type 1 jobs is fixed to 0.2, while
λ2 varies from 0.4 to 1.8. The former corresponds to a total offered load of ρ1+ρ2 = 12, i.e. the
system is 60% loaded, while the latter means that the total offered load is ρ1+ρ2 = 19, that is, the
system is 95% loaded. The heuristic performs very well throughout. Its sub-optimality becomes
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Figure 3.6: Maximum revenue earned for different server allocations. When the demand is asym-
metric it is better to allocate more servers to the service type that is more heavily
loaded. N = 20,m= 2,µi = 0.1,ci = ri = 100.
noticeable only when the system is quite heavily loaded (see table 3.1).
In the next experiment, a 20-server system with 2 types of service was subjected to fluctuating
demand controlled by a single parameter, λ . During a period of time of length 1000, jobs of type
1 and 2 arrive at rates λ1 = λ and λ2 = 10λ , respectively. Then, during the next period of length
1000, the arrival rates are λ1 = 10λ and λ2 = λ , respectively; and so on. The average service times
for the two types are equal, 1/µ1 = 1/µ2 = 0.8, as are the charges, c1 = c2 = 100.
Again, the aim is to compare the total revenues earned by the optimal and the heuristic configu-
rations. In addition, a third policy which uses the same server allocations as the heuristic, but does
not restrict admissions (i.e., K1 = K2 =∞), is included in the comparison. In all cases, it is assumed
that, at the beginning of every new period, the demand parameters become known instantaneously,
so that the server allocations and admission thresholds can be computed and applied during that
period. It is worth pointing out that, in order to avoid the question of whether the system reaches
steady state during each period, the comparisons were done by simulation.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between the optimal and the Measured Load heuristic policies. The sub-
optimality of the heuristic becomes noticeable only when the system is heavily loaded.
N = 20,m= 2,λ1 = 0.2,µ1 = 0.02,µ2 = 0.2,ci = ri = 100.
In Figure 3.8, the total revenue earned per unit time by the three policies is plotted against the
offered load (which is equal to 11λ/µ1). The near-optimality of the heuristic is rather remarkable.
In contrast, the revenues earned by the unrestricted admission policy increase more slowly, and then
drop sharply as the load becomes heavy. This example demonstrates that, by itself, a sensible server
allocation is not enough; to yield good results, it should be accompanied by a sensible admission
policy.
3.8 Summary
This chapter has introduced a quantitative framework where the performance of a service provision-
ing system is measured by the average revenue earned per unit time. Some easily implementable
policies for dynamically adaptable service provisioning systems subject to QoS constraints and
SLAs have been introduced. The presented experiments have demonstrated that policy decisions
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Optimal MLH
λ2 n1 n2 K1 K2 n1 n2 K1 K2
0.4 14 6 28 16 17 3 38 6
0.6 13 7 24 17 15 5 31 11
0.8 12 8 21 19 14 6 28 12
1.0 11 9 18 20 13 7 24 14
1.2 10 10 15 22 13 7 24 12
1.4 9 11 13 23 12 8 21 14
1.6 8 12 11 25 11 9 18 15
1.6 7 13 9 26 11 9 18 14
Table 3.1: Comparison between the optimal and the Measured Loads heuristic policies.
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Figure 3.8: Policy comparisons: revenue as function of load. The revenue earned by the unre-
stricted admission policy increases more slowly than the others, and drops very quickly
as the loaded increases. N = 20,µi = 0.8,ci = ri = 100.
such as server allocations and admission control can have a significant effect on the earned revenue.
Moreover, those decisions are affected by the contractual obligations between clients and the service
provider in relation to quality of service.
Having made some simple assumptions about the nature of service demand, an algorithm to
compute the optimal system configuration has been presented. When that computation becomes
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too expensive to be performed on line, that is, when the numbers of offered and available servers
are large, two simple heuristics have been proposed. Experimentation with the Measured Loads
heuristic suggests that it is close to optimal, while the validation of the Measured Queues heuristic
is delayed until the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
SPIRE: A Next Generation Management
System for Internet Data Centers
This chapter discusses the design and prototype implementation of SPIRE (Service Provisioning In-
frastructure for Revenue Enhancement), a management system for enterprise data centers designed
with a utility computing paradigm in mind [64, 116]. The core idea behind SPIRE is to group the
available hardware resources into a common infrastructure and to share those resources across the
provided services. Current Internet utilities use SLAs to help the data center promise what is possi-
ble to deliver and achieve the QoS goals [75, 120]. SPIRE, instead, does not make any assumption
about the SLAs in operation (i.e., whether the promised QoS levels are realistic or not); instead, it
enforces the SLAs in place by monitoring income and expenditure dynamically and (i) migrating
servers among hosted services as their demands change over time and (ii) selecting the requests that
will be executed and the ones that will not.
A preliminary version of SPIRE has been presented in [72] and it has been deployed at British
Telecom’s Research and Development Laboratories, where it is used for experimental purposes.
Also, it is subject to two European Patent applications.
This chapter demonstrates the use of SPIRE to implement the framework defined in Chapter 3
for the execution of single jobs. The proposed middleware is flexible enough to be extended to
handle streams of requests (Chapter 7).
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4.1 Overview of SPIRE
4.1.1 Architecture of Commercial Data Centers
An enterprise hosting platform, or data center, is a collection of servers interconnected by high-
speed, switched LANs that hosts content and runs third-party applications (or services) accessed
over the Internet in return for payments. Service provisioning systems are very advantageous be-
cause they offer economies of scale for network, power, cooling, administration, security and surge
capacity [29]. Different models can be used to design such platforms, the most widely-used ones
being ‘dedicated’ and ‘shared’ architectures. As the name implies, the dedicated model is a hosting
platform where servers are not shared [11, 86]: the entire provisioning system is dedicated to run
a single application or, more often, each application runs on a subset of the available servers (as in
the ‘managed hosting’ scenario [4, 74]), while each machine is allocated to at most one application
at any given time. In other words, this model allocates resources at a granularity of entire machines.
If the contract allows the service provider to use the same server to run different applications,
then a dynamic allocation scheme can be used. This means that, no matter what definition of load is
used, every ∆t time units the service provider can estimate the load for each application and change
the amount of machines running the hosted services accordingly, as illustrated in Figure 4.1.
(a) Allocation during a peak load. (b) Allocation during a low load period.
Figure 4.1: Dynamic resource allocation. (a) During peak load periods all servers are allocated to
the hosted applications and services while, (b) During low load periods only the nec-
essary servers are allocated. The others are kept in a special ‘virtual’ pool (eventually
running in energy-save mode)
Depending on the software and hardware in operation, if a dedicated architecture is employed,
any reallocation epoch might involve: (i) deallocation of the server from another customer, (ii) disk
scrubbing, to avoid data leaks, (iii) OS/VM or application installation, and (iv) startup. Of course,
performing these tasks takes time, from a few seconds to several minutes. This poses a lower bound
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on the length of the configuration intervals, i.e., how often reallocations can be made. Recent efforts
have recognized the need to reduce the amount of time needed to reconfigure dedicated provisioning
systems and have proposed several approaches aiming to mitigate the problem. Possible solutions
include installing the needed OS/VM and applications from remote boot images, fast application
switching or the use of virtual data centers, eventually associated to a ‘reserve pool’ of idle servers
in energy-save mode to be used during switches [38, 46, 79].
The most widely used alternative, i.e., the shared architecture, does not allocate entire servers.
Instead, it runs multiple applications on each server and multiplexes the server resources among
these applications. Apart from its low degree of security and isolation, the major drawback of this
architecture is that if one wants to control the amount of resources (i.e., CPU time) each job type
can use, he/she must employ complex resource management algorithms such as proportional-share
schedulers [23] to enforce the fine-grained allocation values (about 10% of the server capacity). The
problem with such systems is that they are not flexible. In other words, changing the allocation by
changing the size of the quanta and the amount of quanta each job type receives is not possible at
runtime.
SPIRE follows the dedicated pattern because that is by far the most flexible way to implement
adaptive data centers. In SPIRE, changing the number of resources running a certain application
is simply a matter of routing requests: if the system is carefully designed, this task is extremely
flexible and can be performed very quickly.
4.1.2 Design Challenges
The overall increase in traffic on the Internet causes a disproportional increase in client requests
to popular Web Sites, especially in conjunction with special events [65]. System administrators
continually face the need to increase the server capacity. An easy approach would be to mirror
the information across the available servers, however such a model is not transparent to the users
as they should manually choose a URL. Moreover, it does not allow the system to control the
way incoming requests are distributed, i.e. it does not provide any load balancing mechanism. A
better approach would consist in a distributed architecture capable of routing the jobs among the
available servers in a flexible and transparent manner (i.e. capable of reacting to any change in the
operational environment, such as the availability of new servers). This model can be implemented in
different ways, for example (i) via DNS, (ii) through a dispatcher or (iii) via a two-level dispatching
mechanism involving the DNS as well as the servers in the cluster. While all of these alternatives
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have pros and cons (for a detailed comparison, see [24]), SPIRE has been designed according to the
dispatcher model (or mediation service [52]) as this is by far the most flexible way to implement
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) solutions. The proposed middleware system hides the IT
infrastructure from the clients and creates an illusion of a single system [21] by using a Layer-7
two-way architecture [20, 25]. The load balancer:
• Forwards packets in both directions, client-to-server and server-to-client (packet double-rewriting),
as shown in Figure 4.2;
• Takes routing decisions using only the information available at the application layer of the
OSI stack [83], such as target URL or cookie.
Client
Server 2
(address 2)
Server n
(address n)
...
1 - Request (to IP-SVA)
2 - Server selection
3 - Packet rewriting (IP-SVA --> address 2)
4 - Packet routing
5 - Server sends response to the dispatcher
6 - Packet rewriting (address 2 --> IP-SVA)
7 - Dispatcher sends response back to the client
1
7
4
52, 3, 6
Address dispatcher
(IP-SVA)
Server 1
(address 1)
Figure 4.2: Packet double-rewriting model: the dispatcher has a single, virtual IP address (IP-SVA)
and rewrites packets in both directions (steps 3 and 6).
The immediate consequence is that it becomes straightforward to add or remove servers because
clients do not know where their requests will be executed. The main advantage of Layer-7 over
Layer-4 load balancers is that Layer-7 load balancers offer good policy management functionalities,
i.e. the ability to define, integrate with existing policies and enforce, during the runtime cycle,
policies such as access control and service level agreement compliance. Layer-4, instead, perform
essentially a content-blind dispatching, which is faster and easy to implement, but less efficient
because the employed routing algorithms are essentially stateless.
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A high level view of the resulting architecture is depicted in Figure 4.3. SPIRE uses a dedicated
hosting model (see previous section), i.e., the available machines are dynamically grouped into
virtual pools, where each pool deals with demands for a particular service. All incoming requests
are sent to the cluster controller (arrow 1) and handled by the appropriate Service Handler. There
is one Service Handler for each of the provided services and for each performance level: if the
same service is offered at different QoS levels (e.g., gold, silver and bronze) the Service Handler
will be instantiated at differentiated service levels. Each differentiated level will have its own SLA
management function that strives to meet the level of service specified by the differentiation. Thus,
each Service Handler instance includes the admission control policy (notifying users of rejections,
arrow 7), scheduling policy and the collection of statistics through a profiler and the management
of the corresponding pool of servers. The results of completed jobs are returned to the Controller,
where statistics are collected, and to the relevant user (arrows 5 and 6).
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Figure 4.3: Architecture overview. Dotted lines indicate asynchronous messages.
If a deployment is needed, the service is fetched from a remote repository (arrows 3 and 4).
This incurs a migration time of a few seconds, while a server is switched between pools. SPIRE
tries to avoid unnecessary deployments, while still allowing new services to be added at runtime. In
such cases, the appropriate Service Handlers are automatically created in the Controller. If there is
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sufficient space on a server, deployed services could be left in place even when not currently offered
on that server. One would eventually reach a situation where all services are deployed on all servers.
Then, allocating a server to a particular service pool (handler) does not involve a new deployment;
it just means that only jobs of that type would be sent to it. In those circumstances, switching a
server from one pool to another does not incur any overhead.
4.2 API and Implementation
This section discusses the API and implementation details of both the controller and the servers.
Section 4.2.1 illustrates the implementation of the request forwarding algorithm and explains how
incoming requests are handled. Section 4.2.2 shows the implementation of the dispatcher, while
Section 4.2.3 shows the algorithm used by SPIRE to deploy new services at runtime. The prototype
has been implemented in Java and relies on the Apache Axis2 framework [99] to handle SOAP
messages [114]. Even though SPIRE is transport agnostic, that is all the transports supported by
Axis2 can be employed (HTTP, TCP, JMS [98] and POP3/SMTP, as well as user defined protocols),
in the rest of this chapter it is assumed that the parties communicate using HTTP, as this is by far
the most widely used protocol to exchange SOAP messages over the Internet.
Modified message:
<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:wsa="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing" xmlns:soapenv="http://
schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<soapenv:Header>
<wsa:To>http://giga18.ncl.ac.uk:8081/axis2/services/RoutingService</wsa:To>
        <!-- other information here -->
<soapenv:Body>
        <!-- SOAP Body here -->
</soapenv:Body>
</soapenv:Envelope>
Original message:
<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:wsa="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing" 
xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<soapenv:Header>
<wsa:To>http://giga18.ncl.ac.uk:8081/axis2/services/LoggingService</wsa:To>
        <!-- other information here -->
<soapenv:Body>
        <!-- SOAP Body here -->
</soapenv:Body>
</soapenv:Envelope> Handler 2Handler 1 Handler n...
Figure 4.4: Chain of handlers. The last part of the target endpoint has been modified from ‘Rout-
ingService’ to ‘LoggingService’.
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4.2.1 Packet Double-Rewriting
SPIRE’s message forwarding algorithm uses the WS-Addressing1 [112] information available in
the SOAP header of incoming messages to take routing decisions and to dispatch them: the current
implementation uses a custom Axis2 handler placed on the controller’s chain in order to change the
addressing information of the incoming messages and redirect them to the mediation service. Axis2
is a pure SOAP processing engine that does not understand data bindings, transports or Web Service
Description Language (WSDL) [111]. Its main functionality is to process and deliver messages to
a certain destination, or endpoint. In order to customize the default behavior it is possible to write
modules, i.e. collections of handlers [57, 58]. The concept of message interceptor, or handler
according to the Axis2 terminology, is a widely used concept in messaging systems: its task is to
intercept the messaging flow (Figure 4.4) and do whatever task it is assigned to it, such as message
validation or content enrichment.
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Figure 4.5: Axis2-based implementation of the Layer-7 load balancer. The packet double-rewriting
is performed by the first message interceptor.
Figure 4.5 illustrates the load balancer’s architecture. The HTTP listener initializes the exe-
cution of incoming messages. Before reaching the target service every message passes through
1WS-Addressing provides transport-neutral mechanisms to address messages and Web Services.
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the input sequence of interceptors. Each Axis2 handler has an invoke() operation that takes a
MessageContext object2 as argument. The first handler in the input chain, RouterDispatcher,
is the interceptor in charge of performing the message forwarding. Its invoke() implementation
is outlined in Figure 4.6. First, the handler gets the SOAP header and retrieves the message type.
Only messages coming from other SPIRE components (servers and repository) have a header por-
tion specifying the type of message the system is trying to handle (see Figure 4.7). This means
that, if there is no message type, the received message is a client request. Then (not shown), the
original target service, operation and SOAP action are saved into the MessageContext, together
with the arrival time-stamp, and the message is redirected to the mediation service by replacing the
above values with the ones identifying the mediation service: RoutingService, forward and
urn:forward, respectively.
 
pub l i c I n vo c a t i o nRe s pon s e invoke ( MessageContex t msgCtx ) throws Ax i sF a u l t {
/ / g e t t h e SOAP header
SOAPHeader heade r = msgCtx . g e tEnve l ope ( ) . g e tHeade r ( ) ;
/ / s can s t h e SOAP header
f i n a l S t r i n g msgType = SOAPHeaderConstants . getQospMsg ( heade r ) ;
i f ( msgType == nu l l ) {
/ / r e c e i v e d c l i e n t r e q u e s t
t ry {
c l i e n t R e q u e s t ( msgCtx ) ;
} ca tch ( Ax i s F a u l t ) {
/ / hand l e / r e d i r e c t e r r o r t o t h e i n F a u l t cha in
}
} e l s e {
/ / i n t e r n a l message
i f ( MessageType .RESULT . v a l u e ( ) . e q u a l s I g n o r eCa s e ( msgType ) ) {
/ / r e c e i v e d r e s u l t , remove t h e WSA_RELATES_TO header p o r t i o n
}
}
re turn I n vo c a t i o nRe s pon s e .CONTINUE;
}
 
Figure 4.6: RouterDispatcher implementation of the invoke operation.
After passing through the interceptors’ pipe, the MessageReceiver3 uses Java reflection [92]
to find the target class and method, then it invokes the business logic of the mediation service
passing as argument the SOAP body of the received message. All the operations exposed by the
2MessageContext objects are the placeholder of SOAP messages and related properties. They are stored into
thread-local variables.
3Different types of message receiver exist, i.e. to handle In-Only, In-Out, asynchronous operations, etc.
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RoutingService use the RawXMLInOnlyMessageReceiver. In other words:
1. All operations have an In-Only Message Exchange Pattern (MEP) [115], i.e. they are all
defined as one-way operations, even though the client expects a response (the packet rewriting
algorithm will take care of delivering the result of the computation to the client as soon as it
becomes available);
2. The mediation service works at the XML level. In other words it does not need anyWSDL nor
intermediate layers to marshal and unmarshal the message content. Moreover, the mediation
service uses exclusively the information contained into the message header to take routing
and admission control decisions. This implies, for example, that SPIRE can handle encrypted
messages. Finally, since the SOAP body is not needed, the XML tree of the SOAP body is
never built because the parsing model in operation (StAX) allows for on-demand building of
the object tree (i.e. the object tree is built only when it is needed) [100].
 
pub l i c enum MessageType {
/ / f o rward o p e r a t i o n
FORWARD( " Forward " ) ,
/ / r e s u l t o p e r a t i o n
RESULT( " Re s u l t " ) ,
/ / used t o add new s e r v i c e s a t r un t ime ( i . e . t o c r e a t e a new Se r v i c eHand l e r )
NEW_SERVICE( "New s e r v i c e " ) ,
/ / used t o d ynam i c a l l y add new nodes t o t h e c l u s t e r
NEW_NODE( "New node " ) ,
/ / used t o d ynam i c a l l y d ep l o y new s e r v i c e s
DOWNLOAD( "Download " ) ;
}
 
Figure 4.7: MessageType enum.
Figure 4.8 shows the API for the controller: (i) RoutingService is a stateful web service used as
a layer to validate the XML information contained into the SOAP header of the received messages,
to translate them into Java objects, and to forward the results back to the client, (ii) Request holds
all the necessary information needed to execute a request, and (iii) Response contains the data
needed to update the statistic and QoS values. All Request and Response objects have a unique
identifier and store the name of the service they are dealing with.
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addNode(OMElement): void
addService(OMElement): void
forward(OMElement): void
result(OMElement): void
dispatcher: Dispatcher
outPipe: ThreadPoolExecutor
RoutingService
getId(): String
getService(): String
RemoteEvent
getArrivalTime(): long
getClientEPR(): EndpointReference
getRequest(): OMElement
getRequestId(): long
getWSAction(): String
Request
deployed(): boolean
getExecutorNode(): String
getResponseTime(): long
getServiceTime(): long
Response
A B A B
A extends B A uses B
Figure 4.8: RoutingService API.
RoutingService is the entry point to the controller. It exposes four operations that take as argu-
ment an OMElement object, which is nothing else than the SOAP body of the received message4:
1. addNode() is used to add servers to the cluster managed by the controller. Even though
this kind of functionality is not new (especially in Grid environments), adding a new node in-
volves updating many runtime parameters, mainly because the system capacity has increased.
As a result, the admission control policy might be relaxed. Two scenarios are possible, (i) the
controller is already running and a new server is added to the cluster, for example in re-
sponse to a traffic surge if the cluster management does not want to lose too much revenue,
and (ii) the provisioning infrastructure is already in place and the controller is (re)started.
In the first case, at server’s start-up, each machine automatically sends a SOAP message to
the RoutingService (the endpoint of the RoutingService is a ‘well-known’ address
specified into a configuration file). Received messages look like the one shown in Figure A.1
4If needed, it is always possible to retrieve the whole message, including its header, via the MessageContext.
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(page 142). In the second case, instead, multicast communications are employed. The con-
troller first starts a network listener (both TCP and UDP are supported), then it sends a multi-
cast message to a ‘well-known’ multicast group (again, the group name is specified in a shared
configuration file). All servers run a multicast listener waiting for messages sent to that group.
When a machine receives a BootstrapProtocol object (see Figure 4.9) containing the
controller coordinates, it replies by sending to the controller a BootstrapProtocol in-
stance including its IP address and port.
 
pub l i c i n t e r f a c e Bo o t s t r a p P r o t o c o l ex tends j a v a . i o . E x t e r n a l i z a b l e {
S t r i n g ge tHos t ( ) ;
i n t g e t P o r t ( ) ;
void s e tHo s t ( S t r i n g ho s t ) ;
void s e t P o r t ( i n t p o r t ) ;
}
 
Figure 4.9: BootstrapProtocol interface.
2. addService() is the operation invoked by the repository in order to add new services.
Messages like the one shown in Figure A.2 (page 143) are sent to the controller every time
the repository server is started or a new service is added to the repository. As a result, the
controller creates a new ServiceHandler for each service with the QoS values specified
in the message.
3. forward() is the operation invoked once the message has been redirected to the con-
troller. The business logic of the method simply creates a new Request object containing
the client request and some information stored into the MessageContext and passes it to
the Dispatcher. The way such requests are handled is discussed into the next section.
4. result() handles result messages coming from the servers (see Figure A.3, page 144).
This method first extracts the qosp block from the SOAP header and creates a Reponse
instance with the values it contains. Such header portion holds both time and service-related
informations. The former includes the arrival timestamp and the service time, while the latter
specifies which machine executed the request, whether a service deployment was carried out,
the message identifier of the request and the SOAP action of the service. Then it (i) removes
the qosp header-block from the received message, (ii) forwards it to the client (the request
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identifier is used by the client to correlate the request and the response), and (iii) passes the
Response object to the Dispatcher.
SPIRE uses the Stage Event Driven Architecture (SEDA) [118] to perform I/O operations.
The result as well as the request forwarding pipes use a dedicated thread pool with a blocking
working queue and a bounded number of worker threads (Figure 4.10). This model provides a
simple mechanism for backpressure: if the worker threads on the output pipe are temporarily
unable to cope with the flow of responses, the output pipe will use one of the threads of the
listener queue. This implementation is quite primitive and, if the input queue of the HTTP
listener is full, it might end up rejecting responses. A more sophisticated approach over-
coming the aforementioned limitation would consist in decoupling the input and the output
queues. Such option can be implemented by exposing two endpoints to handle the request
and response flows. This would result in two different, unrelated, queues.
It is worth stressing that results do not need to be redirected to the mediation service. In fact,
as shown in the wsa:To block in Figure A.3, servers send such messages to the mediation
service, while the final destination is specified into the wsa:ReplyTo block. This means
that the destination of messages coming from servers is not changed at runtime. Instead, they
are simply forwarded to the destination specified by the wsa:ReplyTo block.
 
ou t P i p e = new ThreadPoo lExecu t o r ( 1 , 5 , 10 , TimeUnit . SECONDS,
new ArrayBlockingQueue <Runnable >(20 , t rue ) ,
new ThreadPoo lExecu t o r . C a l l e rRun sPo l i c y ( ) ) ;
 
Figure 4.10: Implementation of the output pipe providing a simple backpressure mechanism.
Request instances store the received requests as well as the time they entered the system, the
client endpoint (used to send the response), the message identifier (used by the client to correlate the
request and the response), the object identifier (used by SPIRE) and the target service and operation.
Response objects are used by SPIRE to update statistical information used to enforce the SLAs
in operation via the allocation and admission policies. Unlike Request instances such objects do
not store any XML nor routing information. As a matter of fact the result is sent back using the
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output pipe while Responses are handled by ServiceHandlers. The state of these objects is
composed by the object identifier, the type of request executed, the server that executed the job, the
service and response time and a boolean value indicating whether a service deployment was needed
to execute the request.
4.2.2 Requests Dispatching and Routing
The dispatching API, illustrated in Figure 4.11, implements the functionalities exposed by the
RoutingService. It allows the system to add nodes and services at runtime, handle incom-
ing requests and result messages, and dynamically change the amount of servers allocated to each
queue. This section first gives an overview of the functionalities provided by each component, then
it discusses the information flow of the four operations exposed by the RoutingService. It
is worth mentioning that at this stage there is no trace of XML, only Request, Response and
String objects are used.
addNode(String): void
addService(String, Qos): void
queue(Request): void
releaseNode(String): void
requireNodes(String, int): void
response(Response): void
Dispatcher
add(String): boolean
getAllocationSize(): int
getLoad(): double
getName(): String
getRequest(): Request
queue(Request): void
setN(int): void
submit(Request, String): void
ServiceHandler
charge: float
penalty: float
obligation: long
Qos
run()
java.lang.Runnable
AllocationTask
computeAllocation(): void
getAllocation(): int[]
migrateServers()
AllocationPolicy
poll(): Request
queue(Request): void
queueIfNeeded(Request): Request
Queue
A B A B
A extends B A uses B
Figure 4.11: Dispatching API. The Request and Response interfaces are defined in Figure 4.8.
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Once the mediation service has validated and translated a message into the appropriate Java
object, it passes it to the Dispatcher. The Dispatcher interface is the entry point for the
dispatching API. It implements the business logic exposed by the RoutingService, imple-
ments the server reallocation algorithm in cooperation with the ServiceHandlers, and stores
the ServiceHandlers (each instance represents the state of a queue). Such objects can be kept
in different ways; the SPIRE implementation uses a concurrent hash table where the keys are the
service names and the values are the ServiceHandlers. This approach has two main advantages
compared to other alternatives, (i) it allows for inserting and searching entries in O(1) time [34],
while (ii) multiple threads can query and modify the hash table at the same time. Qos instances
store the economic parameters of each service, as defined in Section 3.1. The AllocationTask
is an asynchronous task used to run the allocation policy. It computes the new allocation vector,
(n1, . . . ,nm) and updates the ni values in operation. The AllocationPolicy interface defines
methods to change the way servers are allocated to service pools. The computeAllocation()
operation uses an allocation algorithm to construct a new allocation vector at the end of each config-
uration window. Concrete classes implement the heuristic as well as the optimal allocation policies
defined in Section 3.3 and 3.5. The migrateServers() operation is used to put the new ni
values in operation. Finally, ServiceHandler is by far the most important interface in the dis-
patching API as it represents a job type. It contains the queue storing the jobs waiting for execution,
a profiler collecting the statistic information used to take resource allocation and admission control
decisions, and the admission control module.
The remainder of this section discusses the use of the dispatching API to handle the four opera-
tions exposed by the mediation service and analyzes the computational cost of each of them.
Add node The argument of the method used to add new nodes is the machine’s identifier (IP
address and listening port), which is extracted by the mediation service from the incoming SOAP
message (see Figure A.1). The new server is added to the pool of available machines, then the
Dispatcher tries to allocate it to a service pool. The same method is invoked also every time
a server is released from a service pool. Since the execution of client requests is non-preemptive,
i.e. the execution of a client request cannot be interrupted, the switch of a server from a service
pool to another one is generally not instantaneous. For this reason the Dispatcher keeps track
of which job type needs at least one server, while each ServiceHandler keeps track of how
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many servers are currently allocated and how many servers should be allocated to it. The value
of the latter might differ depending on the type of allocation policy employed. If a conservative
allocation policy is used, that value is ni, while if a greedy algorithm is in operation, the number
of servers that should be allocated to queue i is min(ni, pi), where pi is the number of ‘pending
jobs’ for queue i (the number of pending jobs for a queue is defined is defined as the sum of the
number of jobs queueing and the number of jobs in execution). As shown in Figure 4.12, if no
queue needs the spare server, an aggressive method which queries all the queue states is used. Of
course different metrics can be employed. SPIRE uses the current queue sizes and the ni values to
decide where to allocate the spare capacity provided by the extra server. If after this stage the node
allocator is still unable to allocate the machine, the machine is temporarily ‘allocated’ to the spare
pool. The cost of this operation is O(m), where m is the number of provided services, because the
allocateIdleNode() method visits all the ServiceHandlers in the worst case scenario
(this method is declared as protected and thus it is not shown in Figure 4.11).
 
void a l l o c a t e I d l eN o d e ( S t r i n g node ) {
i f ( i sRequ i r edEmpty ( ) ) {
/ / a p p a r e n t l y no s e r v i c e poo l needs an e x t r a s e r v e r
i f ( ! t r yA g g r e s s i v eA l l o c a t i o n ( node ) ) {
addNodeToSparePool ( node ) ;
}
} e l s e {
/ / a t l e a s t one s e r v i c e poo l needs t h e machine
a l l o c a t eNodeToHand l e r ( node ) ;
}
}
 
Figure 4.12: Skeleton implementation of the allocateIdleNode operation.
Each ServiceHandler has two logical pools, one containing the idle servers, the other stor-
ing the busy ones. Every time a new machine is added to queue i, the threshold Ki must be recom-
puted because of the increased capacity. Then, if the queue storing jobs waiting for execution is
empty, the machine is added to the idle pool, otherwise one client request is forwarded to the new
server using the request forwarding pipe, while the server is marked as busy (i.e., added to the busy
pool).
Add service is used to add a new service to the system. This method is invoked using the ser-
vice name i and the demand parameters (ci,qi,ri) as arguments (such values are extracted from
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addServicemessages by the RoutingService, as discussed in Section 4.2.1), and allows the
Dispatcher to instantiate ServiceHandler i. After this step, the system is ready to execute
requests of type i. This operation is executed in constant time.
Queue checks whether a periodical system evaluation is needed, then passes the request to the
appropriate ServiceHandler. The related activity diagram is shown in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: Activity diagram for the queue event. When invoked on queue i, the setN() operation
sets the new ni value in operation and computes the new threshold, ki.
If the system needs to be reconfigured, a dedicated thread pool with a single worker executes
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the allocation policy, as illustrated in Figure 4.14. Having a single worker thread running the al-
location policies guarantees that consecutive invocations are executed sequentially; in other words,
one allocation run does not start until the previous one has completed. The AllocationTask
computes the new allocation vector (n1, . . . ,nm) according to the allocation policy, then sets the new
ni and computes the new thresholds Ki. As mentioned above, the switch of a machine from one
queue to another is instantaneous only if it sits idle: if a server is currently used, it will be reallo-
cated at job completion. Since each Request object stores the target service name, identifying the
ServiceHandler is trivial because, as described earlier in this section, the states of the queues
are stored into a hash table. Once the target ServiceHandler has been retrieved, two possible
scenarios are possible:
1. Queue i has at least one idle server, or there are no servers in the spare pool nor in the idle
pool of queue i: the queue() method is invoked;
2. There are no servers in the idle pool of queue i, but the spare pool has at least one machine
available: the submit() operation is used.
 
pub l i c vo id queue ( Reques t r e q u e s t ) throws Reque s tRe j e c t e dExc ep t i o n ,
NoSuchSe rv i ceExcep t i on {
i f ( i s Ev a l u a t i o nNeed ed ( ) ) {
S e r v i c eHand l e r [ ] h a n d l e r s = g e t S e r v i c eH a n d l e r s ( ) ;
i n t nodes = g e tR eg i s t e r e dNod e s ( ) ;
A l l o c a t i o nT a s k t a s k = A l l o c a t i o n P o l i c y F a c t o r y . c r e a t eA l l o c a t i o n T a s k (
h and l e r s , nodes ) ;
t h i s . t h r e a dPo o l . e x e c u t e ( t a s k ) ;
}
S e r v i c eHand l e r h a n d l e r = g e tHand l e r ( r e q u e s t ) ;
h a n d l e r . queue ( r e q u e s t ) ;
}
 
Figure 4.14: Skeleton implementation of the Dispatcher.queue operation. The
getHandler method throws a NoSuchServiceException if the required
service is not provided.
The queue() method first evaluates whether the request should be rejected. If that is the case,
the request is discarded and the client notified with an error message, otherwise (i) if there is a
spare node available the request is forwarded immediately using the request forwarding pipeline
(and the server is put into the busy pool), (ii) else it joins the queue. No matter what decision is
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taken, the system updates the arrival rate information, while every time a Request is forwarded,
a copy of it is saved on the controller. Even though fault tolerance support is beyond the scope of
this dissertation, the latter provides a hook for employing a failure detection algorithm: in such a
scenario, as soon as the system finds out that the server has crashed, it could forward the request
somewhere else.
Unlike the queue() operation, submit() never rejects requests. Such method takes as sec-
ond argument the identifier of the machine where the request is going to be forwarded. In order to
maintain the guarantee that requests are handled in a FIFO order a special queue providing an atomic
queueIfNeeded()method is used. Such operation requires a Request object as argument and
returns the same object if the queue is empty, otherwise it returns the first element and queues the
argument at the bottom. Once the job to execute is found, it is forwarded as before and the server is
marked as busy. Queue events are handled in O(1) time (excluding the cost of computing the new
allocation and threshold vectors), given that waiting requests are stored in a linked list or a similar
data structure.
Response updates the statistical information and eventually reallocates the server that executed
the request. As shown by the activity diagram depicted in Figure 4.15, the Dispatcher re-
trieves the target ServiceHandler and invokes the response() method passing the response
as argument. As for the queue() operation, retrieving the target handler is immediate because
Response objects contain the name of the service.
The ServiceHandler first updates the average response and service times values, the charges
and eventually the penalties, then it checks whether the server should be returned to the Dispatcher
or not; as previously discussed, this decision depends not only on the current ni and number of
servers allocated to queue i, but also on the size of the queue, if a greedy policy is in operation. If
that is the case, the machine identifier is removed from the busy-pool and the releaseNode()
method is invoked (and eventually the server is allocated to a different pool). If instead the machine
should be kept in the same service pool, (i) if there is at least one request waiting into the queue,
the oldest request is executed, otherwise (ii) the server identifier is removed from the busy pool
and stored into the idle pool. In the current implementation responses are handled in constant time,
excluding the server re-allocation cost (if any), that requires O(m) time in the worst case scenario
(see the discussion at the beginning of this section).
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Figure 4.15: Activity diagram for the response event. The ServiceHandler.response()
operation updates the statistic information, while the
Dispatcher.releaseNode() method tries to reallocate the server.
4.2.3 Dynamic Service Deployment and Request Execution
The architecture of the server machines is quite simple because it does not include any ‘intelligence’.
As in the case of the load balancer, the idea is to use some custom handlers to perform all the non-
standard tasks: the input chain includes two custom interceptors to save some state information and
to deploy the target service, if needed, while the output chain uses one custom handler to restore the
saved values as well as to compute the service time. Figure 4.16 shows the actions taken every time
a job is going to be executed.
The first handler of the input chain determines whether the target service is already deployed
or if it needs to be fetched from a remote repository. This has been implemented in two ver-
sions, as a TCP server and as a web service using the Message Transmission Optimization Mecha-
nism (MTOM) [113] (of course, more complex solutions can be employed too). If the target service
is not available in the Axis2 configuration, the handler gets the service archive from the repository
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Figure 4.16: Request execution: activity diagram.
and deploys it, i.e., copies the service archive into the folder where deployed services are stored and
waits until the engine updates its internal configuration (a simple polling mechanism is used). This
requires between 5 and 10 seconds plus the time needed to copy the file across the network.
At the end of the input handler’s chain comes the second custom interceptor, used to save the
state information. Unlike what happens in the load balancer, where the routing values are saved into
the MessageContext, in this case the state must be saved into the OperationContext as the
input MesasgeContext is valid only during the input flow (the OperationContext, instead,
is the same for input as well as the output flow). The saved informations include the qosp block,
whose structure is shown in Figure A.4 (page 145). This embodies the information saved into the
Request object, as defined in Figure 4.8.
After the request is executed, the custom interceptor running into the output chain adds to the
response SOAP header the state information previously saved, together with the service time and a
boolean value indicating whether a deployment request was issued to the repository (see the qosp
block in Figure A.3). Finally, the response is sent back to the controller.
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4.3 Summary
This chapter has presented the architecture of SPIRE, a data center management system designed
with a utility computing paradigm in mind. Central to the system is the controller (which can be
replicated for availability and scalability purposes), a Layer-7 two-way load balancer implementing
the allocation and admission policies introduced in Chapter 3. Settings such as the use of a con-
servative or greedy allocation policy or the use of the admission control are configurable at runtime
via Java Management Extensions (JMX) [95]. Next chapter demonstrates the use of the presented
framework to optimize the performance of a data center, while Chapter 7 extends SPIRE in order to
deal with streams of requests.
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Chapter 5
Experiments with Single Jobs
This chapter describes the experiments carried out on SPIRE in order to evaluate the effects of the
server allocation and job admission policies described in Chapter 3. As in Section 3.7, in order to
reduce the number of variables, the following values are kept fixed:
• The QoS metric is the response time,W ;
• The obligations undertaken by the provider are that jobs will complete within twice their
average required service time, that is, qi = 2/µi;
• All penalties are equal to the corresponding charges, i.e. ri = ci. In other words, if the
response time exceeds the obligation, users get their money back;
• A 20-server system is used. The cluster is composed of machines running Linux version
2.6.14 and Sun JDK 1.5.0_04. Axis2 version 1.1 is deployed on the Tomcat servlet en-
gine [101]. The used version was 5.5.
Unlike the model validation of Chapter 3, experiments described here were carried out on the
SPIRE system: CPU-bound jobs were generated, queued and executed on real servers; messages
were sent and delivered by a real network. Apart from the network delays, the main difference
between the simulations discussed in Chapter 3 and the experiments that will be introduced shortly
is that messages are subject to random processing overheads, which cannot be controlled. Also, it
could not be guaranteed that the computers were dedicated to these tasks; there could be random
demands from other users. The connection between the load generator and the controller is provided
by a 100Mb/sec Ethernet network, while the servers of the cluster are connected to the controller via
a 1 Gb/sec Ethernet network. The average round trip time (RTT) between nodes and the controller
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is 0.258 ms, while the one between the client and the controller is 0.558 ms. Nevertheless, since
both the servers and the network are shared, unpredictable delays due to other users are possible.
Random interarrival intervals were generated by client processes while service times were ran-
domly generated at the server nodes. A variety of parameter values were tried, in order to subject the
system to different loading conditions. Also, different distributions of job lengths and interarrival
times were introduced, in order to test the robustness of the proposed algorithms. Finally, except
when indicated explicitly, the ‘conservative’ versions of the server allocation policies are used (see
Section 3.3).
5.1 Performance when Exponentiality Assumptions are Satisfied
The first experiment is similar to the simulation illustrated in Figure 3.6. Two service types were
deployed. The three pairs of arrival rates used in this experiment were the same as in figure 3.6:
λ1 = λ2 = 0.75; λ1 = 0.5, λ2 = 1.0; and λ1 = 0.2, λ2 = 1.3. The average service times were also the
same: 1/µ1 = 1/µ2 = 10. However, because of the factors mentioned above, one should not expect
a precise match between the numerical predictions and the observations of the real system.
In Figure 5.1, the total revenues earned are plotted against n2, the number of servers allocated
to service 2. Each point in the figure corresponds to a separate run of the system, during which
about 1,000 jobs of each type arrived and were completed. These plots have the same general
characteristics as the ones in Figure 3.6. The maximum achievable revenue is again about 130 per
unit time, and the server allocations that achieve it are the same.
The next experiment involves a comparison between static and dynamic configuration policies.
The parameters are the same as for Figure 3.7: a 20 server system with two job types, the arrival
rate for type 1 is kept fixed at λ1 = 0.2, while λ2 takes different values, ranging from 0.4 to 1.8. The
average service times for the two types are 1/µ1 = 50 and 1/µ2 = 5 respectively (i.e., type 1 jobs
are on the average 10 times longer than type 2). Thus, the offered load of type 1 is 10, while that of
type 2 varies between 2 and 9; the total system load varies between 60% and 95%. The charges for
the two types are equal: c1 = c2 = 100.
Again, each point is obtained from a separate run of the system. Under the ‘Static Oracle’
policy, which somehow knows the values of all parameters, at time 0 of each run, the Measured
Loads heuristic is used to compute the server allocations n1 and n2, and the admission thresholds
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Figure 5.1: Observed revenues for different server allocations. As in Figure 3.6, when the demand
is asymmetric it is more profitable to allocate more servers to the more heavily loaded
queue. N = 20,m= 2,µi = 0.1,ci = ri = 100.
K1 and K2; thereafter, the configuration remains unchanged. Obviously, the Static Oracle policy
could not be used in practice, since the demand parameters are not usually known in advance; it is
included here only for purposes of comparison.
The dynamic allocation policy divides a run into configuration intervals called ‘windows’, such
that a total of J jobs (of all types) arrive during a window. Demand statistics are collected, provid-
ing new estimates for λi and µi (i = 1,2, . . . ,m) by the end of each window. Those estimates are
used to allocate servers to job types according to the Measured Load heuristic described by equa-
tion (3.4). Reallocations of busy servers take place upon service completions (i.e., job services are
not interrupted). The new allocations remain valid for the duration of the next window. Whenever
the number of servers allocated to type i changes, the optimal admission threshold Ki is recomputed.
At time 0, before any statistics have been collected, servers are allocated in a FIFO order (that is, to
the job type which needs them) and an arbitrary admission policy (e.g., Ki =∞) is adopted. Clearly,
some such dynamic policy would have to be used in practice, since (i) the demand parameters are
not usually known in advance and (ii) those parameters may change with time.
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The observed revenues obtained by the static and dynamic heuristics are illustrated in Figure 5.2.
Three different window sizes were tried, containing J = 30, J = 60 and J = 90 jobs, respectively.
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Figure 5.2: Observed revenues for static and dynamic Measured Load heuristic. N = 20,m =
2,λ1 = 0.2,µ1 = 0.02,µ2 = 0.2,ci = ri = 100.
The most notable feature of the figure is the close agreement between the observed revenues and
those predicted by the model (Figure 3.7). This increases our confidence in the practical applicabil-
ity of the proposed server allocation heuristic. Moreover, the dynamic policies are able to estimate
and use the current values of the demand parameters. The effect of the different window sizes is
not very pronounced. The shortest windows (J = 30) probably do not produce sufficiently accurate
estimates, and therefore have the worse performance. The J = 60 and J = 90 windows are better,
the latter consistently out-performing the static policy.
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The following four experiments use the same settings as before and compare three operating
policies:
1. The Static Oracle policy;
2. The dynamic Measured Loads heuristic;
3. The dynamic Measured Queues heuristic.
As in the previous experiment, for both dynamic heuristics, at the start of a run, before any
statistics have been collected, servers are allocated on demand as jobs arrive; the initial admission
policy is to accept all jobs (i.e., Ki = ∞).
The average revenues obtained per unit time are plotted against the arrival rate for type 2, λ2.
Each point represents a separate system run, during which at least 1,000 jobs of type 1 are processed
(the number of type 2 jobs is larger, and increases with λ2). In the case of the Measured Load
heuristic, the corresponding 95% confidence intervals are also shown. They confirm the well-known
observation that the confidence intervals tend to grow with the load. Those of the other policies are
of similar size and are omitted in order not to clutter the graphs.
Figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 illustrate the behavior of the system for four different window sizes,
J = 30, J = 60, J = 90 and J = 150.
When the window size is small, the dynamic Measured Loads heuristic performs slightly worse
than the other two policies. This is probably due to the fact that the arrival and service rate estimates
obtained during each window are not sufficiently accurate. The Measured Queues heuristic appears
to react better to random changes in load.
The effect of increasing the window size is not very pronounced. The Measured Loads heuristic
is now, if anything, slightly better than the Measured Queues heuristic, and both outperform the
Static Oracle policy. However, the differences are not statistically significant. Corresponding points
are mostly within each other’s confidence intervals.
It is perhaps worth mentioning that the relative insensitivity of the system performance with
respect to the window size is, from a practical point of view, a very good feature. It means that the
decision of what window size to choose is not too critical.
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Figure 5.3: Dynamic policies in SPIRE: window size 30 jobs. N = 20,m = 2,λ1 = 0.2,µ1 =
0.02,µ2 = 0.2,ci = ri = 100
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Figure 5.4: Dynamic policies in SPIRE: window size 60 jobs. N = 20,m = 2,λ1 = 0.2,µ1 =
0.02,µ2 = 0.2,ci = ri = 100
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Figure 5.5: Dynamic policies in SPIRE: window size 90 jobs. N = 20,m = 2,λ1 = 0.2,µ1 =
0.02,µ2 = 0.2,ci = ri = 100
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Figure 5.6: Dynamic policies in SPIRE: window size 150 jobs. N = 20,m = 2,λ1 = 0.2,µ1 =
0.02,µ2 = 0.2,ci = ri = 100
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5.2 Performance without Exponentiality Assumptions: Bursty Arrivals
In the next experiments, the arrival process of type 2 is no longer Poisson, but consists of bursts.
More precisely, the observation period is divided into alternating periods of lengths 180 seconds
and 60 seconds, respectively. During the longer periods, λ2 = 0.4 jobs/sec, while during the shorter
periods it is about 5 times higher, λ2 = 1.8 jobs/sec. The other demand parameters are the same as
before.
Figure 5.7 illustrates the revenues obtained by the Measured Loads and Measured Queues
heuristics, for three different window sizes. For purposes of comparison, an Oracle policy which
knows the values of all parameters and makes optimal allocations at the beginning of each period
was also evaluated. Its performance is of course independent of the window size.
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Figure 5.7: Bursty arrivals: different window sizes; equal charges. λ2 = 0.4 during the longer
periods and 1.8 during the shorter ones.
Because of the frequent changes in user demand, shorter windows are now better than long ones.
The two heuristic policies perform similarly, with the values inside each other confidence interval.
The revenues achieved by both heuristics are within about 20% of the ideal (and unrealizable)
revenue of the Oracle policy.
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To examine the effect of applying different charges to different services, the experiment was
repeated with the same demand parameters, but doubling the charge (and the penalty) for type 1
jobs: c1 = 200, c2 = 100. Note that this change might affect the allocation heuristics since αi = ci.
The results are shown in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Bursty arrivals: different window sizes; unequal charges, αi = ci. λ2 = 0.4 during the
longer periods and 1.8 during the shorter ones.
The observed behavior is now different: the Measured Load heuristic consistently outperforms
the other policy, and there is not much difference in using short configuration intervals. Finally, the
revenues achieved by both policies are within about 25% of the Oracle’s revenues.
The differences in observed revenue can be better understood from Figure 5.9. The figure shows
the number of servers executing type 2 jobs over time by changing the window size, J, and the
allocation policy. As already discussed the dependence between the allocation decisions and the
maximum achievable revenue is very tight since the threshold Ki is computed every time the number
of servers allocated to a queue changes.
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Figure 5.9: Bursty arrivals: arrival rate versus server allocation. The first part of the figure illus-
trates the arrival rate for type 2 jobs, λ2, the second part shows different allocation
decisions taken by the Measured Queues heuristic and the last part shows the number
of servers allocated to queue 2 by the Measured Loads heuristic.
The same experiments were repeated by changing the rate at which type 2 jobs arrive during
busy periods. During the longer periods, λ2 = 0.4 jobs/sec (as before), while during the shorter
periods it is about 12 times higher, λ2 = 5 jobs/sec. The other demand parameters are the same
as before. Note that if the higher arrival rate was maintained throughout, the system would be
saturated.
As might be expected in view of the highly variable demand, shorter windows are now sig-
nificantly better than long ones. It is also interesting to note that the Measured Loads heuristic
consistently outperforms the Measured Queues one. When the charges are the same for both the
job types, as in Figure 5.10, the differences are not large. The largest difference between the two
heuristics is about 5%; the largest loss of revenue due to using a window whose size is too large
is about 20%. Moreover, the revenues achieved by both heuristics are within about 25% of the
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Figure 5.10: Bursty arrivals: different window sizes; equal charges. λ2 = 0.4 during the longer
periods and 5.0 during the shorter ones.
Oracle’s revenue. In the second case, however, the difference is bigger, with the Oracle performing
about 35% better than the Measured Queues heuristic.
Finally, the same experiment was run by changing the αi parameters from ci to ri/ci = 1. This
change does not affect the allocation heuristics compared to the case when all charges are the same,
but it may affect the admission policies.
The obtained behavior is similar to that in Figure 5.10. Figure 5.12 shows that revenues are
higher, in line with the increased charges for type 1 jobs. Again, shorter windows are better than
longer ones, but not by much. It is a little surprising that the Measured Queues heuristic now
appears to outperform the Measured Loads one. However, the differences are rather small; the
corresponding points are well within each other’s confidence intervals. The revenues achieved by
both policies are within about 30% of the Oracle’s revenues.
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Figure 5.11: Bursty arrivals: different window sizes; unequal charges, αi = ci. λ2 = 0.4 during the
longer periods and 5.0 during the shorter ones.
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Figure 5.12: Bursty arrivals: different window sizes; unequal charges, αi = 1. λ2 = 0.4 during the
longer periods and 5.0 during the shorter ones.
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It is interesting to observe the effect of replacing the conservative versions of the allocation
policies with the greedy ones (i.e., unused servers are temporarily reallocated to other pools before
the end of the current window).
Figure 5.13 and 5.14 show that there is a marked improvement in the performance of both
heuristics. The revenues they achieve are now within about 10% of those of the Oracle policy.
More importantly, both policies are now even less sensitive with respect to the window size. The
relative differences between the best and the worst average revenues are less than 5% (the confidence
intervals are quite large, but that is explained by the variability of demand).
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Figure 5.13: Greedy policies, bursty arrivals: unequal charges, αi = ci. Other parameters as in
Figure 5.12.
The reason why the greedy versions of the heuristics are less affected by the window size is that
a ‘wrong’ server allocation can be adjusted as soon as its symptoms appear, without waiting for the
end of the window.
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Figure 5.14: Greedy policies, bursty arrivals: unequal charges, αi = 1. Other parameters as in
Figure 5.13.
Other performance metrics In some cases, values other than the average revenue per unit time
might be of interest. A possible example is the rate at which type i jobs are rejected. For the
conservative heuristics that rate, Xi, is given by:
Xi = λipi,Ki (5.1)
where pi,Ki is the probability that a type i request is rejected. There is no mathematical formula for
the greedy versions. The trace illustrated in Figure 5.15 compares the reject rate of the conservative
and greedy Measured Loads heuristic as well as the ideal and unrealizable rate at which the Oracle
policy would reject jobs. It is clearly visible that, during peaks, the greedy implementation rejects
less jobs, and thus it can achieve higher revenues.
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Figure 5.15: Bursty arrivals: reject rate comparison for the conservative and greedy implementa-
tions of the Measured Loads heuristic and the oracle.
5.3 Performance without Exponentiality Assumptions: Hyperexpo-
nential Distributed Service Times
The next experiment departs from the assumption that all service times are distributed exponentially.
Now the service time distributions are two-phase hyperexponential. Type 1 jobs have mean 32.9
with probability 0.7 and mean 90 with probability 0.3; the overall average service time is 50 seconds,
as before. The corresponding parameters for type 2 are mean 3.71 with probability 0.7, and mean
8 with probability 0.3; the overall average service time is 5 seconds. These changes increase the
variances of the service times to about 6, while preserving the averages. In this experiment the
greedy heuristics have been used because they have demonstrated to consistently outperform their
conservative counterparts. Since the window size is not important when the greedy policies are in
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operation, only a window size of 150 jobs was used. Note that the Measured Loads heuristic for
allocating servers is not affected significantly by the service time distribution, since it is based on
averages only. However, one might expect that the admission decisions will now be ‘wrong’ more
often, since the thresholds are still calculated assuming exponentially distributed service times, and
that the revenues will drop as a consequence.
In fact, Figure 5.16 shows that this is not the case. Not only have the revenues not decreased,
compared with those obtained when the distribution is exponential, but they have increased slightly.
In other words, the procedures for making admission decisions under both heuristics are sufficiently
robust to cope with violations of the distributional assumptions. The slight increases in revenue are
probably explained by a reduction in the penalties paid because most jobs are shorter.
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Figure 5.16: Hyperexponential service time distribution. N = 20,λ1 = 0.2,c1 = c2 = 100
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5.4 Optimal Policy Evaluation
The aim of the final experiment of this chapter is to evaluate the extent to which revenues can be
improved by carrying out the dynamic optimization described in Section 3.5, rather than using a
heuristic allocation policy. The usual 20-server cluster now offers 3 types of services, with average
service times 1/µ1 = 40, 1/µ2 = 10 and 1/µ3 = 4, respectively. The arrival rates for types 1 and
2 are fixed, at λ1 = 0.175 and λ2 = 0.6, while that of type 3 increases from λ3 = 0.25 to λ3 = 1.5.
Thus, the total offered load is increased from moderate, 14, to heavy, 19. The charge/penalty values
differ between the three types: c1 = r1 = 500, c2 = r2 = 250, c3 = r3 = 100. Finally, the system
reallocates servers every 90 arrivals, i.e., J = 90.
The ‘Optimal’ policy estimates the demand parameters during each window, and uses the fast
search algorithm of Section 3.5 to find the optimal allocations and thresholds that will apply during
the next window. The resulting revenues are compared, in Figure 5.17, with those of the Measured
Loads heuristic which in this case allocates servers in proportion to the observed loads λi/µi (and
then computes the best thresholds, Ki).
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Figure 5.17: Three job types: optimal and heuristic policies. N = 20,ρ1 = 7,ρ2 = 6,ρ3 ∈ [1,6],
J = 90.
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This experiment confirms that it is feasible to search for the optimal configuration on-line: the
fast search algorithm took about 30 milliseconds at the end of each window. That policy does yield
consistently higher revenues than the heuristic. On the other hand, we also note that the relative
improvement is not very great; it is on the order of 5% or less. One could therefore interpret these
results also as a confirmation that the Measured Loads heuristic is a pretty good policy for the
control of a service provisioning system.
5.5 Summary
This chapter has evaluated the dynamic policies for server allocation and job admission that were
introduced in Chapter 3 using the SPIRE system discussed in Chapter 4. These algorithms have
been shown not only to perform well (there is some evidence that they are close to the optimal), but
also to be robust. An important feature from a practical point of view is that these heuristics are not
very sensitive with respect to the window size that is used in their implementation. Moreover, they
are able to cope with bursty arrivals and non-exponential service times.
The Measured Queues heuristic appears to offer no significant performance advantage, com-
pared to the Measured Loads heuristic. Since the estimation of arrival rates and average service
times is in any case necessary for the computation of admission thresholds, one could ignore the
queue sizes and operate just the Measured Loads heuristic.
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Chapter 6
Admission Policies for Service Streams
The model introduced in Chapter 3 applies charges, obligations, penalties and admission policies
to individual jobs. The major drawback of that model is that service providers do not usually make
QoS promises to every job they accept. Moreover, if a user is trying to execute several jobs, he/she
would not know in advance which job will be accepted and which one will not. Again, in E-business
systems such as Amazon or eBay, requests coming from the same customer are related and thus they
can be grouped into sessions1. If an admission control model like the one discussed in Chapter 3 is
in operation and the system is heavily loaded, only some requests would be accepted for processing
(i.e., there would be a large number of broken or incomplete sessions). Since requests are essentially
dropped at random, all clients connecting to the highly-loaded system would be likely to experience
connection failures, even though there may be enough capacity on the system to serve all requests
properly for a subset of clients. Finally, since active sessions can be aborted at any time, this could
lead to an inefficient use of resources because aborted sessions do not perform any useful work, but
they ‘waste’ system resources.
For the reasons mentioned above, the previous model is now generalized in order to deal with
streams of requests. The notion of ‘stream’ is defined in the next section and, after that, the words
‘session’ and ‘stream’ will be used interchangeably.
The aim of this chapter is to propose and evaluate efficient and easily implementable admission
heuristics for service streams that aim to maximize the average revenue received per unit time. The
core idea is the same as before, that is, customers still pay to use computer or storage resources,
however now SLAs apply to job streams, not single requests. The proposed policies are based on
(i) dynamic estimates of traffic parameters, and (ii) models of system behavior. The emphasis of
1For the sake of simplicity, a session can be defined as a semi-permanent interaction. Such a conversation can be
stateful as well as stateless.
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the latter is on generality rather than analytical tractability. Thus, interarrival and service times do
not have to be exponentially distributed. Instead, they are allowed to have general distributions with
finite coefficients of variation. To handle the resulting models, it is necessary to use approximations.
However those approximations should lead to policies that perform well and can be used in real
systems.
6.1 The Model
The provider has a cluster of N identical computers, which are used to offer m different services
numbered 1,2, ...,m. A user request for service i is referred to as a ‘stream of type i’.
Definition 6.1 (Stream). A stream of type i is a collection of ki jobs, submitted at the rate γi jobs per
second.
If a stream is accepted, all jobs in it will be executed, i.e. session integrity is required. Session
integrity is a critical metric for commercial web services. From a business perspective, the higher the
number of completed streams, the higher the revenue is likely to be, while the same does not apply to
single jobs. Apart from the penalties resulting from the failure to meet the promised QoS standards,
streams that are broken or delayed at some critical stages, such as checkout, could mean loss of
revenue for the service owners. From a customer’s point of view, instead, breaking session integrity
would generate a lot of frustration because the provided service would appear as not reliable [30].
A stream which has been accepted but not yet completed is said to be ‘currently active’. If Li
streams of type i are currently active, then the total current arrival rate of type i jobs is λi = Liγi.
Throughout this chapter, empirical distributions will be characterized using two metrics, the
mean and the squared coefficient of variation. The squared coefficient of variation of a distribution
is a measure of its variability and it is defined as the variance divided by the squared mean:
cv2 =
σ2
µ2
(6.1)
The advantage of using the squared coefficient of variation as a measure of variability, rather than
the variance or the standard deviation, is that it is normalized by the mean, and so allows comparison
of variability across distributions with different means.
The service times of type i jobs are independent and identically distributed random variables
(i.i.d.), that is, each has the same probability distribution as the others and all are mutually inde-
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pendent. The average service time and squared coefficient of variation are bi (bi = 1/µi) and cs2i
respectively, while the squared coefficient of variation of the interarrival intervals is ca2i . Thus, the
demand of type i when Li streams are active is characterized by the 4-tuple:
(λi,ca2i ,bi,cs
2
i ), i= 1,2, . . . ,m. (6.2)
The Quality of Service experienced by an accepted stream of type i is measured by the observed
average waiting time,Wi:
Wi =
1
ki
ki
∑
j=1
w j, (6.3)
where w j is the waiting time of the jth job in the stream (the interval between its arrival and the
start of its service). It is worth emphasizing that the right-hand side of equation (6.3) is a random
variable; its value depends on every job that belongs to the stream. Hence, even if all interarrival
and service times are distributed exponentially, one would have to include quite a lot of past history
into the state descriptor in order to make the process Markov. This remark explains why some of
the approximations that follow are really unavoidable.
One could also decide to measure the QoS by the observed average response time, taking also
the job lengths into account. The question of whether to use response time or waiting time as the
QoS measure is largely one of marketing. From the point of view of the provider, waiting time is
better because there is less uncertainty associated with it (lower variance), and the admission policy
is simpler. On the other hand, users might prefer a SLA based on response times.
The service level agreements are similar to the ones defined in Section § 3.1, but are now stated
in terms of streams and average waiting times:
Definition 6.2 (Charge). For each accepted and completed stream of type i a user shall pay a charge
of ci. In practice ci depends on the stream’s length ki, the submission rate, γi, and the obligation, qi.
Definition 6.3 (Obligation). The observed average waiting time, Wi, of an accepted stream of type
i shall not exceed qi.
Definition 6.4 (Penalty). For each accepted stream of type i whose waiting time exceeds qi, the
service provider shall pay to the user a penalty of ri.
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As before, the service provider decides how many servers to allocate to each queue, while the
admission control is slightly different: now it decides which streams are accepted and which ones
are not. As usual, once allocated, a server is dedicated to serving jobs of the corresponding type
only, until a subsequent re-allocation. The above system model is illustrated in Figure 6.1.
Both the resource allocation heuristics introduced in Section 3.3 can be used. However, since the
Measured Queues heuristic offers no significant performance advantage, compared to the Measured
Loads heuristic, and the estimation of arrival rates and average service times is in any case needed
by the admission control algorithms that will be presented later in this chapter, from now on the
queue sizes will be ignored and only the Measured Loads heuristic will be used.
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Figure 6.1: System model for service streams. λi = Liγi; sq. coeff. of var. ca2i , cs2i .
The server allocation policy is invoked at stream arrival and stream completion instants. The
admission policy is invoked at stream arrival instants. It must decide whether the incoming stream
should be accepted or rejected. Of course, the allocation and admission policies are coupled: ad-
mission decisions depend on the allocated servers and vice versa. Moreover, they should be able to
react to changes in user demand.
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6.1.1 Assumptions
In order to make the model simpler, it is assumed that the time it takes to reallocate a server from one
queue to another is negligible. That is certainly the case if all services are deployed on all servers, so
that a reallocation does not involve a new deployment. The cost function may also include the cost
of switching servers. However, if those switches were not instantaneous, then the analysis would
become more complicated.
During the intervals between consecutive policy invocations, the numbers of active streams
remain constant. Those intervals, which will be referred to as ‘observation windows’, are used
by the controlling software in order to collect traffic statistics and obtain current estimates of the
average values λi and bi, and coefficients of variation ca2i and cs2i . These values are used by the
policies at each decision epoch.
Finally, it is assumed that the observation windows are reasonably large compared to the inter-
arrival and service times, i.e., that enough jobs arrive and are served during a window to provide
good traffic estimates and to enable the system to be treated as having reached steady state.
6.2 Performance Evaluation
Equation (3.3), which is used to compute the average revenue received per unit time in the single
jobs scenario, is now replaced by:
R=
m
∑
i=1
ai[ci− riP(Wi > qi)], (6.4)
where:
• ai is the average number of type i streams that are accepted into the system per unit time, and
• P(Wi > qi) is the probability that the observed average waiting time of a type i stream, (see
equation (6.3)), exceeds the obligation qi.
As described in Section 3.2, the objective of the resource allocation and job admission policies
is to maximize the value of R. As before no assumptions about the values of charges and penalties
are made, but the problem is interesting mostly if ci ≤ ri. Otherwise one could guarantee a positive
(but not optimal) revenue by accepting all streams, regardless of loads and obligations.
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One could introduce penalties that are proportional to the amount by which the response time,
or waiting time, exceeds the obligation q. The effect of that would be to replace the term P(W > q)
in the cost function with E(min(0,W −q)). A similar analysis would apply.
6.3 Admission Policies
Consider the subsystem associated with service i, with a given number of streams accepted and
hence a given job arrival rate, λi. Suppose that ni servers have been allocated to queue i. The
offered load is ρi = λibi, and the stability condition is ρi < ni. If the interarrival intervals and service
times could be assumed to be distributed exponentially, then that subsystem could be modelled as
an M/M/ni queue (see, for example, [78]). The average waiting time of a job would be given by:
wM/M/n =
bi
ni−ρiP(J ≥ ni), (6.5)
where J is the number of type i jobs present, and so P(J ≥ ni) is the probability that an incoming
type i job will have to wait. That probability is given by the Erlang-C formula (or Erlang delay
formula):
P(J ≥ ni) = niρ
ni
i
ni!(ni−ρi) p0, (6.6)
with p0 being the probability of an empty type i subsystem:
p0 =
[
niρnii
ni!(ni−ρi) +
ni−1
∑
j=0
ρ ji
j!
]−1
(6.7)
If the Markovian assumptions are not satisfied, then the appropriate queueing model becomes
GI/G/ni, for which there is no exact solution. However, an acceptable approximation for the aver-
age waiting time, βi = wGI/G/n, is provided by the formula (see [119]):
βi =
ca2i + cs
2
i
2
wM/M/n, (6.8)
where ca2i and cs
2
i are the squared coefficients of variation of the interarrival intervals and service
times of type i, respectively.
Moreover, when the system is heavily loaded, the waiting time in the GI/G/ni queue is approx-
imately exponentially distributed [119]. Since the variance of the exponential distribution is equal
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to the mean, the waiting time variance can also be approximated by βi. Hence, the observed average
waiting time of a stream, which according to equation (6.3) involves the sum of ki waiting times,
can be treated as being approximately normally distributed with mean βi and variance βi/ki. That
approximation appeals to the central limit theorem and ignores the dependencies between individual
waiting times.
Based on the normal approximation, the probability that the observed average waiting time
exceeds a given value, x, can be estimated as:
P(Wi > x) = 1−Φ
x−βi√
βi
ki
 , (6.9)
where βi is given by equations (6.6), (6.7) and (6.8). The Φ(·) function appearing in equation (6.9)
is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution (mean 0 and variance 1).
It can be computed very accurately by means of a rational approximation [6].
If ρi ≥ ni (violating the stability condition), then it is natural to set βi = ∞ and P(Wi > x) = 1
for any value of x.
The quality of the approximation expressed by equation (6.9) will depend on how well the
implied assumptions are satisfied, namely (i) the load is heavy, and (ii) there is a large number of
jobs per stream. If the former condition is not verified, that is, if the system is lightly loaded, there
is no need of a clever admission policy; all incoming streams would be admitted. The latter, instead,
ensures that any dependencies between the waiting times within a stream can be neglected.
For the following, it will be convenient to indicate explicitly the dependence of equation (6.9)
on the parameters λi, ki and ni by introducing the notation:
P(Wi > x) = gi(x;λi,ki,ni), (6.10)
where gi(·) stands for the right-hand side of (6.9). The other parameters, bi, ca2i and cs2i are also
involved, but do not need to be acknowledged explicitly.
6.3.1 Current State Heuristic
The state of subsystem i at any given point in time is specified by:
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1. The number of streams, Li, currently admitted;
2. For stream t, the number of jobs already completed, `t , and the average waiting time, ut ,
achieved over those jobs; t = 1,2, . . . ,Li.
These values, as well as the parameter estimates, are available since traffic is monitored. Now let vt
be the average waiting time over the remaining ki− `t jobs in stream t. A penalty ri will be payable
if the overall average waiting time for stream t exceeds the obligation qi:
ut`t + vt(ki− `t)
ki
> qi, (6.11)
or
vt >
qiki−ut`t
ki− `t (6.12)
Denote the right-hand side of expression (6.12) by qi,t . Consider now an admission decision
epoch for service i, that is, an instant when a new stream of type i is offered:
Case 1 If the new stream is rejected and no other action is taken, the expected total revenue from
the current streams can be estimated as:
ciLi− ri
Li
∑
t=1
gi(qi,t ;λi,ki− `t ,ni) (6.13)
Case 2 The alternative is to accept the new stream, possibly in conjunction with a reallocation of
servers from other queues to queue i. As illustrated in Figure 6.2, such a decision would bring
in an additional charge of ci, but will also increase the job arrival rate at queue i by γi. This
implies that there will be:
1. A possible penalty to pay for the new stream;
2. Different probabilities of paying penalties for the existing streams of type i, because of
the new stream and eventually the added servers;
3. Different probabilities of failing to meet the promised QoS for the existing streams of
the types that lost servers, if a reallocation occurred, because removing servers increased
the effective load on those subsystems.
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Figure 6.2: (a) Original system configuration. (b) A new stream of type 2 has been accepted. As
a result (i) the arrival rate for type 2 has increased to λ2+ γ2 and (ii) one server has
been removed from the first pool and is now dedicated to serve job of type 2.
Denote by n′j the new number of servers that queue j would have after a reallocation ( j =
1,2, . . . ,m; n′1+n
′
2+ . . .+n
′
m =N). The expected change in revenue resulting from a decision
to reallocate and accept the new stream can be expressed as:
∆R= ci−
Expected penalty 1︷ ︸︸ ︷
rigi(qi;λi+ γi,ki,n′i)−
m
∑
j=1
r j
L j
∑
t=1
∆g j(·t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Expected penalties 2, 3
, (6.14)
where ∆g j(·t) is the change in the probability of paying a penalty for stream t at queue j. At
queue i, that change is given by:
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∆gi(·t) = gi(qi,t ;λi+ γi,ki− `t ,n′i)−gi(qi,t ;λi,ki− `t ,ni),
while at other queues the change involves only the server reallocation; the arrival rates remain
the same:
∆g j(·t) = g j(q j,t ;λ j,k j− `t ,n′j)−g j(q j,t ;λ j,k j− `t ,n j)
Equation (6.14) ignores the effect that the admission of a new stream might have on the
coefficient of variation of the interarrival intervals. That effect is indeed negligible when the
streams are close to Poisson, or when the number of currently active streams is large.
The above discussion suggests that, at stream arrival instants of type i (i = 1,2, . . . ,m), the
following policy may be adopted:
1. Invoke the Offered Loads allocation heuristic to determine the numbers of servers, n′j ( j =
1,2, . . . ,m), that the queues would need if the new stream was accepted.
2. Evaluate the expected change in revenue in accordance with equation (6.14). If it is positive,
carry out the server reallocation and accept the incoming stream. Otherwise, reject the new
stream and leave the server allocation as it was.
This policy will be referred to as the ‘Current State’ admission heuristic.
At instances of stream completion, the question of admission does not arise, but that of server re-
allocation does (since the offered load of one type is reduced). The Offered Load allocation heuristic
is invoked and any switching of servers indicated by it is carried out, as shown in Figure 6.3.
The application of Offered Loads allocation and Current State admission implies that, if a stream
arrives into an otherwise empty system, all servers are allocated to it. Then, if a stream of a different
type arrives, several servers are switched to the other queue, etc.
One can easily relax the assumption that all streams of type i have the same job arrival rate, γi,
and the same number of jobs, ki. There is no problem in evaluating expressions (6.14) and making
allocation and admission decisions if those quantities vary from stream to stream, as long as each
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Figure 6.3: (a) Original system configuration. (b) A stream of type 1 has completed. As a result
the arrival rate for type 1 has decreased by γ1 and, according to the Measured Load
heuristics, one server has been removed from pool 1 and allocated to pool 2.
incoming stream announces its arrival rate and number of jobs in advance. The charges, obligations
and penalties could also vary from stream to stream.
Figure 6.4 shows how the use of the Current State heuristic can improve revenues, compared
with not having any admission control policy in operation and accepting all submitted streams.
When not stated otherwise, the following features are kept fixed between the experiments that will
be presented in this chapter:
• The cluster consists of 20 servers and two types of services are offered, that is, n = 20 and
m= 2;
• The obligations undertaken by the provider are that the average observed waiting time of the
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jobs in a stream should not exceed their average required service time, i.e. qi = bi;
• All penalties are equal to the corresponding charges: ri = ci. In other words, if the average
waiting time exceeds the obligation, the user that submitted the stream gets his or her money
back.
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Figure 6.4: Benefits of operating an admission policy. δ1 = 0.02,γ1 = 0.2,γ2 = 0.4,b1 = 10,b2 =
5,c1 = 100,c2 = 200
The demand parameters of type 1 streams are: γ1 = 0.2 (job arrival rate), b1 = 10 (average
service time), k1 = 50 (number of jobs in a stream), c1 = 100 (charge and penalty). Type 1 streams
are submitted at rate δ1 = 0.02. The corresponding parameters for type 2 are γ2 = 0.4, b2 = 5, k2 =
50 and c2 = 200. However, the offered load of type 2 is increased in different runs, by reducing the
average interval between stream submissions from 125 down to about 25 (that is, the submission rate
δ2 increases from 0.008 to 0.04). All interarrival, service and inter-stream intervals are distributed
exponentially.
Each point corresponds to a simulation run of 110,000 time units, divided into 11 portions of
10,000 time units each for the purpose of computing a 95% confidence interval (the Student’s t-
distribution was used). As one might expect, at light loads there is not much difference between
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having an admission policy and not having one, since nearly all streams are accepted anyway. How-
ever, when the system becomes more heavily loaded, the lack of an admission policy begins to have
an increasingly significant effect. Whereas the revenues obtained by the Current State heuristic con-
tinue to increase throughout with a roughly constant slope, those of the ‘Admit all’ policy increase
more slowly at first, and then quickly drop to near 0.
Figure 6.5 evaluates the effect of service time variability on performance. As well as the expo-
nentially distributed service times (cs2i = 1), the model was run with constant service times (cs
2
i = 0)
and with hyperexponential service times (cs2i > 1). The average service times we kept the same as
before, b1 = 10 and b2 = 5. The hyperexponential distribution had two phases: type 1 service times
had a mean of 2 with probability 0.8 and a mean of 42 with probability 0.2; for type 2, the means
were 1 with probability 0.8 and 21 with probability 0.2. The corresponding squared coefficients of
variation are cs21 = cs
2
2 = 6.12.
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Figure 6.5: Performance of the Current State heuristic with service times with different coefficients
of variation. Hyperexponential: cs21 = cs
2
2 = 6.12; Other parameters as in Fig. 6.4.
One expects the performance to deteriorate when the variability of the demand increases, since
the system becomes less predictable and it is more difficult to make correct admission decisions. In
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fact, Fig. 6.5 shows that almost identical revenues are obtained when service times are distributed
exponentially, as when they are constant. However, in the hyperexponential case, which was delib-
erately chosen to have very high variability, the revenues are indeed lower.
6.3.2 Policy Improvement
The decisions made by the coupled Offered Load allocation and Current State admission heuristics
may well be sub-optimal. Consider, for example, an arrival instant of type i, when the Offered Load
heuristic tries to accommodate the incoming stream. The application of expression (3.4) may err
either in being too generous to queue i (thus increasing the likelihood of paying penalties in other
queues), or not being generous enough (missing out on revenues from queue i). Therefore, it could
be worthwhile trying to get closer to the ‘optimal’ server allocation at each decision instant, by
carrying out one or more ‘policy improvement’ steps. At arrival instants, these have the following
form:
1. Start with the allocation, (n′1,n
′
2, . . . ,n
′
m), that the Offered Loads heuristic would make if the
new stream was accepted. Evaluate the corresponding expected change in revenue, ∆R, given
by equation (6.14).
2. Try the (m− 1) switches where a server is moved from one of the other queues to queue i,
and the (m−1) switches where a server is moved from queue i to one of the other queues. In
each case, evaluate expression (6.14) with the new vector (n′1,n
′
2, . . . ,n
′
m) and choose the best
change; call that value new∆R.
3. If new∆R > ∆R, set ∆R = new∆R and (n′1,n′2, . . . ,n′m) to the corresponding allocation, and
repeat step 2; otherwise stop.
4. If ∆R is positive, carry out the server allocation (n′1,n′2, . . . ,n′m), and accept the incoming
stream. Otherwise reject the new stream and leave the allocation as it was.
This procedure implements an optimization algorithm of the ‘hill-climbing’ variety (see Fig. 6.6),
a search technique that works as follows. Starting from the current configuration (n1,n2, . . . ,nm),
examine all neighbor configurations and move to the one with the highest expected revenue, ∆R.
A neighbor configuration is defined as one in which one of the allocation vector values is changed
by +1 or −1. So, for example, the neighbor configurations of (n1,n2,n3) are {(n1− 1,n2+ 1,n3),
(n1−1,n2,n3+1), (n1+1,n2−1,n3), (n1+1,n2,n3−1), (n1,n2−1,n3+1), (n1,n2+1,n3−1)}.
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Figure 6.6: Hill-climbing. The algorithm starts at 20 and stops at 32.
The proposed algorithm economizes the computation by examining only 2(m−1) switches, i.e.
2(m−1) neighbouring allocations at each iteration, rather than all the m(m−1) possible ones. The
intuition is that a switch between a pair of queues neither of which was affected by a change in
arrival rate is unlikely to be very advantageous.
A similar policy improvement algorithm can be applied at instants of stream completion of type
i. Since the arrival rate in queue i has decreased, a sensible server reallocation, e.g. as indicated
by the Offered Loads heuristic, would consist of removing a number of servers from queue i and
assigning them to other queues. A question then arises whether that number is perhaps too large, or
maybe not large enough.
Given the current server allocation, (n1,n2, . . . ,nm), and a proposed reallocation, (n′1,n
′
2, . . . ,n
′
m),
the expected change in revenue can be estimated by an expression similar to (6.14):
∆R= −
m
∑
j=1
r j
L j
∑
t=1
∆g j(·t), (6.15)
where
∆g j(·t) = g j(q j,t ;λ j,k j− `t ,n′j)−g j(q j,t ;λ j,k j− `t ,n j)
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Note that the first two terms in the right-hand side of expression (6.14) are now absent, and
there is no change in the arrival rates to be considered; the arrival rate in queue i has already been
decremented appropriately.
The policy improvement steps carried out at the instants when a stream of type i is completed
have the following form:
1. Set λi = λi− γi;
2. Apply the Offered Loads heuristic to produce an allocation vector (n′1,n
′
2, . . . ,n
′
m), then eval-
uate the corresponding expected change in revenue, ∆R, using expression (6.15);
3. Try the (m− 1) switches where a server is moved from one of the other queues to queue i,
and the (m− 1) switches where a server is moved from queue i to one of the other queues.
In each case, evaluate expression (6.15) with the new allocation vector (n′1,n
′
2, . . . ,n
′
m) and
choose the best change, new∆R;
4. If new∆R > ∆R, set ∆R = new∆R and (n′1,n′2, . . . ,n′m) to the corresponding allocation, and
repeat the previous step; otherwise stop;
5. If ∆R is positive, carry out the server allocation (n′1,n′2, . . . ,n′m), that is, set (n1,n2, . . . ,nm) to
(n′1,n
′
2, . . . ,n
′
m). Otherwise leave the allocation as it was.
The Current State admission heuristic does not make any assumption about any parameter, how-
ever it requires a rather detailed knowledge of the states of all active streams in the system. Its
computational demands include evaluations of the right-hand side of equation (6.9) for every ac-
tive stream in every queue. It may therefore be desirable to design simpler heuristics that allow
admission decisions to be taken faster.
With that in mind, the following sections present two simple heuristics that can be employed if
queues are subject to constant loads, or if the rates at which streams are submitted are known.
6.3.3 Long-Run Heuristic
The Current State heuristic does not require all streams belonging to the same job type i to have
the same arrival rate, γi, and number of jobs, ki. If those assumptions are satisfied, the following
heuristic policy could be used.
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Suppose that queue i is subjected to a constant load of Li streams (i.e., as soon as one stream
completes, a new one replaces it) and has ni servers allocated to it. Since each stream consists of ki
jobs submitted at rate γi, the average period during which a stream is active is roughly ki/γi while,
from Little’s theorem, the rate at which streams are initiated is Liγi/ki. Under these conditions, the
expected revenue earned by queue i per unit time would be:
Ri =
Liγi
ki
[ci− rigi(qi;Liγi,ki,ni)], (6.16)
where gi(·) stands for the right-hand side of expression (6.9).
The above observations imply that, if over a long period, the numbers of active streams in
the system are given by the vector L = (L1,L2, . . . ,Lm), and the server allocation is given by the
vector n = (n1,n2, . . . ,nm), the total expected revenue earned per unit time can be computed using
formula (6.4), where the average number of type i streams accepted per unit time, ai, is replaced by
Liγi/ki, while Liγi is used as arrival rate parameter in function gi(·):
R(L,n) =
m
∑
i=
Liγi
ki
[ci− rigi(qi;Liγi,ki,ni)] (6.17)
The idea is to use equation (6.17) not only to compute the expected average revenue earned per
unit time, but as a basis for an admission heuristic too. Suppose that the current system configuration
is given by the vectors L and n, and a new stream of type i is offered. If that stream is accepted and
a server reallocation n′ = (n′1,n
′
2, . . . ,n
′
m) is carried out, then the change in expected revenue may be
estimated as:
∆R= R(L+ ei,n′)−R(L,n), (6.18)
where ei is the ith m-dimensional unit vector, that is, a vector where the ith element is 1 and the
other (m−1) elements are 0, i.e. L= (2,3,4), L+ e2 = (2,4,4).
At stream arrival instants of type i, the new admission policy would operate as follows:
1. Invoke the Offered Loads allocation heuristic to determine the numbers of servers, n′i (i =
1,2. . . . ,m), that the queues would have if the new stream was accepted;
2. Evaluate the expected change in revenue, using equation (6.18). If it is positive, carry out
the server reallocation and accept the incoming stream. Otherwise, reject the new stream and
leave the server allocation as it was.
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This policy will be referred to as the ‘Long-Run’ heuristic. The only state information it requires
is the current numbers of active streams in each queue, together with the current server allocation.
It is worth stressing that here the assumption that γi and ki are the same for all streams of type i
is important and cannot be easily relaxed. At stream completion instants, the server reallocation
policy is the same as for the Current State heuristic discussed in Section 6.3.1.
The Long-Run heuristic can be optimized by applying one or more policy improvement steps,
as described in Section 6.3.2. At stream arrival instants, the only change in the hill-climbing algo-
rithm is that equation (6.18) is used in the place of expression (6.14). The steps applied at stream
completion instants of type i are the same as those in Section 6.3.2, except that step 1 is replaced by:
1. Set Li = Li−1,
while equation (6.15) is replaced by:
∆R= R(L,n′)−R(L,n) (6.19)
6.3.4 Threshold Heuristic
The Current State heuristic does not require or make use of the rates, δi, at which streams of different
types are submitted. Yet one may expect that those parameters could play a role in admission
decisions. If that is the case, the following heuristic can be used.
If streams of type i are submitted at rate δi and each such stream consists of ki jobs of average
length bi each, then the ‘potential’ offered load of type i (i.e., if all streams are accepted), is φi =
δikibi. Suppose that servers are allocated to service types in proportion to these loads, according to
equation (3.4) but replacing ρi with φi. Having fixed those allocations, the different services can be
decoupled and considered in isolation of each other.
The idea behind the proposed admission heuristic is similar to the one presented in Section § 3.4,
meaning that is based on a vector of thresholds, (M1,M2, . . . ,Mm). If, at the moment when a stream
of type i is submitted, there are fewer than Mi active type i streams, the new stream is accepted,
otherwise it is rejected. The problem is how to choose those thresholds.
Assuming that the stream submission processes are Poisson, and bearing in mind that the aver-
age ‘duration’ of a type i stream is ki/γi, the number of active streams of type i, for a given threshold
Mi, can be modeled as the number of calls in an Erlang system with Mi trunks and traffic intensity
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σi = δiki/γi. The steady state probability, pi, j, that there are j active streams of type i, is given by
(see [78]):
pi, j =
σ ji
j!
pi,0 ; j = 0,1, . . . ,Mi, (6.20)
where
pi,0 =
[
Mi
∑
s=0
σ si
s!
]−1
(6.21)
Since the Erlang model is insensitive to the distribution of call times, there is no need to worry
about the distributions of stream durations.
Now, the average revenue that is obtained per unit time from type i services can be estimated as:
Ri =
Mi
∑
j=0
pi, jδi[ci− rigi(qi; jγi,ki,ni)], (6.22)
where gi(·) is the probability of paying a penalty for a type i stream when there are j such streams
active (the job arrival rate is jγi) and ni servers have been allocated; that probability is given by
expression (6.9).
The thresholdMi is chosen so as to maximize the right-hand side of equation (6.22). According
to some numerical experiments carried out, Ri is computed for different threshold values, it is a
unimodal function of Mi. That is, it has a single maximum, which may be at Mi = ∞ for lightly
loaded systems. That observation implies that one can search for the optimal admission threshold
by evaluating Ri for consecutive values of Mi, stopping either when Ri starts decreasing or, if that
does not happen, when the increase becomes smaller than some ε . Such searches are typically very
fast.
This admission policy will be referred to as the ‘Threshold’ heuristic. It is a very economical
policy to implement, in terms of computational overheads. This is because it is essentially a static
policy: the server allocations and the corresponding admission thresholds are computed only once,
for a given set of demand parameters. The system is still monitored, and if one or more of those
parameters are observed to have changed, the allocations and thresholds are recomputed. A possible
implementation is to use observation windows of size J, such that a total of J streams of all m types
arrive during a window, as described in Chapter 3.
Figure 6.7 compares the performance of the Current State, Threshold and Long-Run admission
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heuristics. The setting is the same as in Figure 6.4, with the same demand parameters and lengths
of simulation runs.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of different heuristics. Demand parameters as in Fig. 6.4.
The Long-Run heuristic performs slightly better than the Current State, with the points within
each other confidence intervals, while the simple Threshold heuristic performs quite close to the
more complicated policies. The revenues obtained are fairly close and the confidence intervals are
of similar size. This suggests that the Threshold and Long-Run heuristics might be a suitable choice
for practical applications. Finally, the line showing the revenues obtained using the Threshold policy
has a characteristic step shape. This is because for adjacent points the Measured Load heuristic
policy allocates the same amount of servers to each queue and, as a result, the chosen thresholds are
similar, if not the same.
The experiments carried out so far have shown the feasibility of the proposed approach. The
aim of the next set of simulations is to assess the scalability of the proposed policies. The system
under study is composed of 100 servers (i.e. n = 100), while the data center provides 8 job types
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(i.e. m= 8) whose parameters are summarized in Table 6.1. As effect of increasing the rate at which
streams of type 8 are submitted, δ8, the total load ρ varies between 32.8% and 94%.
Index bi γi ki δi ci ρi
1 1.0 2.0 50 0.100 5.0 2.5
2 2.0 1.0 100 0.100 10.0 20.0
3 5.0 0.5 60 0.025 8.0 15.0
4 1.0 5.0 50 0.200 6.0 2.0
5 1.0 0.1 10 0.100 2.0 10.0
6 1.0 2.0 100 0.100 11.0 5.0
7 1.5 2.0 50 0.200 15.0 7.5
8 1.0 1.0 80 0.010 . . . 0.400 11.0 0.8 . . . 32.0
Table 6.1: Experiment settings. m= 8,n= 100,ci = ri.
Figure 6.8 shows the total revenue earned by the system per unit time by all the presented
policies against the submission rate δ8. As in Figure 6.4, when the system is lightly loaded there
is almost no difference between operating an admission policy or admitting all streams. However,
as the load increases, the revenues obtained using the Admit All policy increase more slowly than
the others, and as soon as the load gets to 70% (δ8 = 0.15) the lack of an admission control policy
shows its negative effects, with the revenues dropping to 0 as the system approaches the saturation
point. Surprisingly, both the Current State and the Long-Run heuristics perform as well as their
optimized versions (the statistical differences are negligible). This is because when m and n are
big all the approximations carried out by those policies are more accurate, and so there is little
or no space for further optimizations. Finally, the Threshold policy performs a little worse, even
though the revenues obtained by such a policy are still acceptable. On the other hand, as mentioned
earlier in this chapter, it is important to emphasize that the Threshold policy is very fast and easy to
implement.
The achievable revenues are influenced by two factors, namely the success rate and the reject
rate. A policy can under perform (i) because it rejects too many streams, and so it misses potential
revenues, or (ii) because it does not reject enough, and so it ends up failing to meet the promised
QoS levels and thus paying penalties.
Figures 6.9 and 6.10 analyze the success rate and reject rate, respectively. According to Fig-
ure 6.9 the Threshold policy never fails, however if does not perform as good as the other algorithms
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Figure 6.8: Performance comparison of different policies. Parameters as in Table 6.1.
because it rejects too many streams (it does not distinguish a stream that has just begun from a stream
that is almost at the end). When the system is lightly loaded the Admit All policy achieves slightly
better revenues than all the other algorithms, in spite of some failures, because it does not miss any
revenue. The other policies perform similarly even though they behave differently, that is, some
reject a bit more streams but almost never fail, while others accept more streams and fail to deliver
what promised a bit more often.
Threshold Policy and Window Size So far the Threshold policy has been used with a static
threshold. The parameters were estimated at the beginning and the algorithms chose how to partition
the available servers and the threshold values for each queue. This is of course not a realistic
scenario, since one of the requirements is that the policy should be able to react to changes in user
demand. Figure 6.11 shows the revenues obtained by the Threshold policy using different values
for the parameter J (the other settings are the one described in Table 6.1): longer windows perform
better than shorter ones because they produce better parameters estimates, leading to more accurate
approximations. Section 8.4 experiments with windows of different sizes in a more realistic scenario
where the load changes periodically.
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Figure 6.9: Success rate comparison of different policies. Parameters as in Table 6.1.
Tightening the SLAs The presented policies don’t make any assumption about the relative mag-
nitude of the parameters. The last set of simulations were carried out in order to try to understand
how the algorithms’ behavior changes as the SLAs become more strict . So far the target average
waiting times, qi, were set to be the same as the average service times, bi. Now qi = bi/2, while all
the other parameters are the same as before.
Figure 6.12 shows that the obtained revenues are now slightly lower than before, while the
revenues obtained by the Admit All policy drop earlier and faster than before. The success rates of
the various policies (Figure 6.13) are similar to the previous scenario because now the reject rates
are higher, that is, the algorithms are more conservative (Figure 6.14).
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Figure 6.10: Reject rate comparison of different policies. Parameters as in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.12: Performance comparison of different policies. qi = bi/2, other parameters as in Ta-
ble 6.1.
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Figure 6.13: Success rate comparison of different policies.
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Chapter 7
API Extensions for Service Streams
This chapter presents the extensions made to SPIRE in order to deal with streams of requests.
The idea remains the same, i.e., there is still a (eventually replicated) front-end controlling the
flow of messages; what follows discusses only the changes needed to implement the session based
admission control algorithms that were introduced in Chapter 6.
7.1 Packet Double-Rewriting
The API is very similar to the one discussed in Chapter 4, with the exception that now the sys-
tem must keep track of the active streams in order to take sensible admission control decisions.
To do so, the APIs depicted in Figure 4.8 have been extended as shown in (Figure 7.1): the
StreamRoutingService exposes a new operation, addStream(), request and response ob-
jects now store a cookie used to uniquely identify the stream they belong to, while the Stream
represent a set of requests belonging to the same session, as defined in Section 6.1. Finally, the
RouterDispatcher interceptor, whose invoke() method is shown in Figure 4.6, is now also
able to redirect ‘add stream’ requests to the load balancer. It discriminates such type of requests by
the local name of the payload (addStream, see Figure A.5).
StreamRoutingService As mentioned above, the mediation service now provides an operation
for the purpose of adding new streams. The four methods discussed in Section 4.2.1 provide
the same functionalities as the RoutingService, with the only subtlety that forward() and
result() operations now create ‘stream’ requests and responses to carry a cookie, that is attached
to every message exchanged by the parties:
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getCookie(): String
StreamEvent
StreamRequest StreamResponse
RemoteEvent ResponseRequest
addStream(OMElement): OMElement
StreamRoutingService
RoutingService
A B
A extends B
A B
A uses B
arrival(): void
completion(long, long): boolean
getArrivals(): int
getArrRate(): double
getAvgWaitTime(): double
getAvgServTime(): double
getCharge(): float
getGamma(): double
getId(): String
getLength(): int
getLoad(): double
getObligation(): long
getPenalty(): float
getRemaining(): int
getService(): String
isCompleted(): boolean
Stream
Figure 7.1: APIs for streams. The RoutingService and the remote events objects are defined
in Figure 4.8.
• addStream() extracts the parameters from the payload (arrival rate, target service and
number of jobs composing the stream) and creates a Stream instance. If the current-
state or the long-run heuristic policies are in operation, it is possible to use values other
than the default service time and demand parameters. Then, the Stream is sent to the
StreamDispatcher, where the admission policy decides whether to admit it or not. If
the new stream is accepted, SPIRE sends the cookie to the client. This step is needed because
requests are accounted to the stream they belong to, while statistics information are collected
on a stream basis. As a side note, both a synchronous and an asynchronous version of this
operation have been implemented, but since their performance is very similar and the asyn-
chronous implementation is by far more complicated (because the load balancer must store
all the addressing information), only the synchronous version is used.
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Stream The Stream interface represents an active stream. It provides methods to query the state
of the stream as well as operations to modify its internal state.
Methods of the first category include getArrRate(), to get the monitored arrival rate of jobs
belonging to the stream under consideration, as opposite to getGamma(), that returns the arrival
rate specified by the addStream request message. Also in this class are the methods used to re-
trieve the economic parameters and getId(), that returns the cookie identifying the stream. The
getAvgWaitTime() method returns the average waiting time for the completed requests, while
getAvgServTime() gets the average service time experienced by completed jobs. Monitoring
the arrival rate and the service time values allows SPIRE to easily compute the load offered by the
current stream by using the traffic equation ρ = γb [78], whose value is returned by the getLoad()
method. Finally, getService() can be used to get the service this stream belongs to (i.e.,
where requests of this stream will be queued), while getRemaining(), getArrivals(),
getLength() and isCompleted() can be used to check how many of the k jobs composing
the stream have arrived and completed.
The second class of operations include only two methods, arrival() and completion().
The former simply increases the number of arrivals (which, in turns, updates the arrival rate for the
stream under analysis). The latter, that requires the waiting and service times of the completed job
as arguments, updates the average values, increments the number of completions, and returns true
if the stream is completed, i.e., if all the jobs have been run, false otherwise.
7.2 Requests Dispatching
As in the previous section, the dispatching API has also been modified in order to deal with streams.
It is worth noting that due to the big differences between the various admission policies, two APIs
are needed, one to implement the current-state heuristic and its extensions (improved and long-run
policies), the other to implement the algorithm using the vector of thresholds.
7.2.1 Current State Heuristic Implementation
As before, the following focuses only on the changes needed to deal with streams. All the operations
or steps that are the same as in the single job scenario, such as adding a new node or service, will
not be covered. The structure of this section is the same as the one of Section 4.2.2. As shown in
Figure 7.2, the main changes and additions in comparison with the single job scenario are:
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• StreamQos extends the Qos interface. For queue i, it stores also the expected average
service time, bi, as defined by expression 6.2. If the average service time for a certain stream
differs from the default value, it is included into the addStream message.
• StreamDispatcher extends the Dispatcher interface. It provides the addStream()
method to evaluate the admission policy, while the server configuration is changed by using
the executeAllocationTask() operation. This is invoked at stream completion events
by the handler where the completion occurred. As in Chapter 4, such tasks are executed using
a single-thread, dedicated thread pool in order to guarantee that only one of them is executed
at any given time (i.e., the new allocation vector is updated ‘atomically’1).
• The StreamEvaluatorTask implements the admission policy; like allocation tasks, eval-
uator tasks run on a dedicated pipeline too. In order to prevent addStream messages from
starving, the working queue is bounded to a small value (e.g., 20) and, in case of ‘overflow’,
the stream is automatically rejected. Going back to the semantics of the addStream()
operation exposed by the load balancer (i.e., synchronous versus asynchronous), this guaran-
tees that admission decisions are taken promptly, and thus the decision to use a synchronous
semantics proves to be correct because clients do not wait for a long time.
• Each Allocation instance stores a pair (ni,n′i), where the first value is the current number
of servers that are allocated to queue i, while n′i (the ‘virtual’ value) corresponds to the num-
ber of servers that should be allocated to queue i if the stream (not necessarily of type i) is
accepted.
• The State interface represents the state of each queue. It holds the 4-tuple defined by
expression 6.2 as well as methods to add new streams and query and modify their states.
The addNode() and addService() operations are exactly the same as in the single job
scenario. The remainder of this chapter describes the information flow and the interaction between
the API components when handling addStream(), queue() and response() events and
analyzes their computational cost.
1In this context atomically does not mean that the operation is executed in a transactional manner, but simply that
other threads do not interfere.
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Qos
A B A B
A extends B A uses B
avgServTime: double
StreamQos
addStream(Stream): void
executeAllocationTask(String): void
queue(StreamRequest): void
response(StreamResponse): void
StreamDispatcher
addStream(Stream): void
getActiveStreams(): int
StreamServiceHandler
add(Stream): boolean
arrival(String): void
completion(String, long, long): boolean
getCa(): double
getCs(): double
getLambda(): double
getLoad(): double
getB(): double
getStreams(): Stream[]
size(): int
State
Dispatcher
ServiceHandler
call(): String
java.util.concurrent.Callable<String>
createAllocationPolicy(int): AllocationPolicy
acceptStream(int): String
simulateAllocation(): Allocation[]
StreamEvalutorTask
current: int
virtual: int
Allocation
AllocationTask
Figure 7.2: Dispatching API for streams (current state, improved and long-run poli-
cies). The Dispatcher, ServiceHandler and AllocationTask and
AllocationPolicy interfaces and the Qos class are the ones defined in Fig-
ure 4.11.
Add stream This method requires a Stream object as argument. The dynamic of this operation
is very simple: as depicted by the UML activity diagram shown in Figure 7.3, the Dispatcher
creates and starts a StreamEvaluatorTask and waits for its decision. If the stream is accepted,
the dispatcher returns the cookie to the client (the cookie is contained into the Stream object),
otherwise it returns an error message. The way the admission decision is taken is obviously policy
dependent, but the steps involved in reaching such decision are the same, no matter what algorithm
is employed. The evaluator task first creates a new ‘virtual’ allocation vector, (n′1, · · · ,n′m), by
invoking the simulateAllocation() operation (the allocation policy to use is returned by
the createAllocationPolicy() method with parameter the number of available nodes, N).
Then it runs the admission algorithm and, if the taken decision is to accept a stream of type j, it
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invokes the acceptStream() method. This (i) replaces all the current ni values with the virtual
vector values and (ii) invokes the addStream()method on handler j with the stream as argument.
This, in turn, adds the new stream to the State by invoking the add() method. As in the case of
service handlers, active streams can also be stored in several ways. For reasons similar to the one
discussed in Section 4.2.2, each State instance saves the active streams into a hash table, where
the key is a cookie and the value is a stream. Under these circumstances, adding a new stream
requires constant time, plus the cost associated to the evaluation the admission policy.
addStream() Create StreamEvaluatorTask
call() simulateAllocation()
Evaluate admission 
policy
acceptStream()
addStream()
StreamDispatcher
StreamEvaluatorTask
StreamServiceHandler
Accept 
stream?
False
True
Return 
cookie
False
True
Accepted?
add()
State
Figure 7.3: Activity diagram for the addStream operation (current state, improved and long-run
policies). The StreamEvaluatorTask.acceptStream() method puts the new
allocation vector in operation. The StreamServiceHandler.addStream()
method adds the stream to the set of ‘active’ streams.
Queue Handling the arrival of a job belonging to a stream is simpler than the arrival of a single job
because the admission decision has already been taken. The main consequence is that the employed
algorithm does not depend on the admission policy in operation. Instead, the tasks to accomplish are
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always the same: as Figure 7.4 shows, it is just a matter to find a spare node and to update the state
of the stream the job belongs to. As for the single job scenario, the handler still provides two ways
to handle queue events, queue() and submit(). When a request of type i belonging to stream
j is received, the dispatcher decides which of the two operations to use (the former is invoked on
queue i if there are no machines available in the idle nor the spare pools, or if queue i has at least
one server in idle state; the latter if one of the spare servers is going to be used to execute the job).
Handler i invokes State.arrival(), that in turns calls Stream.arrival() on the j− th
stream to increase the number of arrived jobs for that stream. After this stage, if the submit()
method was used, the oldest job is executed on the specified node, while if the queue() operation
was invoked, the specified request is forwarded to a (previously) idle machine. Finally, the cost of
this operation is O(1) if the jobs waiting are stored in a linked list or similar data structure.
Response Jobs are executed the same way as before. The only responsibility for the target ma-
chine is to save the cookie before running the job and to ‘attach’ it to the header of the response
once the job has completed. When a response of type i belonging to stream j arrives (Figure 7.5),
the dispatcher simply ‘forwards’ it to the i− th StreamServiceHandler. The handler gets the
cookie identifying stream j as well as the service and waiting time values from the response object
and passes this 3-tuple to the state, via its completion() method. This increments the number
of completed jobs for type i, decreases the number of pending jobs of type i, and updates the global
average values for type i jobs, then invokes completion() on stream j with the service and
waiting times as arguments.
The state of the stream is updated by increasing the number of completed jobs and by adding
the new values to the averages. Finally, a boolean value indicating whether the stream has com-
pleted is returned. If the stream is completed, the State computes whether a penalty should be
paid or not (i.e., if the SLA was met or not), then it removes stream j from the hash table storing
the active sessions. Finally, it returns the completion status to the handler. If the job completion
event corresponds to the completion of stream j, handler i executes the allocation task by calling
the executeAllocationTask() with parameter i (the argument is indeed used only by the
improved allocation algorithm as queue i is used as a starting point by the hill-climbing algorithm
described in Section 6.3.2), then it checks whether the server should be released or not by compar-
ing ni and the number of currently allocated servers. If that is the case, the server is returned to the
dispatcher via the releaseNode() method (that will provide to allocate it elsewhere), otherwise
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queue()
Idle node 
available?
queue()submit()
arrival()
Forward & mark 
node as 'busy'
Store job
arrival()
StreamServiceHandler
StreamDispatcher
State
False
False
True
True
Idle node 
available?
Spare node 
available?
False
True
arrival() arrival()
Stream
Get oldest 
request
Figure 7.4: Activity diagram for the queue operation. No admission control evaluation is involved
at this stage. Each StreamRequest instance contains the cookie identifying the
stream it belongs to as well as the target service.
the handler forwards the next request, if any, as in the single job scenario.
The cost of response events depends whether a stream completion occurs as well and if the node
is released or not: the time required by this operation is O(1) if the stream is not completed and the
node can be reused, O(n) otherwise.
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response()
response()
completion()
executeAllocationTask()
Compute new 
allocationrun()
setN()
New values on 
all handlers
releaseNode()
Forward next 
request
Mark server 
as 'idle'
Queue 
empty?
AllocationTask
StreamDispatcher
StreamServiceHandler
State
True
True
True
Release 
node?
False
False
Stream 
completed?
completion()
Stream
Figure 7.5: Activity diagram for the response operation (current state, improved and long-run
policies).
7.2.2 Threshold Heuristic Implementation
The implementation of the threshold heuristic is much simpler than the one of the current-state. As
depicted in Figure 7.6 the only changes between the current-state and the threshold API are the ones
related to the addStream() operation.
To implement this admission policy, at stream arrivals of type i, the dispatcher does not need to
know all the complex state information of all queues as before. Instead, it simply uses the thresh-
old value of queue i, Mi: the new stream is accepted only if the number of active streams is less
than Mi. This implies that the task previously used to take admission decisions at stream arrival
events is not needed anymore. Moreover, the threshold algorithm has been implemented inside the
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addStream(Stream): void
ThresholdStreamDispatcher
addStream(Stream): void
getThreshold(): int
ThresholdStreamServiceHandler
computeThreshold(int): void
getThreshold(): int
ThresholdState
StreamDispatcher
StreamServiceHandler State
AllocationTask
A B A B
A extends B A uses B
Figure 7.6: Dispatching API for streams (threshold policy). The AllocationTask interface is
defined in Figure 4.11 while the StreamDispatcher, StreamServiceHandler
and State objects are defined in Figure 7.2.
ThresholdState and it is invoked by handler i only when the number of servers allocated to it
changes.
Add stream The signatures of the interface methods are the same as in the current-state case,
but the behavior is different. Indeed, as depicted in Figure 7.7, it is quite similar to the queue()
operation for single jobs.
The dispatcher reallocates servers in proportion to the offered loads every J stream arrival
events. In other words, every J stream arrivals, it creates and starts an AllocationTask (us-
ing the usual dedicated, single-thread thread pool) in order to create a new allocation vector. Every
time the setN() method is invoked with a new ni value, a new threshold Mi is computed ac-
cording to the algorithm described in Section 6.3.4. No matter whether a reallocation is occurring
or not, the dispatcher passes the request to the handler, where the admission decision is taken: a
stream of type i is admitted only if Mi > Li. If the stream is accepted, the stream is added to the
ThresholdState of type i, as before, and the cookie is sent back to the client. Thus, the cost
associated to this operation is O(1) if no reallocation is needed and O(n) plus the evaluation of the
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addStream() CreateAllocationTask
Compute new 
allocationrun()
Accept stream?
addStream()
Reject
Return cookie
setN()
Reconfigure 
system?
AllocationTask
ThresholdStreamDispatcher
ThresholdStreamServiceHandler
False
True
FalseTrue New values on all handlers
add()
ThresholdState
Figure 7.7: Activity diagram for the addStream operation (threshold policy). Once computed
the new allocation vector (n1, · · · ,nm), the allocation task sets the new ni values in
operation by invoking the setN() method on each handler. This computes the new
threshold values, Mi, too.
threshold algorithm otherwise (this occurs every J stream arrivals), which resolves in evaluating the
gi(·) function defined in Section 6.3 for different values ofMi and for all queues.
Response Response events are very easy to handle if the threshold heuristic is in operation because
no reallocation is necessary. As shown in Figure 7.8, the steps up to Stream.completion()
are exactly the same as before (including the stripping of the stream from the hash table storing the
active sessions, if completed). Then, no matter whether the stream has completed or not, there is a
simple control to decide what to do with the server, like it occurs when the stream has not completed
in Figure 7.5. Thus, the cost is exactly the same as before: O(1) if the node is not released, O(n)
otherwise.
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response()
ThresholdStreamDispatcher
response()
completion()
releaseNode()
Forward next 
request
Mark server 
as 'idle'
ThresholdState
ThresholdStreamServiceHandler
completion()
Stream
Figure 7.8: Activity diagram for the response operation (threshold policy). Unlike the current
state case shown in Figure 7.5, in this scenario no server reallocation is performed.
7.3 Summary
This chapter has presented the extensions made to SPIRE to handle streams. Two different imple-
mentations have been discussed as the policies introduced in Chapter 6 require different approaches.
The next chapter presents some experiments that were carried out using this version of SPIRE and
shows that it is possible to optimize the performance of data centers by using the approach described
in the previous two chapters.
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Chapter 8
Experiments with Service Streams
In this chapter a 20-server cluster running the framework perviously described is employed to evalu-
ate the effect of the admission policies for service streams introduced in Chapter 6. Unless otherwise
stated, the following parameters are kept fixed:
• The QoS metric is the average waiting time,W ;
• The number of jobs in each stream, k, is 50;
• The SLA states that the maximum average waiting time of jobs will be less than or equal to
their average service time, i.e., qi = bi;
• The hardware, network and software infrastructure is the same as used in Chapter 5. The only
change was the upgrade in the Axis2 framework, from version 1.1 to version 1.3, in order to
fix a few bugs affecting the previous version (mainly in the client API).
As for the analysis of the admission policies for single jobs, this chapter first assesses the perfor-
mance of the framework when the exponential assumptions hold, then it shows what happens when
such assumptions do not apply.
8.1 Performance when Exponentiality Assumptions are Satisfied
The first set of experiments were carried out with the aim to evaluate the effect of the various admis-
sion policies when the exponentiality assumptions for both service times and interarrival intervals
apply, i.e., when each subsystem can be modeled as anM/M/ni queue and thus the estimated aver-
age waiting time of a job can be estimated using equation (6.5).
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Four services whose settings are shown in Table 8.1 were deployed on SPIRE. The offered load
is increased by increasing the submission rate for streams of type 4. That parameter is varied in the
range δ4 ∈ (0.02,0.2). At the lower end this represents a 60% loaded system, whereas at the higher
end, if all streams were accepted (i.e., if the ‘Admit all’ policy is employed), the system would be
over-saturated, as the total load would be 105%.
Index bi γi ki δi ci ρi
1 1.0 2.0 50 0.100 10.0 5.0
2 1.0 2.0 50 0.040 10.0 2.0
3 1.0 2.0 50 0.080 10.0 4.0
4 1.0 1.0 50 0.020 . . . 0.200 10.0 1.0 . . . 10
Table 8.1: Experiment settings. m= 4,N = 20.
The first experiment, shown in Figure 8.1, measures the average revenues obtained by the heuris-
tic policies proposed in Chapter 6 when all charges and penalties are the same, i.e., ci = ri, ∀ i: if
the average waiting time exceeds the obligation, users get their money back. For comparison, the
effect of not having an admission policy is also displayed.
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Figure 8.1: Observed revenues for different policies (Markovian case). ci = ri, ∀ i.
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Each point in the figure represents a SPIRE run lasting about 2 hours. In that time, between
1,400 (low load) and 1,700 (high load) streams of all types are accepted, which means that about
70,000 – 85,000 jobs go through the system. Samples of achieved revenues are collected every 10
minutes and are used at the end of the run to compute the corresponding 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 8.2: Observed revenues for different policies (Markovian case). c1 = 10,c2 = 20, c3 =
30,c4 = 40, ri = ci.
The most notable feature of this graph is that while the performance of the ‘Admit all’ policy
becomes steadily worse as soon as the load increases and drops to 0 when it approaches the satura-
tion point, the heuristic algorithms produce revenues that grow with the offered load. They achieve
that growth not only by accepting more streams, but also by rejecting more streams at higher loads.
Also, it is worth noting that the ‘Long-Run’ policy performs almost as well as the complex ‘Current
State’ one, with the values between each other’s confidence interval. Since, apart from the ran-
dom traffic fluctuations, the average load does not change inside the same run, the settings for the
‘Threshold’ heuristic use an infinite configuration interval (i.e., J = ∞) since, according to the ex-
periment shown in Figure 6.11, that configuration is the one that guarantees the better performance
when the load does not change. This means that, at time 0, SPIRE partitions the available machines
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across the four queues and computes the threshold values. Then, the allocation and the threshold
vector are not updated any more. When the load does not change over time, the revenues achieved
by the static Threshold policy are within 20% of the ones obtained by the more complex algorithms.
The last set of experiments of this chapter will show the effects of different window size values on
the maximum achievable revenues when the load changes over time.
The second result concerns a similar experiment, except that now charges and related penalties
differ between each queue: c1 = 10, c2 = 20, c3 = 30 and c4 = 40, ci = ri. The main difference
compared to the previous experiment is that now it is more profitable to run, say, jobs of type 4 than
jobs of type 3. Figure 8.2 shows that the maximum achievable revenues are now much higher than
before in virtue of the higher charge values for type 2, 3 and 4 streams. Moreover, the Long Run
heuristic still performs very well, while the difference between the Current State and the Threshold
policies is about 25%.
In the third experiment the charges are the same as in Figure 8.2, however if the SLA is not met,
users get back twice what they paid, i.e., ri = 2ci.
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Figure 8.3: Observed revenues for different policies (Markovian case, ri = 2ci).
The most notable feature of the graph shown in Figure 8.3 is that now the revenues obtained by
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the Admit all policy become negative as soon as the load starts increasing because penalties are very
punitive. The Threshold policy performs very well if compared to the other heuristics: according
to the results of the simulations carried out in Chapter 6 such policy is very conservative. This
means that is much more likely that the Threshold policy rejects a stream than if it fails to meet the
promised QoS.
8.2 Performance without Exponentiality Assumptions: Bursty Arrivals
In the second set of results, the Poisson job arrival processes are replaced with bursty arrivals. More
precisely, if the overall arrival rate for jobs of a given type is γ , then 80% of the interarrival intervals
are on the average 1/(5γ), and 20% are 4.2γ . This increases the squared coefficient of variation of
interarrival times to 6.12. The aim of increasing variability is to make the system less predictable
and decision making more difficult. It is worth stressing that it is not the stream submission rate, δi,
which is the one subject to bursts, but the arrival rate, γi, at which jobs belonging to a stream arrive.
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Figure 8.4: Observed revenues for different policies (ca2 = 6.12, ci = ri, ∀i).
In Figure 8.4 the four job types have all the same economic parameters. The increased unpre-
dictability caused by the bursty arrivals have some effect on the obtained revenues compared to the
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Markovian case, with the Threshold heuristic performing almost as well as the Current State policy.
The same occurs also when some jobs are more expensive than others, like in Figure 8.5. The
Current State heuristic performs about 20%worse than when the interarrival intervals are distributed
exponentially. The other two policies, instead, perform almost the same, with the increased unpre-
dictability that seems to have little effect on the Threshold algorithm.
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Figure 8.5: Observed revenues for different policies (ca2 = 6.12, ci 6= c j).
Finally, when the penalties are higher than the related charges, like in Figure 8.6, the shape of
the revenues is similar to the previous try (apart from the Admit all algorithm): the Current State and
the Long Run heuristics are very close in term of performance, however the revenues they obtain
are about 20% smaller than the Markovian case. Again, the increased variability has a little impact
on the Threshold policy.
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Figure 8.6: Observed revenues for different policies (ca2 = 6.12, ri = 2ci).
8.3 Performance without Exponentiality Assumptions: Hyperexpo-
nentially Distributed Service Times
The thrid set of results concerns a scenario where service times are not distributed exponentially.
A higher variability is introduced by generating jobs with hyperexponentially distributed service
times: 80% of them are short, with mean service time 0.2 seconds, and 20% are much longer, with
mean service time 4.2 seconds. The overall average service time is 1, as before, but the squared
coefficient of variation of service times is now 6.15.
When all streams have the same charges and penalties, like in Figure 8.7, the Threshold heuris-
tic performs almost as well as in the Markovian case (probably because of its very conservative
behavior), and is very close to the performance of the other policies. The behavior of the Admit all
policy is, as usual, very bad as soon as the load starts increasing.
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Figure 8.7: Observed revenues for different policies (cs2 = 6.15, ci = ri, ∀i).
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Figure 8.8: Observed revenues for different policies (cs2 = 6.15, ci 6= c j).
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When some jobs are more expensive than other (Figure 8.8) the Current State and the Threshold
heuristics perform almost as in Figure 8.2, while the Long Run policy performs about 15% worse
than the Current State.
Finally, Figure 8.9 shows that when the penalties are higher than the related charges, the behav-
ior of the three policies is similar. The Current State and Long Run algorithms performs worse than
in the Markovian case, while the wise Threshold heuristic performs almost the same way.
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Figure 8.9: Observed revenues for different policies (cs2 = 6.15, ri = 2ci).
8.4 Variable Load
So far, so good. The experiments discussed in the first part of this chapter tested the behavior of the
heuristics under different conditions. However, the loading conditions did not change over the time,
while it is well known that the volume of demand in production application environments fluctuates
on several time scales (i.e., daily and monthly cycles). The last set of experiments were carried
out with the aim to test the robustness of SPIRE and the proposed algorithms when the load is non-
stationary. The total load is the same as before, i.e., ρ ranges between 60% and 105% by varying the
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rate at which type 4 streams arrive to the system. However, every x seconds, δ1 and δ2 are swapped.
In other words, during period 1 δ1 = 0.1 and δ2 = 0.04, during period 2 δ1 = 0.04 and δ2 = 0.1,
and so on. As consequence, the loads for queues 1 and 2 fluctuate between 2 and 5. The other
parameters are the same as in Figure 8.1: ci = ri = 10, ∀i, while the service time and interarrival
interval distributions are exponentially distributed. For comparison reasons, the figures include an
‘Oracle’ Threshold policy, that knows exactly when the load variations occur and recomputes the
allocation and admission threshold vectors.
In the first experiment, shown in Figure 8.10, the stream submission rates change every 300
seconds.
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Figure 8.10: Observed revenues for different policies with variable load (ρ1 and ρ2 change every
300 seconds).
Because the allocation and admission decisions are taken every time a stream arrives or com-
pletes, the Current State algorithm is not affected by the changes in δ1 and δ2, and so it is capable to
perform as well as when the load does not change (see Figure 8.10). The Long-Run heuristic, which
is based on the assumption that queue i is subjected to a constant load of Li streams, is robust enough
to cope with load variations, and in fact it performs like in the constant load scenario. Finally, the
revenues obtained by the Threshold policies are between 72% and 83% of the ones achieved under
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constant load. The main reason is that the Threshold policy uses traffic estimates to compute the
vector of admission thresholds: the Oracle does it by using the δi values, while the ones that peri-
odically recompute the two vectors estimate the service times, arrival rates as well as the squared
coefficient of variations of service times and interarrival intervals. As it has already been pointed
out earlier in this thesis, this policy exhibits a very conservative behavior, which is further empha-
sized by the fact that the steady state is not reached. From a practical point of view, the Threshold
algorithm does not seem very sensible with respect to the employed window size: using a bigger
window size allows to system to achieve a slightly higher revenue (close to the oracle), but at the
expense of a bigger confidence interval.
In the experiment shown in Figure 8.11 the two rates δ1 and δ2 are swapped every 60 seconds.
As before, the Current State and Long-Run policies are not affected at all, while the Threshold
seems to perform slightly better with medium sized windows.
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Figure 8.11: Observed revenues for different policies with variable load (ρ1 and ρ2 change every
60 seconds).
Finally, when the loads change every 10 minutes, no changes seem to occur compared to the
first case. If a very short configuration interval is used the system cannot estimate the working
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parameters thoroughly, and so the achieved revenue is a bit worse. Again, it is worth noting that
using a larger window size improves the general performance, but the confidence intervals grow too.
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Figure 8.12: Observed revenues for different policies with variable load (ρ1 and ρ2 change every
600 seconds).
8.5 Summary
This chapter has presented several experiments aimed at evaluating the effects of allocation and
session-based admission policies on the performance of the SPIRE system. The results have demon-
strated that such algorithms have a significant impact on the earned revenue. From a practical point
of view, the nonexistence of assumptions about the nature of service demand makes the system very
robust.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
This chapter ends the dissertation with some concluding remarks, then it presents some insights on
possible extensions and directions for future research.
9.1 Concluding Remarks
This thesis has proposed adaptive algorithms for maximizing the efficiency of service provision-
ing systems subject to QoS contracts. The dissertation has introduced two quantitative frameworks
whose performance is measured in terms of the average revenue earned per unit time, and a mid-
dleware platform that provides an appropriate infrastructure. In order to approach the revenue max-
imization problem, a number of models have been formulated and analyzed in order to evaluate a
variety of operating strategies for the efficient deployment of computing resources. The experiments
that were carried out have demonstrated that policy decisions such as server allocations and admis-
sion choices can have a significant effect on the revenue. Moreover, those decisions are affected
by the contractual obligations between clients and provider in relation to the service quality. The
analysis outlined in this thesis has been broken down into two distinct areas.
Chapter 3 deals with the problem of how to structure and control a service provisioning system
with contractual obligations involving single jobs: users pay for having their jobs run, but demand
in turn a certain QoS. The model assumes that the performance is expressed in terms of either
response time or waiting time, but other metrics could also be adopted. Also, the provider agrees to
pay a penalty whenever the response time (or waiting time) of a job exceeds a certain bound. Since
overload is an inevitable aspect of Internet services and over-provisioning is not always feasible
(load spikes can be an order of magnitude greater than average), the provision of a service includes
algorithms to (i) reconfigure the available resources to respond to changes in patterns of demand,
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and (ii) to take admission decisions. Once the contractual obligations are known, it is the provider’s
responsibility to decide how to allocate the available resources and when to accept jobs, in order to
make the system as profitable as possible. Chapter 3 describes dynamic heuristic policies for server
allocation and job admission. The proposed algorithms are based on the notion of configuration
intervals, or windows: the system collects traffic statistics and periodically updates its configuration
in order to adapt to changes in user demand. As shown in Chapter 4, an important feature from
a practical point of view is that the proposed policies are not very sensitive with respect to the
window size that is used in their implementation. Moreover, even though the analysis assumes
that jobs arrive according to an independent Poisson process, while service times are distributed
exponentially, the algorithms are robust enough to be able to cope with bursty arrivals and non-
exponential service times.
A natural generalization of the revenue maximization problem discussed in Chapter 3 is in-
troduced in Chapter 6. The previous model applies charges, penalties, obligations and admission
decisions to individual jobs. Unfortunately the admission control scheme that makes admission
decisions on every job entering the system cannot be employed to deal with session-based traffic
(some sessions might be broken or delayed at critical stages, such as checkout). The idea is the
same as before, however now SLAs and admission decisions apply to groups of jobs, referred to as
streams, rather than single requests. Users agree to pay a specified amount for each accepted and
completed stream, and also to submit the jobs in it at a specified rate. The provider promises to run
all jobs in the stream, and also to pay a penalty whenever the average performance for the stream
falls below a certain limit. The described policies are still based on dynamic estimates of traffic
patterns and models of system behaviour. However now the emphasis of the latter is on generality
rather than analytical tractability. Thus, interarrival and service times are not required to be expo-
nentially distributed. Instead, they are allowed to have general distributions with finite coefficient
of variation. To handle the resulting models it is necessary to use approximations, however those
approximations lead to policies that perform well and can be used in real systems.
The validity of the mathematical models described for dynamic server allocation and admission
control have been demonstrated with the design and implementation of a prototype service provi-
sioning system, called SPIRE. This platform was initialized as part of the research project QoSP
and is described in Chapters 4 and 7. The prototype is a self-configurable and self-optimizing mid-
dleware platform that dynamically migrates servers among hosted services and enforces SLAs by
monitoring traffic parameters, income and expenditure. It provides a test bed for experimentation
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with different operating policies and different patterns of demand. The system has been deployed
and tested extensively: the results show that the proposed allocation and admission policies perform
well under several different traffic conditions.
9.2 Future Work
The scope for future work is rather large and includes possible directions:
• Instead of operating an admission policy, one might have a contract specifying the maximum
rate at which users may submit jobs (or streams) of a given type, and then be committed
to accepting all submissions. The question would then arise as to what that maximum rate
should be.
• Instead of having a dedicated architecture, it may be possible to share a server among several
types of services, eventually by using virtual machines to guarantee some form of isolation
between the running applications. The resulting model would be completely different as,
for example, there would be no need of private servers pool. However one would have to
consider different job scheduling strategies, e.g., preemptive and non-preemptive priorities,
Round-Robin, etc.
• The models discussed in this dissertation assume that system reconfigurations are immediate
or take a negligible amount of time. However, switching a server from one type of service
to another may incur non-negligible costs in either money or time. Taking those costs into
account would mean dealing with a much more complex dynamic optimization problem.
• The models proposed in Chapters 3 and 6 assume that servers execute at most one request
at any given point. Experiments have shown that, thanks to the use of dynamic policies,
the system performs well, even when heavily loaded. However this hypothesis might lead
to sub-optimal performance. First of all, jobs may not be CPU bound, but require access to
other, potentially remote, services, databases, etc. Second, recent advances in microprocessor
architectures, and multi-cores in particular, make it possible to efficiently run several jobs
in parallel, even if they are CPU bound. Thus, the idea is to further improve the efficiency
of data centers by running concurrent jobs subject to SLAs. Of course, since there SLAs
in operation, it is not possible to change the concurrency level at random: the idea is to
maintain the same QoS level (i.e., waiting or response time guarantees) as if jobs were run
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alone by a performance management model that monitors the system’s behaviour at runtime
and modifies the degree of multiprogramming accordingly.
• So far the provisioning system was composed of one cluster only. When more than one cluster
is involved, questions of routing of demands will also arise. Service provisioning systems are
often made of several, geographically distributed, clusters (i.e., content delivery networks).
The reasons are manifold, but mainly because power consumption limits the size of data
centers and because nodes deployed in multiple locations can optimize the service provision,
for example by reducing bandwidth costs, improving end-user performance (latency is lower
if the content or service is closer to the user), or increasing availability (a major breakdown at
one location would not affect the others). The different clusters may wish to cooperate with
each other in servicing user requests or they may be competitors trying to attract as large a
fraction of the market as possible. This adds another dimension to both the SLA formulation
and operating policies as well as the structure of the provisioning system.
• Power consumption is a major problem for data centers of all sizes and it impacts the density
of servers and the total cost of ownership. This is causing changes in data center configuration
and management. To stress out how important the problem is, just think that data centers are
limited by power: it is estimated that in 2010, for each dollar spent on servers, $0.71 will
be spent for power/cooling, while for each Watt consumed for power, data centers consume
another Watt for cooling. Finally, it has been reported that Facebook, the company running
the popular social networking web site, is spending well over $1 million a month on electricity
alone [12].
The problem can be stated in the following terms: when a server is in power up, it can service
incoming requests. When a server is in power down, it cannot process any job, but will
consume less (or no) energy. Thus it would be interesting to extend the revenue maximization
problems introduced in the previous chapters by taking into account the cost for running the
servers and assuming that the machines can be switched on and off dynamically: admission
and allocation polices would still prevent the provisioning system from being overloaded,
while power management policies would help reducing the operating costs.
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Appendix A
Exchanged Messages
This appendix shows the SOAP messages exchanged between the parties to implement the frame-
work described in Chapter 4.
<?xml ver s i on= ’ 1 . 0 ’ encod ing= ’ u t f −8 ’ ?>
< soapenv :Enve l ope xmlns :node=" h t t p : / / o rg . n c l . ac . uk / qosp "
xmlns : soapenv=" h t t p : / /www.w3 . org / 2 0 0 3 / 0 5 / soap−enve l ope ">
< soapenv :Heade r >
<node :qo sp>
<node :messageType>
< nod e : v a l u e >New node< / n o d e : v a l u e >
< / node :messageType>
< / node :qo sp>
< / soapenv :Heade r >
<soapenv:Body>
<node:addNode>
<node:name> 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 :8080< / node:name>
< / node:addNode>
< / soapenv:Body>
< / soapenv :Enve l ope >
Figure A.1: Example of a addNode message. The endpoint for the Service1 will be http://
127.0.0.1:8080/Service1, the one for Service2 will be http://127.0.0.
1:8080/Service2, etc. All the extra information (i.e. addressing metadata) are
omitted.
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<?xml ver s i on= ’ 1 . 0 ’ encod ing= ’ u t f −8 ’ ?>
< soapenv :Enve l ope xmlns :node=" h t t p : / / o rg . n c l . ac . uk / qosp "
xmlns : soapenv=" h t t p : / /www.w3 . org / 2 0 0 3 / 0 5 / soap−enve l ope ">
< soapenv :Heade r >
< c o d e s t o r e : q o s p >
<code s t o r e :Mes s ageType >
< c o d e s t o r e : v a l u e >New s e r v i c e < / c o d e s t o r e : v a l u e >
< / code s t o r e :Mes s ageType >
< / c o d e s t o r e : q o s p >
< / soapenv :Heade r >
<soapenv:Body>
< c o d e s t o r e : a d d S e r v i c e >
< s e r v i c e name=" Se r v i c e 1 ">
< !−− t h e o b l i g a t i o n i s s p e c i f i e d i n ms p r e c i s i o n −−>
<qos cha rge =" 200 " p e n a l t y =" 1000 " o b l i g a t i o n =" 10000 " / >
< / s e r v i c e >
< s e r v i c e name=" Se r v i c e 2 ">
<qos cha rge =" 100 " p e n a l t y =" 500 " o b l i g a t i o n =" 2000 " / >
< / s e r v i c e >
< !−− e v e n t u a l l y o t h e r s e r v i c e s here −−>
< / c o d e s t o r e : a d d S e r v i c e >
< !−− e v e n t u a l l y o t h e r s t u f f he re −−>
< / soapenv:Body>
< / soapenv :Enve l ope >
Figure A.2: Example of a addService message. The economic parameters for Service1 are
(c1,q1,r1) = (200, 10.0, 1000) while the ones for Service2 are (c2,q2,r2) = (100, 2.0,
500) All the extra information (i.e. addressing metadata) are omitted.
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<?xml ver s i on= ’ 1 . 0 ’ encod ing= ’ u t f −8 ’ ?>
< soapenv :Enve l ope xmlns :wsa=" h t t p : / /www.w3 . org / 2 0 0 5 / 0 8 / a d d r e s s i n g " xmlns : soapenv
=" h t t p : / / schemas . xmlsoap . o rg / soap / enve l ope / ">
< soapenv :Heade r >
<node :qo sp xmlns :node=" h t t p : / / n c l . ac . uk / qosp ">
<node :messageType xmlns :node=" h t t p : / / n c l . ac . uk / qosp ">Re s u l t < /
node :messageType>
< n o d e : s e r v i c e I n f o xmlns :node=" h t t p : / / n c l . ac . uk / qosp ">
<node :node xmlns :node=" h t t p : / / n c l . ac . uk / qosp "> 128 . 2 40 . 1 49 . 1 46 :18080< /
node :node>
< n o d e : s e r v i c e xmlns :node=" h t t p : / / n c l . ac . uk / qosp " node : d ep l oyed=" f a l s e ">
F u n c t i o n a l T e s t S e r v i c e 1 < / n o d e : s e r v i c e >
<node :messageID xmlns :node=" h t t p : / / n c l . ac . uk / qosp ">
urn:uuid:4BB08A85FDC224361C11570174738421< / node :messageID>
<node : a c t i onMapp ing xmlns :node=" h t t p : / / n c l . ac . uk / qosp "> u r n : t e s t 1 < /
node : a c t i onMapp ing >
< / n o d e : s e r v i c e I n f o >
< n o d e : t im e I n f o xmlns :node=" h t t p : / / n c l . ac . uk / qosp ">
< nod e : s e r v i c eT ime xmlns :node=" h t t p : / / n c l . ac . uk / qosp ">12815< /
n od e : s e r v i c eT ime >
< n o d e : a r r i v a l T im e xmlns :node=" h t t p : / / n c l . ac . uk / qosp ">1157017475111< /
n o d e : a r r i v a l T im e >
< / n o d e : t im e I n f o >
< / node :qo sp>
<wsa:To> h t t p : / / g iga18 . n c l . ac . uk :8081 / a x i s 2 / s e r v i c e s / Rou t i n gS e r v i c e < / wsa:To>
<wsa:ReplyTo>
<wsa :Addre s s > h t t p : / / 1 0 . 8 . 1 5 0 . 5 0 :6060 / a x i s 2 / s e r v i c e s / annonServ i ce13526262 /
annonOutInOp< / wsa :Addre s s >
< / wsa:ReplyTo>
<wsa :Fau l tTo>
<wsa :Addre s s > h t t p : / / 1 2 8 . 2 4 0 . 1 4 9 . 1 4 6 :18080 / a x i s 2 / s e r v i c e s /
F u n c t i o n a l T e s t S e r v i c e 1 < / wsa :Addre s s >
< / wsa :Fau l tTo>
<wsa:MessageID>urn:uuid:A02723EDF24620304D11570174758073< / wsa:MessageID>
<wsa :Ac t i on > u r n : r e s u l t < / wsa :Ac t i on >
<wsa :Re l a t e sTo ws a :R e l a t i o n s h i pTyp e =" h t t p : / /www.w3 . org / 2 0 0 5 / 0 8 / a d d r e s s i n g /
r e p l y ">urn:uuid:7DD37A66519B8626AB11570174751591< / wsa :Re l a t e sTo >
< / soapenv :Heade r >
<soapenv:Body>
< !−−
The r e s u l t i s s t o r e d here . I t i s no t used by SPIRE ; i t i s
f o rwarded " as−i t − i s " t o t h e c l i e n t
−−>
< / soapenv:Body>
< / soapenv :Enve l ope >
Figure A.3: Example of result message. The final destination (i.e. the client endpoint) is stored
into the ReplyTo block. The qosp block contains the servers that executed the re-
quest, the target service, the service time and other values used to update the state of
the controller.
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<manage r :qosp>
<manager :messageType>
<manage r : v a l u e >Forward< / manage r : v a l u e >
< / manager :messageType>
< !−− Th i s e l emen t s p e c i f i e s we the r t h e hand l e r has t o r e co rd t h e −−>
< !−− s e r v i c e t ime or no t . −−>
<manage r :wa i t i ngT ime manage r :needed=" t r u e | f a l s e " manage r : s e n tA t =" 10552544875 ">
< !−− Th i s v a l u e i s p r e s e n t on l y i f needed i s s e t t o ’ t r u e ’ −−>
<man a g e r : a r r i v a l T ime >11552944875< / man a g e r : a r r i v a l T ime >
< / manage r :wa i t i ngT ime>
<manage r : c l i e n tEPR>
< !−− The c l i e n t endpo in t , i . e . , where t h e r e s pon s e has t o be s e n t −−>
<manage r : v a l u e >
h t t p : / / 1 0 . 8 . 1 4 9 . 1 5 6 :6060 / a x i s 2 / s e r v i c e s / __ANONYMOUS_SERVICE__ /
__OPERATION_OUT_IN__
< / manage r : v a l u e >
< / manage r : c l i e n tEPR>
< !−− Reques t ID , used by t h e c l i e n t t o c o r r e l a t e r e q u e s t and r e s pon s e −−>
< !−− ( s e t by t h e Ax i s2 eng i n e ) −−>
<manager :messageID>urn:uuid:4BB08A85FDC224361C11570174738421< /
manager :messageID>
< !−− Reques t i d e n t i f i e r ( s e t by SPIRE ) −−>
<manag e r : r e qu e s t ID >45356L< / manag e r : r e qu e s t ID >
< !−− Th i s v a l u e s i s i n c l u d e d on l y i f t h e r e q u e s t i s p a r t o f a Stream −−>
<manage r : c ook i e >456L< / manage r : c ook i e >
< / manage r :qosp>
Figure A.4: Structure of the portion of SOAP header containing the state of the request. The client
endpoint, that is the endpoint where the final result will be sent, is contained into
the clientEPR block, while the messageID block contains the message identifier
of the request. This will be used by the controller to correlate the request and the
response.
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<?xml ver s i on= ’ 1 . 0 ’ encod ing= ’ u t f −8 ’ ?>
< soapenv :Enve l ope xmlns : soapenv=" h t t p : / /www.w3 . org / 2 0 0 3 / 0 5 / soap−enve l ope ">
< soapenv :Heade r >
< c l i e n t : s om e t h i n g xm l n s : c l i e n t =" h t t p : / / n c l . ac . uk / qosp " / >
< / soapenv :Heade r >
<soapenv:Body>
< c l i e n t : a d d S t r e am xm l n s : c l i e n t =" h t t p : / / n c l . ac . uk / qosp ">
< c l i e n t : g amma>0 . 2 f < / c l i e n t : g amma>
< c l i e n t : l e n g t h >10000< / c l i e n t : l e n g t h >
< c l i e n t : s e r v i c e >Se r v i c e 1 < / c l i e n t : s e r v i c e >
< / c l i e n t : a d d S t r e am >
< / soapenv:Body>
< / soapenv :Enve l ope >
Figure A.5: Example of addStream request (addressing information not shown). It is also possi-
ble to evaluate requests with custom economic parameters and service times (not if the
threshold policy is employed).
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